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PREFACE

This report addresses weapon systems acquisition within the

framework of Department of Defense (DoD) procurement and the management

of DoD systems. It reviews highlights of the history of weapon systems

management from the pre-1947 era to the present. It makes no attempt

at a definitive or detailed appraisal but confines itself to a dis-
cussion of principal features. The intention is to offer some explana-

tion of how we arrived where we are with respect to acquisition policies

and organization, to describe how the system operates, and under what in-

fluences, and to provide some perspective about the future.
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problems involved, and adjustment to changing conditions and times. The Armed
Services, for their part, were unable to resolve conflicts as technological
advancements outpaced their organization and management capabilities. As a
consequence of legislation enacted, beginning.with the National Security Act
Ammendments of 1949 to the issuance of DoD Directive 5000.1, there developed
a system by which the Secretary of Defense decided what courses of action
should be pursued. His decisions rested primarily on the recommendation of
DSARC reviews at critical junctures in the defense major weapon systems

4. .cquisition process.

Regulations and directives that formalized these procedures are currently
Sbeing altered under new policy of increased flexibility within the DOD. A
Srecent example is embodied in OMB Circular A-109, dated 15 April 1976, which

directs that the criteria for systems development be based on mission require-
ments rather than specification satisfaction.

The central and most difficult problem is not much different from that
faced in the 1960s: How to obtain sufficient numbers of quality hardware at 4
affordable costs
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ABSTRACT

The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) was created to

assume better coordination in the major weapons acquisition process. It

assists and monitors the basic effort of responsive acquisition of major

weapons for the Armed Forces within the influences of the environment of

procurement and DoD management processes.

Until relatively recently, the DoD had not had a consistent record for

close examination of the systems acquisition process, identification of

pvoblems involved, and adjustment to changing conditions and times. The

Armed Services, for their part, were unable to resolve conflicts as

technological advancements outpaced their organization and management

capabilities. As a consequence of legislation enacted, beginning with

the National Security Act Amendments of 1949 to the issuance of DoD

Directive 5000.1. there developed a system by which the Secretary of

Defense decided what courses of action should be pursued. His decisions

rested primarily on the recommendation of DSARC reviews at critical

junctures in the defense major weapon systems acquisition process.

Regulations and directives that formalized these procedures are

currently being altered under new policy of increased flexibility within

the DoD. A recent example is embodied in OMB Circular A-lOg, dated

15 April 1976, which directs that the criteria for systems development be

based on mission requirements rather than specification satisfaction.

The central and most difficult problem is not much different from that

faced in the 1960s: How to obtain sufficient numbers of quality hardware

at affordable costs.
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I. INTRODUCTION. THE DEFENSE SYSTEMS ACQUISITION
REVIEW COUNCIL--AN OVERVIEW

The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council Was

created in 1969 as a step toward better coordination of the various

phases of major systems acquisition. The Council is composed of

the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E), and

other key officials. The Council evaluates and reviews each major

system at three critical junctures --- the end of contract definition,

the end of engineering development, and prior to the initiation of

r production.

The review conducted at key system decision points in the acqui-

L sition process is held for the purpose of insuring that the service has

a viable program and is ready to proceed to the next phase of acquisi-

tion. It is the responsibility of the project manager of the ongoing

system to provide the DSARC with the pertinent information it needs

to make its recommendations regarding programs to the Secretary of

Defense (SECDEF). The SECDEF then rr-kes the key decision--pro-

ceed, modify, or cancel -- based in part on the DSARC recommenda-

tions.

Any key system decision is a high level problem which involves

iThis agency considers (l) dollar value - - Drocirams which
have an estimated RDT&E cost in excess of $50 million, or an esti-
mated production cost of $200 million; (2) national urgency; (3) recom-
mendations by DoD component heads or OSD officials.

• .. -



behavioral, legal, political, and non-technical considerations as well

as technical ones. These considerations all directly affect defense

management and decision making.
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11. FOUNDATION

Evolution of the Defense Weapons Acquisition Process

Prior to 1947, decisions regarding defense procurement rested

primarily with the two executive departments associated with defense,

The Department of War (Army and Army Air Corps) and the Depart-

ment of the Navy (Navy and Marine Corps).

As technological capabilities increased and world environment

became more complex, decisions regarding which defense system to de-

velop became more constrained by political considerations. Differ-

ences of opinion arose between the services where areas of responsi-

bility concerning strategic operations overlapped. Technological

advancements outpaced the organizational and management capabilities

of the individual armed services; the military departments could not

resolve the conflicts that developed. A change in organization and

management was needed. This need resulted in Congress passing the

National Security Act of 1947.

The Act established three executive departments, the Department

of the Army, the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the

Air Force. The three executive departments were called the National

Security Establishment. The head of this organization was called the

Secretary of Defense who was limited to the exercise of general au-

thority. The Act did not create a Department of Defense, however.
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After two years it was apparent that the original organization needed

further refinement. Proposals for change resulted in the National

Security Act Amendments of 1949. The Amendments redesignated the National

Security Establishment as the Departmcnt of Defense and established

it as an executive department of the government. The Service Secretaries

lost their cabinet status and the DECDEF's authority and responsibility

increased. Subsequent legislation, the Reorganization Act of 1958 and an

Executive Order in 1961. further increased the responsib,iities of the

SECDEF.

A system evolved in which the SECDEF decided what course of action

to pursue. This was a complete alteration of the pre-1947 concept

wherein the services made decisions regarding defense acquisition.

Despite the reorganization changes in the DoD, and until Robert

McNamara was appointed SECDEF, the Office of the Secretary of Defense

(OSD) envolvement in the weapons acquisition decision process was mostly

that of loosely monitoring service initiated programs. Under McNamara,

the decision making process became centralized at the OSD level. Secretary

" 4McNamara made all major decisions and &pparently overmanaged the services. 2

Still, the defense systems acquisition process continued to lack overall

coordination between finctions necessary for effidient procedure.

2Jack Raymond, "The McNamara Monarchy" American nefense Policy,
Second Edition. John Hopkins Press, Baltimore: 1968. pp. 406-412.
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DoD Directive 5000.1, Acquisition of Major Defense Systems --

Appendix C -- restated policy and went into greater detail delineating

responsibilities of OSD and the DoD components. Additionally, a more

detailed description of program considerations was included. These

considerations were a statement of the system need in operation

terms, consideration of cost parameters, logistics support, use of

milestones, assessment of technical uncertainty, increased use of

test and evaluation, contract form consistent with program character-

istics, source selection considerations, and use of realistic manage-

ment information-program control requirements.

The Environment of DoD Procure ent

The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) defines pro-

curement as follows:

- Procurement includes purchasing, renting, leasing, or otherwise
obtaining supplies and services. It also includes all functions

that pertain to the obtaining of supplies and services including
description but not determination of requirements, selecting and
solicitation of sources, preparation agd award of contract, and

all phases of contract administration.

The procurement process iicludes all actions taken in obtaining re-

quired goods and services. Together with requirements determina-

tion, production, and supply management, military procurement is

part of one basic effort -- responsive logistics support to the Armed

Forces. In the broadest sense, the term "procurement" describes the

JASPR 1-201
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whole process whereby classes of resources required by the Armed Forces

obtained. The methods of achieving that process constantly change, and

in that atmosphere of change the major weapon systems acquisition func-

tion is carried out.

The scope of procurement operations tn the Armed Forces can be

judged from the fact that the annual operation of DoD generates a greater

range of material ind service requirements than any other single enterprise

in the world. It should be readily apparent that coordinating this broad

function into a balanced integrated system poses very real challenges in

management.

The process of acquiring major (currently the Trident and B-1 Bomber)

weapons is the largest, most complex, and has the greatest dollar volume

of any in the DoD. The cycle from concept to delivery may require five

to ten years, with technical improvements continually evolving. Conse-

quently, decision-making is the responsibility of the highest organizational

levels in the services, and involves concentrations of the top management,

technical, procurement, and production talent. It is characterized by a

very small volume of extremely complex contracts averaging millions of

dollars in value.

The technical and financial risks associated with large acquisition

contracts rise proportionately with the trend toward more complex weapons

systems and lengthening of necessary development and production lead times.

Such considerations have greatly influenced the structure of industry and have

reoriented its efforts as advancing technology directs the emphasis towards

new systems. The extremely specialized nature of modern weapons development

and production has resulted in a high degree of market concentration. Few
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firms have the requisite financial strength, Lhe facilities, and the

technical capability to meet developuienL aod production requirements;

it is therefore only logical that tx bul k of )rders qo to o!, firnis .de-

monstrating the required capability.4

Due to their magnitode acid potential in- on thc 4. striala econ:)-
.my, Feder-al expenditures are being used more an,! ;6ore tI. po;ot tr

social and econoidc objectives of the Ljovermr.ent. One nhVeivev hos not.ed

that through, "the purpoSe Of procurement. as such, i'; not to enforcc public

policies, it would be reprehensibl- and indeed impossible for the

goverrament to execute its procurements in (refiarce o, di,.regard (if such
policies.'15 Thus, the role of defenrme pr-icirel.eot in nation,!I security

nl-mnagement is not limited to the arquisiticn (if' wfapors and services and

supplies but is also intepreted so as to strengthen the foundation of our

economic and social system.

Sma',ll independert business units have traditioii.lly been recognized

as a basic and indispensable eleoment r0 0o1 free enturtriso yste,. Si ncr

as fr back as 1890, and passage of the S~ie!!.vman Antitrust A.t, Conaress l-i;a

.. *: ben vitoily concerned with the preservatip0 of t compet i'j, • i structure, Uf

* '•- . 40A"D (Cwimptroller , Directorate f,,r I01,-!;;a . .-,:ions, 110,0
Co wp j n e s Re. ceivi/. L h e Lags.t -O I I o c lo t, l f iT cUc '. '(;ntract
A_,v rd;, , FY 1972, pj ,,

t)Ht..rbert P.CV-Iac , tovernmrent PruuCL,1 i it -i r,~ 3 c', r c 1

Social Legislation". presentation to thto Wý.tiowril tCorrttact Managemient
As~eciation, Wahnoton, D.C., Jan!,ary 9, 1972, p.?.



the economy. It is the policy of DoD to place a fair proportion of its

total purchases and contracts for supp lies, scrvices, and res-,earch and
dnvel oFmen wi tr small business concerns. ,t.: :ndriren ;'cifi- thCa

siIal I businesses are to Ie given assi stance tr. -iable th;. "to nuder+ý le

and obtain the benefits o," research and d v 1o-*;:• : Contracts,, a procure-

wenit area that accounts for about hE if of all F;Jni,;u acLi .iiJ-- in pr- vaite

busi nuns ard indus try but is dui,; i oI , Lit " ' sa r t:i-

SSince the early 1 bu s the DoD has pr: u • proglo:i! of ass is Lance in

labor sýrplus areas by placing defense contracts in such areas when it can be

done without payinq prei-idum price,, .no•, 'i• is of V he proor,-rn are to pre-

serve kPow-hew and skills reins sary 1o f fif 'i1 -iv ernwc int troriere ts , ati-

iiZe iailpuwer. promote national readines.., and disperse essential industries

(thus rendering thoei less vulnerable to air attack) by tbroadening the indus-

trial !se.• The labor surnlus program is prunram that supports small busi-

oc .s . Il general terms, a contract is -,egoti ted with the fir2 in the area

aot highest unemploy:'ient

Tlhe [;,Fy American Act. nwasscd in 1H63 fo.tur Ir -,..estic Iroe copeti t ve

! ente-pr-ie by imi-0slg' va riou rtes' r .i c ',"- '. trr-,,' Fedoral putchate of

" suPpli ,f t foreign0 or-I i it a zd f-c, , - -, : :, f. The Ar- t requi r s that

inl tihe procure!-I-l t uf suppl s 11 and sc"v . ... : .- ri, ,. i~urce ic.O

tems s4all be a,.'nu rned for publi c I i :, . ,ii A..U..', . A.,ti'les y,.r

613ernord $ form, W",al I "" ine'.r• n. tic ir- t inln in Fede;ral Govern-

uiieCOt Resco,'ch and [evolo;rient: The Go"e-,c n,: •O• N.in "(Ph.0 diser-

tation, Geor-fe Wasohi ntonr Univcr-1ty, 1I:l'

It.'
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materials or supplies not available in the United States are exempt.

The Buy American Act also applies to the Balance of Payments Pro-

gram. The magnitude of DoD transactions, that require dollar expendi-

tures on foreign markets, make it essential that overseas defense

procurement programs be continually reviewed and carefully managed;

otherwise they may have adverse effects on balance of payment deficits.

When determining whether or not a foreign source will be awarded a

contract, a 50 percent evaluation similar to that specified in the Buy

American Act is used; that is, if it is estimated that the cost of a

domestic item will not exceed the cost of the foreign item by more than

50 percent, solici t ation is restricted to U.S. end products and ser-

vices"7

The Federal Government has two methods by which it has been able to

affect the conditions of employment of the American working force and to

promote achievement of certain goals of a social nature -- its constitu-

tional powers to regulate interstate commerce and the considerable power

of Federal procurement. A difference in the means used by the government

to affect a purpose can be seen between that of the Federal Wage and Hour

Law and the Service Contract Act. The first has as its basis the federal

power to regulite interstate commerce, which the second relies on the eco-

nomic power of contract to provide minimum wage coverage to worker', in

7DoD Directive 7060,1, subj; Depart-ent of Defense Transactions Entering
the International Balance of Payments, July 1, 1963, 3d Amendment, par. II;
ASPR 6-104.4, 6-804.1.6-806.1.



businesses that are essentially interstate.

Weapons acquisition decisions are certainly influenced by the en-

vironmental factors of procurement, notwithstanding pure cost considerations.

A composite of the pressures of this environment directly affect Armed

Forces procurement activities. These activities fall into one of eight

broad classes; base support, supply system support, area support, indus-

trial support, transportation services, construction, research and develpp-

ment, and weapons acquisition. Emphasis in this research project is on

weapons acquisition.

Basic Concepts Applied to Managing Large Scale.DoD Systems

There are essentially nine benchmarks in the process of acquiring

major defense weapon systems; identification of need, the conceptual

effort, the program initiation decision, the validation effort, the

full-scale development decision, the full-scale development effort, the

production decision, production effort, and deployment.

Initially, the technical, military, and economic basis for an acqui-

•. sition program are established through comprehensive system studies and

the development and evaluation of experimental hardware. Next,ithere is

a decision by the SECDEF, by means of a Decision Coordination Paper (DCP)

supported by the DSARC, to validate the technical, military, and economic

effort. During the validation effort, major program characteristics are

substantiated through extensive analysis and hardware development by con-

tractors who will do the full-scale development. A decision by the SECOEF,

supported by the DSARC, to proceed to full-scale development is usually ex-

pected if the earlier predictions of program characteristics are confirmed.
I,>
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The intended result of the full-scale development effort is a hardware

model and documentation needed to produce the system for inventory. The

production decision by the SECDEF, supported by the DSARC, concerns whether

to produce the item for operational use, the initial quantity to be pro-

duced, and plans for future production. The decision to produce for the

inventory is normally the decision to deploy the system to operational

units and put into service.

Within the parameters of complex constraints and pressures, the

DSARC provides the medium of OSD "check & balance" of the military ser-

vices responsibility for the conduct and management of major systems

programs.

Aligned with procurement is the system of large scale management

peculiar to the DoD process. Of this total system, three elements

appear to have significant impact on major weapons procurement; the

DoD components influencing decision (particularly DDR&E), the budge-

tary process, and the DoD progranmning system.

The position of DDR&E was created by the DoD Reorganization Act of

* 1958 to assist the SECDEF in effectively directing and controlling the

overall DoD program of research and development. DoD Directive 5129.1,

the DDR&E charter, further refined and expanded DDR&E functions -- App-

endix D.

Responsibilities of the ODDR&E are: to require research, development,

test, and evaluation of weapons, weapons systems, and defense material;

to approve, modify, or disapprove programs and projects of the military

departments and other DoD agencies in assigned fields; to eliminate
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unpromosing or unnecessarily duplicating programs; and to initiate or support

promising projects for rescarch *und development ar.d environmental services.

Assistant directors reporting directly to the OODR&E have broad responsi-

bilities in specific areas that cross organization lines. These areas

include system acquisition management and acquisition policy. 8 Figure 1

depicts the current organization of the OoD.

....... ..... ... .......!$ ( E & • O E E S

&MU FRCISSI(3ETA~ty OF 01113SF

OF KOT 1 1TASIM a1 *FUNMW

0 in i n i mlTiOin nTi i

AM Sj j IAMYl - AMIM...... I I NWAII AVE I I UMI lt1 kr tV BMW Id 1'311irV I

S•l - = I =1-SM

Figure 1. -- Organization, Department of Defense

I i 8 R•esearch and Development in the Department of Defense, A

MRanagemfent Overview. ODDkE;, Washington, D.C., May 1974,

ATA
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In the budgetary process, funds are received and authorized

annually according to the functional activities involved; military

personnel, procurement, RDT&E, etc. 9 Congress appropriates funds

"under the sixth titles shown in figure 2. RDT&E (Title V) is further

grouped into eight budget activities.

Titles of the Defense Appropriation Act

I. Military Personnel IV. Procurement

II. Retired Military Personnel V. Research, Development,
Test and Evaluation

III. Operations and Maintenance VI. General Provisions

V. RDT&E Budget Activities

1. Military Sciences 5. Ships, Small Craft and
Related Equipment

2. Aircraft and Related 6. Ordnance, Combat Vehicles
Equipment and Related Equipment

3. Missiles and Related 7. Other Equipment
Equipment

4. Military Astronautics and 8. Programwide Management
Related Equipment and Support

Figure 2. -- The budget

There are four RDT&E appropriations and accounts -- Army, Navy (including

Marine Corps), Air Force, and Defense Agencies.

9 Natlonal Security Management -- Defense Organization and Management
ICAF, Washington, D.C., 1967. p. 182.
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Budget activities within the RDT&E appropriations are prescribed for

the following purposes; submitting budget estimates, submitting appropri-

ate requests, accounting for financial transactions with regard to the

budget, and submitting reports on accounts. This classification is oriented

primarily toward equipment types, not toward missions of the DoD.

The DoD programming system, on the other hand, is oriented toward

missions: it is based on the current year plus 5 years for funds and

the current year plus eight years for forces. This system enables DoD

to coordinate long-range anJ mid-range planning and the annual budget

process, orient top-level planning toward major defense missions,

conduct cost effectiveness analysis with respect to alternative force

structures, relate the impact of resources to the output of military

systems and material, and propose, review and approve or reject changes

in programs. 10

The programming system organizes all DoD activities into 11 depart-

ment wide programs as depicted in Figure 3.

Each major program is subdivided into elements whose mission charac-

teristics are closely related; for example, a weapons system may entail

development of a cannon, a projectile, and a prime mover. The comprehen-

sive plan that is the outcome of the programming process is called the

Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) 1l

10 Ibid. pp.178-179.

11 Ibid. pp. 194-195
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Program Structure

I. Strategic Forces VII. Central Supply and
Maintenance

II. General Purpose Forces VIII. Training, Medical and
Other General

II. Intelligence and Personnel Activities
Communications

IX. Auministration and
IV. Airlift and Sealift Associated Activities

V. Guard and Reserve Forces X. Support of Other Nations

VI. Research and Development XI. Undistributed Adjustments

Relationship Between Program and Budget Subdivisions

Program Subdivisions Budget Subdivisions

Program Title
Category

Aggregation Activity
Element (Identical) Subactivity

Project
Task Area

Work Unit

Figure 3. -- The DoD programming system

The DDR&E has the responsibility for the R&D (Department VI) portion

of the program to facilitate .annlng, programming, budgeting, and

managing the activities for which he is responsible. The DDR&E has

divided the R&D program into six categories as shown in Figure 4.
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Research (6.1)

Exploratory Development (6.2)
Management and

Advanced Development (6.3) Support (6.5)

Engineering Development (6.4)

Operational Systems Development (6.7)

Figure 4. -- Structure of the RDT&E Program

All categories except operational systems development are divisions

of Program Vi, (Figure 3), R&D, in the DoD programming system. Opera-

tional system developments are included in Program I, Strategic

Force,; in Program II, General Purpose Forces; in Program III,

Intelligence and Communications; or in Program IV, Airlift and Sealift.

R&D is not conducted under the other programs shown in Figure 3. The

categories of Program VI are subdivided into elements 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, etc.

Each element can consist of RDT&E projects; each may be one project, or

it may be a number of related projects in a particular field of R&D.

Within the boundaries of the DoD budget and programming system the

DSARC monitors the defense systems acquisistion process. Service in-

volvement in the management process consists primarily of the responsi-

bility of the military services to procure defense systems as approved

by the SECDEF. To do this, the services are organized with specific

commands assigned exact functions. The Army and Navy both use a materiel

command for systems acquisition. The Air Force assigns the research and

acquisition function to the Air Forces Systems Command and the logistical

I i -ii .... /
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function to the Air Force's Logistics Command. The primary purpose

of the services' materiel acquisition commands is to develop, procure,

and support defense systems.12

V

12 National Security Management -- Procurement. ICAF, Washington
D.C., 1975. pp. 45-48
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III. THE DSARC: FUNCTIONS AND PROCESS 13

Introduction

Initiation of the DSARC process usually begins when a service informs

OSD that it is ready for a DSARC on a particular program; however, a

DSARC may be called whenever OSD deems it necessary.

There are certain specified decision considerations which the

services must address in some detail. These items are obtained through

analysis of DoD Directive 5000.1, by meeting with the DSARC principals,

staffs, and from formal and informal memoranda. In practice, and as

interpreted from DoD Directive 5000.1, all services attempt to speak to the

issues of interest to the DSARC.

Establishing Directives and Instructions

DoD Directive 5000.1 establishes the DoD policy on acquisition

A management of major defense systems which forms the basis for the asso-

ciated decision-making process. One of its principal points is that the

"services are responsible for the conduct and management of major systems

programs with review by OSD for adherence to policies. The SECDEF re-

_W serves the right to make the key decisions that initiate programs or in-

crease program commitments. Accordingly, two key elements emerge as

primary to this management plan and decision-making process. The key

elements of the DoD weapon systems acquisition management are the DCP

13 This section is essentially constructed around the command

briefing utilized by the ODDR&E.
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and the DSARC. This combination forms the apex of the management of major

weapon systems acquisition programs. Detailed considerations of this pro-

cess are contained in DoD Instruction 5000.2, the DCP and the DSARC --

Appendix E. The DCP and the DSARC are used in support of the SECDEF de-

cision-making process in accordance with DoD Directive 5000.1.

Supporting DoD Directive 5000.1 with respect to the DCP/DSARC is

DoD Directive 5000.26, the DSARC charter -- Appendix F. Also supporting

this directive, particularly with respect to the DCP/DSARC process, is

DoD Directive 5000.3, Test and Evaluation -- Appendix G -- , and DoD

Directive 5000.4, OSD Ccst Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG) -- Appendix

H. Briefly, 5000.3 requires that the DDR&E(T&E) report to the SECDEF and

to DSARC his evaluation of program test results and proposed test plans at

each DSARC decision review. Because of intimate alignment with DSARC and

the influence on fiscal aspects of procurement, 5000.4(CAIG) is addressed

separately in the next section.

Decision Coordination Paper

The DCP is a summary document that provides DoD management officials

with the essential information about a major system program. The DCP in

each major system is periodically updated as the program advances through

the critical decision points in its life cycle. The purpose of the DCP is

- . to assist the DSARC as it supports the review and decision-making process

of the SECDEF throughout a program life cycle. The DCP, when signed by the

SECDEF, becomes a contract between him and the Secretary of the military

service.
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The Decision Coordination Paper becomes a very complete summary

of the planned program. It is prepared, or revised, at the start of

each new phase of the acquisition and will therefore focus on the

next immediate step. Accordingly, a DCP prepared to initiate a program

will place heavy emphasis on the nature of the program and program des-

cription addressing cost estimates related to project budget limitations.

AAs the program progresses the content of the DCP will change with brief

revalidation and more emphasis on such aspects as contract procurement,

reliability 1nd maintainability, logistic support, etc. While the DCP

is revised at the start of each phase of the acquisition, it must also

be revised at any time there is a significant program change or reorien-

tation. There is a DCP for each major program. The content of the DCP

is shown in Figure 5.

Nature of Program Management (DoD/Contractor)

- Need/Threat Reliability and Maintainability

Program Description Test and Evaluation

- Cost, Schedule, Performance Logistic Support Plan
- Risks

Environmental Effe cts
Alternative Programs

o aInternational. Aspects• - Pros and Cons

Security Guidance
Cost Effectiveness

Thre sholds
e eTrade-offs

Recommendations by Signatories
CoStract/ProcuriDment Plan

Summary of SECDEF Decisions
- Achievement Milestones Over Program Life
- Acquisition Strategy

Contract Plan Resource Annex
- Production

...G. .tnt.......
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DSARC Membership

The DSARC membership, Figure 6, consists of the DDR&E, Assistant

Secretaries of Defense, (ASD), Comptroller (C); Installations and

Logistics, ASD (I&L): Program Analysis and evaluation, ASD (PA&E);

Intelligence, ASD (1): and the Director of Telecommunications and

Command and Control Systems (DTACCS).

4M2MBERS

DDR& E ASD(PA& E)
ASD(C) ASD(1)
ASD(I&L) DIR(TACCS)

OTHER KEY PARTICIPANTS

Service Secretary
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
Service Military Chief
Deputy DDR&E for Test and Evaluation
Chairman, DoD Cost Analysis Improvement Group

CHAIRMANSHIP

DDR&E For Development Decisions
-I&L For Production Decisions
ASD(1) or DIR(TACCS)

Co-Chair with DDR&E or
ASD(I&L) For (1)/(TACCS) Programs

Figure 6. -- DSARC make-up

The DDR&E serves as chairman for development decision meetings.

The ASD(I) and DTACCS assume chairmanship for the DSARC reviews

of programs for which they have primary responsibility. The Secre-

tary of the sponsoring services, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (JCS), or his representative, the Deputy DDR&E (Test and

:•" .. .............................. .• ":.................. .................. . .............-.- . .............
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Evaluation), and the Chairman of tie Cost AnadySi ý 1MprCvee[reit Group

(CAIG) are also key participants in DSARC revie.s.

DSARC Decision Points

Figure 7 ilustrates the scheduied criti na l -. ts p j a-

quisition phases norual to the acqui sition 0f ci raeo. (;fen ,e £y'te,,
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s ron point or ril e.tofr' the DSARC ,Vwi: rcvi-, "i ir, av r..d ,-

to '-tart the next phase and provid- reco:,,ve.i,.I i, r ,he '[AE[UE

• decisions:

':•Ac ra". ti k~n)Conceit ual Val. id a • - ale Pr od u cIi JonS(I~ra to;) :ffc~rt " i';ffort I ),-,' lo1n~cPI! 1ff~onil

'/1)SAR C / i)',\IAU C DS Ai(7,

,"e tn.' DCP T DCI'} 1! !)(:P] l!.i

Initiation I)e ve;n D-i ;n ,i :,ion
Decision 1.)P k i s',!n

" t'r, . -- ', acquisitio, i pro( ,: .. . ;. -

ih,* three de;eision points are:

N, i 1ie stone I Program l,1i t iation Dec i. on, ,At tkis d-< sion point
the S'"'•UF considers approval to cnrmi t rcr.1,, to advorci ,evelopnrnl

during the val idatioq phase, rIridry (::rn,.,' .. it. i.•- j•,ift are J.ha6

the identified ned has been swubz.tantiated, tiý.- pro'po ,nd r..ai e (t:f sys.I;c,

2a.ajor performaan:e p-arometers matches t hr need , .h(, pl,.n for eva1uatinc
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with program characteristics including risks, and the preferred program

is within allowable costs considering fiscal year phasing of funds and

funding constraints in the planned projected total budget. In general,

the program initiation decision point should occur before any substantial

expenditure of the program development funds and before any feasible

program alternatives have been foreclosed.

Milestone II -- Full Scale Development Decision. At this point

the SECDEF will consider the commitment of resources to do full scale

engineering development or to detailed design of the system. Primary

concerns at this decision point are with reaffirming the operational

need for the system in the light of its cost and projected budgetary

constraints, the adequacy of the evaluation of alternative approaches,

the readiness of the system to enter full scale engineering development,

the adequacy of the test and evaluation results, and the acquisition

strategy consistent with program characteristics, including risks.

Milestone III -- Production Decision. At this point the SECDEF

will consider the commitment of substantial resources to the production

and deployment of the system. Primary concerns at this point are with

reaffirming the operational need for the system in light of its cost and

projected budgetary constraints, ensuring the proposed quantity is con-

sistent with the operational needs and available resources, assessing the

readiness of the system to enter the production process, evaluating the

readiness of the production process to build the system, reviewing the

adequacy of the logistics support plan, and obtaining reassurances that

......
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the acquisition strategy and contract plan are consistent with the

program characteristics and risks.

The basic DCP/DSARC process functions in terms of the three critical

decision points. In actual operation the situation may well require sev-

eral DSARC reviews for each transition point. For example, in addition

to a Milestone II review to start full scale development, it may become

necessary to procure additional deveopment models to continue testing;

a DSARC IIA will be held to consider the need for additional models. At

the production decision point the first DSARC III review may consider

only the release of long lead funds. The second review may address approval

of limited production where later DSARCs may consider annual buys. The

system is flexible to provide for these program variations.

While full preparation for DSARC is essential to the success of this

management system, the other essential part of the process is the post-

DSARC effort. The DSARC makes recommendations to the SECDEF for final

decision. The decision is forwarded to the Service Secretary by signa-

ture of the revised DCP or initially by an action memorandum which then

must be reflected into the SECDEF/Service Contract, the DCP. Figure 8

illustrates the DCP/DSARC process.

To close off the process, there is one additional follow-on action.

This is to assure that the requirements of the approved DCP are properly

reflected in the Request for Proposals (RFP) and subsequent contracts

the services make with indursty. This Is done by review of the RFP or

the proposed contracts on a selected basis.

Lai__
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. Outl i ne

•:DCP DCP DCP DSARC
-•Service -for Comment for Coord Review

Pre-DSAR- Executive Action
Staff Planning Sessions Memo

Meeting Ic"--lL SECDEF

nRecom- Dci Service
FiurecisCi/a ocs

'Ientiffcation and"Resolution of Issues

ýervices/osb' tff cooIrd. .

Pre-MSAR Ras-

M•ARC Pri' "al

Sv/S ..... P§nclpal

• • DSARC Principals/Service Principals Interface

I i Figure 8 -- DCP/DSARC process
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IV. The OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG)

Weapons systems acquisition cost growth two or three times the

original baseline estimates was a factor leading to the creation of the

OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG). The CAIG function is to

review and interpret for presentation to DSARC principals, project ma-

nagers, and military services indeperdent cost estimates employing tech-

niques different from those used by the program manager in making his

estimate of weapon systems costs.

The CAIG has published a comprehe,,sive Operating and Support Cost

Development Guide for Aircraft Systems. Similar guides for other

weapons are in preparation. In addition, the CAIG currently is active

in two major areas to improve the quality of DoD's cost data base and

its rapid accessibility to analysts throughout the military services and

Os0.

The first major area involved coordinating the review with the issuance

of DoD Instruction 7000.11, Contractor Cost Data Reporting (CCDR). The

CCOR reporting system expands the data collection to ships, tracked vehicles,

and other classes of weapons and identifies specific fixed and variable elements

of indirect cost. The second major area involves improving the efficiency of

the DoD cost analysis who assess and utilizes historical data -- such im-

provement was not possible when this data was kept in hard copy at a few

scattered locations.

Each DSARC member is represented on the CAIG. Also represented are the
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military departments cost analysis organizations. The CAIG has made

progress toward its primary goal of improving cost estimating and analysis

within DoD. Perhaps one of its material accomplishments is that the

independent estimate and CAIG review have contributed to discourses on

cost within DoD and are leading to a better understanding of the need

for realism of estimates.14

14Defense Mianagement Journal, the CAtG. Margolis3, January 1975,
p.24.
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V. THE ARMY SYSTEM

One of the significant problems in preparing for a DSARC review is

determining how to address the issues in a manner acceptable to the

DSARC. Within the Army system, this approach is proposed during a pre-

DSARC review called the "ASARC" (Army Systems Acquisition and Review

Council), chaired by the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army. These re-

views reflect the initial effort, or "tip of the iceberg" view of the

complexity involved in moving through the DSARC process.

Program levels of decision for systems during the materiel acqui-

sition phase are established by regulation. 15 Those major Army systems

subject to special management procedures and review by ASARC/DSARC at

specified decision points are shown in Figure 9. Consolidated, unclassi-

fied listings of these systems are published quarterly by Headquarters,

Department of the Army.

The driving influence on the combat development process is derived

primarily from three sources: the Army family of plans, the Army Master

study Program, and the Army Long-Range Technological Forecast. A combi-

nation of these documents influence identification of major weapon systems

to be developed for the force structure. 16

1 5AR 1000-1, Basic Policies for Systems Acquisition DA, 5 November
1974; AR 71-9, MaterielObjectives and Requirements, 7 February 1975.
AR 1000-1 is the policy statement for Army materiel acquisition on
which all other regulation and objective is based. A copy of AR 1000-1
is attached at Appendix I.

16 AR 1-1, Plans, Army; 31 Oct 73. The family of plans includes: (Cont'd)

LL ...
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Decision Level

Title Short Title ASARC DSARC

1. Advanced Attack Helicopter AAH X X
2. Advanced Scout Helicopter ASH x x
3. Artillery Locating Radar AN/TPS-37 X X
4. Automatic Communications AN/TTC-39 X X

Central Office
5. Cannon Launched Guided CLGP X X

Projectiles
6. CH47 Modernization CH47 Mod X X
7. HAWK Improvement Program Improved X X

(HIP) HAWK
8. H eliborne Fire and Forget HELLFIRE X X

Missile
9. Howitzer, Towed, 155 MM XM198 X X
10. Man Portable Air Defense STINGER X X

System
11. Mechanized Infantry Combat MICV X X

Vehicle
12. MGM-52C LANCE Missile LANCE X X

System (Non-Nuc Whd
LANCE)

13. NAVSTAR - Global Positioning NAVSTAR- X X
System/Army User Equip- GPS/AUE
mernt

14. Main Battle Tank XMI X X
15. Pershing II PERSHING 11 X X
16. Surface to Air Missile SAM-D X X

Development
17. Tactical Fire Direction TACFIRE X

System
18. Tactical Operations System TOS X X
19. Utility Tactical Transport UTTAS X X

Aircraft System
20. U.S. ROLAND ROLAND X X
21. Vehicle Rapid Fire Weapons VRFWS-S X X

System Successor
22. VHF/FM Portion of the Single SINGGARS X X

Channel Tactical Radio
Communications Subsystem

23. General Support Rocket System GSRS X X
(Fxpected to be designated
a major system. New
entry)

Figure 9. -- Major systems
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The Amy process for developing and fielding new items of equipment

is formalized into a management model called the Army Life Cycle Sys-

tem Management Model (LCSM,1), Figure 10.

The LCSMM is a management tool used as a guide in the acquisition

of new equipment -- major or non-major.1 7  The model outlines the pro-

cedures for acquisition of Army systems through the ultimate phaseout

and disposal of the system from inventory. Note that the model has four

phases; conceptual, validation, full-scale development, and production

and deployment. It contains 119 events with the ASARC/DSARC reviews oc-

curring at events 14, 42, 71 and 98. The LCSMM is a doctrine model, or

guidesand all systems therefore do not follow the outline exactly.

16 (Cont'd)
The Army Strategic Appraisal (ASA) the basic document for threat

analysis; the Army Force Guidance (AFG) for developing the objective force
levels and resources and requirements; the Army Force Program (AFP) details
the Army Force structure for the current and budget year; and the Army Stra-
tegic Capabilities Plan (ASCP) for the employment and/or support of Army
Forces in the short-range period. The Army Master Study Program identifies
current and approved studies originating in the Army. The Long-Range
Technological Forecast cites advances in knowledge, capability, and mater-
iel that technology can be expected to produce if supported by R&D resources
during the next 20 years.

17 Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 11-25, Life Cycle System-ftnage-

,nent Model for Army Systems, May 1975. A major weapons system is distin-
guished from a non-major system by virtue of its requirement for DSARC re-
view or that it is critically important, complicated, expensive, controversial,
or for some reason should involve the top management of the Army.

4- _ • _. . . . = . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . :: . : i. . . .
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Each system is unique in some respect. Management procedures will

vary; some activities will be bypassed or performed concurrently,

some systems may enter the model at some point in the middle, and

every major system may not continue on to the production and develop-

ment phase.

Note that in the validation, full-scale development, and produc-

tion and deployment phases, there Is both Operational Testing (OT) and

Development Testing (DT) prescribed. In each of these phases there

is a repetitive sequence of design, prototype construction, test, e-

valuation, and decision. With each iteration of this sequence, design

comes closer to a production version and risks should hopefully become

significantly less.

All RDT&E and acquisition programs are guided by the overall

policies and procedures of AR 1000-1, (Basic Policies for Systems

Acquisition, DA) AR 15-14 (ASARC Prc-cedures), and AR 70-1 (Army Research,

Development, and Acquisition). This includes developmental and nondevelop-

mental programs directed toward satisfying materiel and non-materiel re-

quirements. Major management decisions during the acquisition cycle are

made at milestones appropriate to a particular program and constitute

the Materiel Acquisition Decision Process (MADP). The MADP reviews are

a vital part of the decision process. These reviews 32rve as a forum

to surface critical issues that must be resolved before decisions can be

made. The system acquisition cycle is shown in Figure 11. It represents

the applied process of the LCSMM.

- - - - - - "i• --1 T .......... -- I- •I--.-i -. ..... . • i W..
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.tASE cONCEPTUAL VALIDATION FULL SCALE PRODUCTION AND
DEVELOPMENT DEPLOYMENT

DECISION REVIEWS

•SARC I )I I II 0

MSARC .II II IIla

IPR VAL DIVA PV

BASIC SUPPORTING OCO LOA ODP ROC DP
DOCUMENT• 0 0 0 0 0

PROGRAM 6.1 6.4 , 4
CATEGORY 6.2 -3B ON PROCUREMENT FUNDS

- -- • 6.3A

-"•STING DT I DT iI DT III

SoI O ST II

rFDTEI
(AS NEEDED)

BREADBOARD & BRASSBOARD & INITIAL FULL
EXPERIMENTAL ADV DEV ENGR DEV PRODUCTION PRODUCTION

HARDWARE PROTOTYPE PROTOTYPE PROTOTYPE I'TEHS ITE14S
CONFIGURATION . I .. .

-,SARC - Army Systems Acquisition Review Council OT I(I )(III) - Operational Test 1(1I

DEVA - Development Acceptance PV - Production Validation

DSARC - Defense System Acquisition Review Council ROC - Required Operational Capability

Dp - Development Plan VAL - Validation
.I' 1(II) (III) - Development Test I(II) (II) Program Category:
FDTE - Force Development Testing and Experimentation 6.1 - Basic research
IPR - In-Process Review 6.2 - Exploratory development

LOA - Letter of Agreement 6.3A - Advanced development (non-sy

OCO - Operational Capability ObJective 6.33 - Advanced development (system

ODP - Outline Development Plan 6.4 - Engineering development

Figure 1. -- System acquisition cycle
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A new AR 1000-1, dated this year, will address the subject of

evolutionary development of current standard equipment versus the

initiation of totally new developmental programs. The AR will state,

"The preferred method to correct inadequacies in already developed

systems i.- to exploit the performance growth potential inherent in

the system."

The Army position is that complexity can be reduced by placing

design emphasis on reliability, availability, maintainability, and

reduction of total life cycle costs. 18

18 AR 702-3, Army Materiel Reliability, Availability, and

Maintainability (RAM), 22 March 1973
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VI. CAS3E STUDIES

In recent years Amry weapon systems have continued to grow both

in terms of sophistication and costs. As an example, the M60A2 tank ac-

quisition costs rose approximately 500 percent over the earlier M60

version. In the current environment the image of materiel acquisitio,

procedures is one of overly complex systems, excessive concurrency of

programs with duplicative missions, and changing requirements. Whether

this image is deserved or not, the need for change was recognized by

DoD and the services and the process has recently undergone significant

changes to improve and simplify procedures.

To illustrate the foregoing, this section will refer to four Army

systems. Two had their beginning before inception of the DSARC process

and two generally followed the DoD and Army acquisition cycle as we vis-

ualize it today. The Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) and the Mechanized

Infantry Combat Vehicle (MICV) are generally following the prescribed cycle;

the Armored Reconnaissance Scout Vehicle (ARSV) and the 3/4, 1-1/4 ton

truck acquisition preceded DSARC.

The Advanced Attack Helicopter 19

The AAH has been designed as a highly mobile aerial anti-tank weapon

19 Amy Research and Development, Army Readiness Posture;
Requirements to Meet Foreseeable Threat. Hoffman, March/April 1976.
p. 23.
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system capable of fighting and survivinii in a mid-intensity environment

and to provide, for the first time, a night and adverse weather capability.

Thus far two contractor prototypes cumulatively have over 100 flight-test

hours.

Both aircraft have generally performed well; some technical problems

have been encountered and solved. The solutions to these problems and

associated program adjustments directed by DSARC principles based on

other DSARC subsystems -- specifically, substituting the Hellfire

Missle for the TOW Missle in the Target Acquisition Detecting System --

materially increased original estimates and necessitated an Army re-

programming request for $14.6 million for FY 1976.

With these funds it is estimated that the prototypes can be brought

to sufficient maturity for the conduct of the government competitive

tests. Total program costs, including inflation are estimated to be

at $551 million for R&D and $2,330 million for procurement.

The system is currently in the validation phase and is pending a

DSARC Milestone II review this calendar year.

The Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle (MICV)_.

The MICV has been designated to provide significantly improved

mobility, firepower, and armor protection. This vehicle will permit

infantry to fight while mounted and protected. Total program costs,

20 Ibid, p.13.

U- _ • --- _ -
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including inflation, are estimated at $93 million for R&D and $644

million for procurement.

A low-rate initial production contract is planned to be awarded in

October 1977, with deliveries starting in January 1979. Developmental

testing commenced in September 1975 and has been progressing satisfactor-

ily except for technical difficulties with the transmission.

A backup transmission program has been initiated and, to insure

the fielding of a vehicle meeting all of the requirements, additional

time has been added to the test program. Total time lost in the program

is estimated to be eight months.

The Armored Reconnaissance Scoul Vehicle (ARgV)21

After spending more than $30 million on R&D and requesting $25

million for procurement of 35 vehicles in the FY 1975 budget, the

Amy terminated its ARSV program.

ARSV began as an international project in 1965 but the multi-

national program foundered. At about thE same time, the Army embarked

*; on its own program to replace the M114 armored personnel carrier; how-

ever, within the Army there were divergent views on what an ARSV should

be. Nevertheless, the program began in December 1966 when a parametric

design cost-effectiveness study was approved by the SECDEF.

21Armed Forces Journal International, Scout Bites the Dust.
Hayes, October 1974. pp. 29 ,3 0 .
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Innumerable reviews and assessments were made on the proposed

program at all levels within DoD. Finally, the request for proposal

was issued in October 1971, six years after the establishment of a

program manager to direct the project. From that point, the program

progressed and design, prototype fabrication, and initial testing

ensued. In January 1914, thetirmy, unanimously repeated previous

convictions that the ASRV as currently envisioned was unacceptable and

should be stopped. Contracts expired in 1974.

Ever changing technical requirements and divergence of opinion

clouded determination of the need for an ARSV, possibly, a solid

requirement for the system was never demonstrated. This system, of

course, was ongoing before refincments 1 the acquisition process

and monitorship by DSARC. Currently, the X. y has a program to

evaluate a Scout vehicle; however, the earliest production models may

not arrive in the system before 1980.

The 3/4, 1-1/4 ton Vehicle Acquisition2 2  I

The story of the Army's acquisition of trucks the 3/4 ton and

1-1/4 ton size is interesting, because events "have gone full circle"

from procurement of militarized commercial vehicles' to highly specialized

Army developed designs and back to procurement of commerclal vehicles.

This situation began in World War II when the Armed Forces were equipped

22 U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, the Materiel
Acquisition Process: Case Study, the TRADUCK. 1975-1976
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with thousands of 3/4 ton weapons carriers manufactured by Chrysler,

the sole source.

Two subsequent events significantly affected the future of truck

procurement in the Army. One was the MOVER study, and the second was

strong Congressional pressure to cease sole source procurement.

The MOVER study (1961) attempted to determine Army tactical vehicle

needs for the 1970 time frame. The study concluded that the 3/4 ton

series should be replaced with 1-1/4 ton trucks and that the 1-1/4 ton

mission could be satisfied by two vehicles: a highly mob le truck for

use in the combat brigade area and a less expensive, less complex vehicle

to operate in the rear areas. Top priority was given to a high mobility

truck, the Gama Goat. Release for Troop evaluation ef the Gama Goat

met with DSARC approval in May 1911.

The other vehicle: Congress finally forced the Army to stop buying

the 3/4 ton sole source vehicle from Chrysler, but not before a successor

vehicle was designed and developed. UnFortunately, at this time, there

was a rapid build up in Southeast Asia. In order to fill high-priority

requirements for 3/4 ton vehicles, it was necessary to buy a commercial

item to replace military vehicles in CONUS and Europe, which were then

issued to units in Vietnam.

A study called WHEELS was completed in 1972. WHEELS decreed that

there was a place in tactical units for commercial vehicles and that

procurenent of a 1-1/4 ton vehicle should be undertaken. The concept in
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this acquisition was that there would be no capability testing, no

design development effort; this shortened procedure would allow the

Army to save a considerable amount of RDT&E funds. The new truck will

be called the M861 and will be a Dodge pickup truck, militarized --

back to Chrysler. The demonstrated marketability of the trucks will

be accepted as proof of suitability. The vihicle, is expected to

have a life in the inventory of seven years and then will be "traded-in".

The winning Chrysler bid was $3885 per vehicle. Unlike the Gama Goat,

neither the RDT&E nor the production costs qualify this acquisition

item as a major system• for DSARC review.

The Army has not fared too well in its a tempt to procure 1-1/4

ton trucks to replace the 3/4 ton. Why has the Army had problems

with such a simple item as a truck? Like the ARSV, and unlike the

AAH and the MICV, the answer, in general, is probably the determination

of a military need.
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VII. PERSPECTIVES AND POSTSCRIPT

Laird-Packard Era

DEPSECDEF David Packard was the orchestrator of the DoD acquisition

review for major weapon systems as we know the process today. His

initial intent in changing policies and modifiying the systems review

process was not to manage programs, but was to ... make sure the im-

proved procedures were in fact being applied to each major project at

all stages and to assure that programs were ready to move into produc-

tion in the next stage of development. 2 3

Before the Laird/Packard team assumed management of the OSD in 1969,

there was no doubt about the need for improvement. During remarks at the

Defense Systems Management School at Ft Belvoir, 3 August 1971, DEPSECDEF

Packard commented on the assessments he had made as he sought ways to

improve the management of DoD development and procurement programs:

"...As we reviewed programn after program..., it w5S almost impossible

to find a major program that was not in trouble. All We behind schedule,

although in most cases this was because impossible schedti had been Set

at the beginning of the program. All showed large cost growths and again,

in many cases, this was because unrealistic cost targets had been set or be-

cause the services had accepted "buy-ins" by the contractors. 24  This was a

U-Fareweil", Report of Former DEPSECDEF David Packard on Defense
Management Problems, 7 August 1972.

"24A "buy-in" is an undesirable technique occasionally attempted by

bidders whereby the price quoted is intentionally much lower than the
fair market price. The bidder expects to be awarded the contract and
to recoup the losses that would result from the low price he bids by
later obtaining changes to the contract and/or trim profits on a second
contract award.
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shocking experience for me -- case after case of just plain poor mania-

gement by the largest department of the government and by well known

and large firms in the industry. The Congress and the public were

critical of this gross mismanagement of this country's resources and

talent. And well they should have been. As we sought to discover

reasons for this dismal: performance and to find ways for improvement,

several conclusions came to the surface. One conclusion was that if we

wanted better management of these important programs, we must have

better managers in charge. The so-called 'system'-- the attitudes and

practices that had been developed and were condoned over the years -- had

a great deal to do with the situation. But, given that all of the other

factors could be corrected, it was clear to me that putting better managers

in charge would do more to bring about improvement than anything else."

Cost emcalation in military procurement is not a new problem. It

becomes a special problem when costs escalate in the magnitude of millions

or billions of dollars. A General Accounting Office (GAO) report. 25

cites increased costs of $31.5 billion in DoD acquisition of 45 major

systems, or a 39 per cent increase over planning estimates and a 20 per

cent increase over estimates made during the development phase. 26

25 U.S. General Accounting Office, Cost Growth in.Major Weapon

Systems, Washington, 1973, pp 1-29; passim 45-47.

26Among the systems cited having major cost overruns were the C-5A,
F-1ll and F-14 aircraft, the M-60 tank, Poseidon submarines, and Minute-
man missiles. In a comparison of the current generation of several major
systems with the preceeding generation, the report showed the successor
system cost from two to six times more than its predecessor. Causes of
cost changes, according to the GAO report, can be attributed to inflation,
30 percent; estimating errors, 25 percent; and changes in requirements
ordered by the military, 45 percent.
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This was the situation encountered by the Laird/Packard team which

generated ensuing legislation intended to halt the phenomenal rise in costs

of weapons. To reduce the probelm of cost escalation the GAO report

reconmmended that the DoD determine more precisely what the requirements for

each weapon were and how much was to be spent, improve its capabilities

to estimate the cost of weapons, continue to upgrade the competence

of program managers and specialists, and improve the planning for main-

tcnance of the development and production base .... The report noted

indications that improvements in the acquisition process are having

some effect. However, greater efforts are required; to apply parametric

and other cost estimating techniques, to follow a more competitive

approach until system definition has been completed, and to structure

programs so that better use can be made of incentive awards for

specific phases.

Solutions to Cost Problems

The solution to cost escalation would seem to be in two parts.

Defense managers must devise accurate estimating procedures and develop

realistic procurement policies. Industry, for its part, must perform

within defined costs and schedules. The two areas thai. appear to sur-

face in the Packard talks and the GAO report are improved management and

improved cost control.

Supporting these areas, in part, was the formalization of the OSD

CAIG in June 1973 -- discussed in Section IV. To further address and

refine these areas of needed improvement, DoD issued three directives;

DoD Directive 5000.23, Systems Acquisition Management Careers -- Appendix

J--, DoD Directive 5160.55, Defense Systems Management School(DSMS)--
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Appendix K-.-, and DoD Dire:tive 5000.28, Design to Cost -- Appendix L.

Briefly, 5000.23 tasks the service with the selection, training, and

personnel management of a cadre of military and civilian personnel

adcqoate to meet future needs for leadership in systems acquisition

management.

Similarly, 5160.55 prescribes advanced courses of study that will

prepare selected military officers and civilian personnel for assign-

ment in program/project management. The DSMS assembles and diseminates

information concerning new methods and practices in management, and

conducts research in concepts and methods as required to support its

primary mission. The DSMS reports to a Policy Guidance Council chaired

by DDR&E.

Design to Cost, 5000.28, evolved as a fundamental and flexible

approach to programs: It is a central management tool and a communica-

tion channel between DoD and industry. It establishes cost as a para-

meter equal in importance with technical requirements and schedules.

The parametric values establish cost elements management goals and

are included in the DCP and submitted as par- F the normal DSARC

review.

Authority of the SECDEF

One basic theme has highlighted the development of the acquisition

process since 1947; the clarification and strengthening of the authority

of the SECDEF over the entire structure of weapons procurement in order

to achieve centralized direction and execution of the decisionmaking

process. The process ;ias been evolutionary, and has sought to combine

I.. . iI I
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centralization of authority in the SECDEF with the substantial retention

of traditiona service responsibilities in support of equipping the force

structure with necessary weaponry. The management principle of central-

ized direction and decentralized operztions seems to pervade the system.

Figure 12, extracted from a DDR&E command' briefing chart, partially illus-

trates this idea and further shows the increased OSD management functions

in the decade of the 1970's.

1960s 1970 Future

OSD Management Centralized -Key Decisions Greater
Centralized Decentra-

-Program Mgmt lization
Decentrali-

zation within
-- ____ thresholds

Program Tech Dev - Designated
Management Plan Program

Manager
DC P/DSARC

Decision Calendar - Achievement
Making Milestones Milestones

(DCP, DSARC,
____T& E, CAIG)

Figure IZ.--OSD nanagement functions

Change in Emphasis

These developments relating to improved acquisition are indicative of

the direction in which DSARC has been moving. Analysis of needs, study

of the environment in which these needs must be met, affordability con-

siderations, and development of policies consistent with force objectives

influenced the progression of DSARC emphasis as shown in Figure 13.

L
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SF ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT

Project Manager (Authority)
Milestones (Achievement Determines Schedule)

S[ RISK AVOIDANCE

Trade Offs
Hardware Proofing (Prototyping)
Contracting

TEST & EVALUATION

Independent OT&E
Fly- Before- Buy

rz z z5000.1
Life Cycle Costs
Cost as Important as Performance

z COST CONTROL

"Design To" Costs
Affordability

I -ALTERNATIVES
More Dev. Programs
Maj. Modifications
Foreign Programs

Figure 13. -- Progression of DSARC emphasis

Histor

To date, about 81 DCPs have been approved with an additional 28 in

preparation, There have been about 170 formal DSARC reviews and countless

other informal encounters between DoD components and OSD staff members

essentially for the purpose of resolving pre-DSARC considerations in pre-

paration for the formal review. Figure 14 depicts the DSARC historical trends.

Recently, the process has been averaging between 20 to 30 reviews a year.
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DSARC Goals and Accomplishments

A review of past efforts causes one to wonder how many good

conceptual strategies have been discredited because of failure of

conmmunications in the initial life cyclc juncture of systems. In

1972, Senator J. C. Stennis, Chairman, Senate Airmed Services Comrnittee,

stated that th,:-.,., was a need to indersfand underlying problems of the

weapons systems acquisition process. A 1972 Report of the Com"Vission

on government procurement concluded that too many pest attempts to

improve systems acquisition mistakenly addressed symptomatic problems

on a piecemeal basis. In this, liight, has D)SAC.C attained its oh.iectives

and what good has the DSARC done?

At the least, it is a process viell thought oit did indeed involves

a sound concept; it is a step in the right direction that filled an

identifiable void in the acouisition process; in today'" budget environ-

ment, DSARC has encouraged all organiZAtiuns involved in weapon systems

Pianagement to pool their knowledge to reduce costs.

in practice and process, the DSARC implei-wntation of directives

and instructions which imply corporate level ivsacro-managemeint has tended

toward cyclic dialoQue at the micro-imanaý,:.mert level. Notwithstanding

this furm of procrastination, how effective would +.hG process be iithout

the USARC? If one compares i;tilitary w,:pons acquisition to civil pro-

.jLuts suclh as the Kennedy Cfenter, Natiun" ;a Proiets, tie Rayburn

Building, etc., the civil cost over-runs cerLdinly pnrt'iy DARC a,

effective. Perhaps an in-h;:use m-asire A •.fectiven-s:- are the

Con,.ressiional 'ci ý.ctt•d Acquiritior -:'npo-t- -A iw have 1)con
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reflecting a recent downtrend in cost control growth. 2 7

With respect to Congress, one of the salient accomplishments of the

DSARC is "it gets it all together" and acts as a buffer for DoD components.

DSARC Future Refinements

What can be done to further improve the DSARC system? The advocacy

of more efficient practices has been tradition prior to the inception of

DSARC. Efforts have been made to identify and eliminate the causes of

inefficiency, but such efforts have ordinarily been directed at refining

management procedures and exercising better control over activities.

Accordingly, Circular No. A-109, 5 April 1976, Office of Management and

Budget, subject: Major Systems Acquisition -- Appendix M -- imposed an

additional key decision (Milestone 0) point by the SECDEF in the DSARC

review process, Figure 15 . This front end loading of the review process

may become an obstacle to the embryonic stage in the life cycle of an

essential system.

DoD Directive 5000.30, Acquisition Executive -- Appendix N -- compels

change in the management structure by requiring agencies that acquire

major systems to appoint permanent acquisition executives to the DSARC

with the DEPSECDEF intended to chair the council.

27 Congressional SARs are standard, comprehensive, summary status re-

ports on major defense systems as defined in DoD Directive 5000.1 prepared
by DoD components quarterly and submitted t9 OSD for transmission to the
Congress and other governmental agencies. They are usually limited to
those defense systems which have DSARC II approval and are estimated in the
FYDP. DoD Instruction 7000.3, 23 Sep 73, addresses SARs in detail.
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Mission
Analy sis
(Itrfc)Needed Conceptual
(Interface) Capability Effort

Technical
Base

Milestone 0 DSARC/DCP I
Mission Element Program Initiation

Need Approval Decision

Figure 15.--DSARC process: Front end structure

For many years, DoD has developed expensive weapons systems without

fully consulting with the people who must provide logistical support for

the service end item. There may be a need for an improved audit trail to

provide "feed-back" well into the future for major systems, a view ex-

pressed by Mr. George W. Southerland, ODDR&E. He cited, as an example

of desirable feedback the C-141 "stretch" program which will involve the

DSARC decision process for a prototype major modification probably as a

Milestone II juncture. Certainly, performance and cost data from the

field should influence a DSARC determination to change cr replace an

existing system. Perhaps for each major system, some form of DCP should

*: follow the item for 5 to 10 years, requiring feed-back in order to com-

pare intended with historic performance in areas of training, operational

performance, cost factors, etc.
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To close out this research, It seems appropriate to paraphrase a

comment expressed by Mr. Larry Birk?8 He feels that the people who must

implement the defense major weapon systems acquisition process are aware

of the shortcomings in the system and are willing to correct the systems

weaknesses. For our particular type of bureaucratic acquisition process

his view is certainly encouraging. The U.S., after all. has Droduced fine

weapons with which to defend the nation.

The future challenge of DSARC viability and the effectiveness of the

service acquisition efforts is indeed to be able to develop, improve, and

modify weapons systems to meet our changing needs, at acceptable cost.

28 Mr Birk is the Project Management Specialist (Army), Director of
Executive Management, Defense Systems Management Center, Ft. Belvoir. VA.
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VIII. SUMMARY

The system acquisition policies set forth in DoD Directive 5000.1

seem to be sound management principles. The real strength of these

policies appears to lie in the DSARC review process. It starts early

to identify key issues. The DSARC meeting becomes the culmination of

effort, a final review by the principals where the program information

at hand provides a full and valid basis for recommendations to the

SECDEF.

The DSARC provides the means for a coordinated effort to solve the

problems of defense systems acquisition. During the review, the system

project manager from the militray service brings his analysis of pro-

gram considerations to the attention of the DSARC principals in a 30-45

minute presentation. A period of discussion follows in which the DSARC

p. :•ipals ask further questions or present their own arguments for con-

sideration by other members of DSARC. The project manager must provide

the DSARC with information regarding his program to show that a requirement

exists, the best possible procedures have been utilized to evaluate

alternative courses of action, and implementation has been carefully

planned. Finally, after all information has been presented and analyzed,

a recommendation which will significantly affect the services program is

submitted by the OSARC to the DEPSEC. 29

29 This information obtained in discussion with Mr E. J. Nucci, former

Executive Secretary DSARC: foncon 2 June 1976.
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APPENDIX A

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Washington, D. C. 2030t

30 May 1969

(Copy)

MEMORANDUIM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

(COMPTROLLER)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

(SYSTEMS ANALYSIS)

SUBJECT: Eutablishment of a Lefense Systums
Acquisition Review Council

I have been reviewing for some time current practices within
the Department of Defense for the acquisition of major sys-
tems. My reviev.' has highlighted the importance of our
organization and practices for accomplishing this management
job. The primary responsibility for the acquisition and
management of our major systems must rest with the individual
Services. Within each Service, this responsibility is
focused in the Project Manager. Recognizing the Service
responsibility, I am, at the same time, most Anxious of in-
surinS. before we approve transitioning through the critieal
milestones of the acquisition of a major system, that all
facets of the acquisition process are properly considered.

Toward this end. I am establishing a Defense Systems Acquisi-
tion Review Council (DS&RC) within the Office, Secretary of
Defense, to advise me of the status and readiness of each
major system to proceed to the next phase of effort in its
life cycle. The Council will seive to complement the
Development Concept Paper (DCF) system, which continues as
a formal DOD management and decision-m~aking system for the
acquisition of major systems. The Council will evaluate
the status of each candidate system at three basic milestone
points: First, w:hen the sponsoring Service desires to
initiate Contract Definlticn (or equivalent effort); second.
when it is desired to go from Contract Definition to full
scale development; and third, when it is desired to transi-
tion from development to production for Service deployment.

The functions of the Council are separate from and do not
encompass the management reviews of nzjor systems which I
have previously requested and which are being conducted by

.... • .. . . .-



DDR&F with assistance from ASD(1&L) and ASD(Compt). These
reviews are focused on Lhe management of the system whereas
the DSARC reviews will cover all issues, program thresholds
and other mattvrs normally treated in DCP's. Also, the
management reviews will normally be held only once on each
major system; whereas the DSARC reviews, which are based

- on program milestones, will be normallf conducted three or
more times during the acquisition cycle of a particular
system.

The izemborship of the Council will include DDR&E, ASD(I&L),
ASD(C), and ASD(SA). For the first two milestone reviews,
that is, prior to entry into contrract definition and prior
to entry into full scale development, the Council will be
chaired by the DDR&E. For the third review, related to
the transition from developnenL to production, the Council
vwil be chaired by the ASD(ILL).

I am initially defining major systems, which will be subject
t.) Council reviews, to include (1) those for which Develop-
ment Concept Papers are required; and (2) those.specifically
designated by me for review and evaluation. A tentative
charter for the Council is attached as an enclosure. I
desire that the DDR&E and ASD(I&L), within the next 30 days
jointly prepare the necessary procedures and take the
necessary administrativo actions to Lplement the Council
charter.

I believe the Council operation will result in Improved

management and will augment the decision-=aking process
within the Department of Defense. I cannot over-emphasi i
the need for complete interface througLout the Departmen
in the system acquisition process.

Is/ DAVID PACKARD

Enclosure

a/s
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Charter

Defense Systems Acquisition Rev~ew Council

1. Purpose

This charter prescribes tne mission, functions, composi-
tion, authority and responsibility, and administration
of the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council
(DSARC).

2. Mission

The mission of the DSARC is to review major and impot-
tant Department of Defense system acquisition programs
at appropriate milestone points in their life cycle.
These reviews are intended to permit coordinated evalua-
tion and deliberation among senior managers, based on
the most complete presentation of information available
to assure that advice given the Secretary of Defense !a
as complete and objective as possible prior to a deci-
sion to proceed to the next stop of the system's life
cycle. The DSARC operation and ev~luations will serve
to complement the ACP system which remains as a formal
DOD management and decision-auaking system concerning
the acquisition process of major deiense systems.

3. Functions

a. The DSARC will review and evaluate the status of
each appropriate system acquisitiou program at three
basic milestone points:

First: When initiation of Contract Definition (or

equivalent effort) is proposed;

Second: When transition from the Contract Defini-
tion phase to full-scale development is
proposed; and

Third: When transition from the development phase
into production for Service deployment is
proposed.

b. The first review will support the basic DCP in that
it will provide a forum for discussion and possible
resolution of the various viewpoints of the parti-
cipating principals, including the Secretary of the
Military Service sponsoring the program. The later
reviews will serve a function of validating the
readiness of a syatem to proceed to the next stage,
i.e., normally full-scale developmunt or production.
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4. Ce':_osition

Vie DSARC will consist of the DDR&E, the ASD(I&L), the
ASD(Comptroller) and the ASD(SA).

5. Authority and Res~onsibilittes

a. For cunsideration of entry into Contravt Definition
(Contract Definitio. Phase) and entry into full-
scale development (the full-scale development phase),

the DSARC will be chaired by the DDR&E.

b. For the transition from development to production
(the production phase), the DSARC will be chaired
by the ASD(I&L).

c. For additional reviews, the DSARC will be ',haired
by DDR&E or the ASD•l&L) as appropriate, depending
on whether the action under consideration Is con-
cerned jLth movement wichin the full-ncale develop-
ment phase or into or within the production phase.

d. Reviews at points other than program transition
points may oc requested by a DSARC mcmber by
memorandum to the appropriate chairman.

a. Review of a progrsm at any point in its life cycle
"may be directed by the Sec&etary of Defense or the
Deputy Secretary of Defense.

f. Revieve will be limited to major and important pro-
$rams. These are (1) those for which Development
Concept Papers are required; and (2) those speci-
fically designated for review by the Secretary of
Defense the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the
appropriaite DSARC chairman.

g. Aspects to be considered by the DSARC include, but
are not limited to, the following:

(1) For items proposed for Contract Definltion

(a) Justification of nilitary need;

(b) Validity of operational concept and
objectives;

(c) fLlativc capability compertd with present/
anticipaced and with capabilities of other
sy. emn;

Cd) ?echnicil feasibility;



Se) Validity of cost estimates and analysis
of cost risks involved;

(f) Validity of proposed scheduling and con-
siderati~n of alternatives thereto;

(g) Validity of proposed procurement methodo-
logy, including type of contractor
structure, kind of contract, timing of
Government production commitment, means
of assuring competition; and

(h) Validity of program manager plans, con-
trols and organization.

(2) For items proposed for transition from Contract
Definition into full-scale development:

(a) �Continued validity of program objectives
and validity of changes thereto since
completion of concept formulation;

(b) Confidence in achieving current program

objectives;

(c) Analysis of current risks;

(d) Technical feasibilicy, risks associated
therewith and analysis thereof;

(e) Adequacy of integrated logistics support
planning;

(f) Validity of cost estimates, including
analysis of cost differences between
competing Contract Definition contractor
and Government estirftes;

(g) Options associated vith cost trade-offs
and analysis thereof;

"(h) Adequate consideration of contract incen-

tives and inducement for competition; and

(i) Validity of contractor proposals.

(3) For systems proposed for initial produccion:

(a) Feasibility of production, Including
"evaluation of milestone achievements, test
results and production line producibility;
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(b) Technical feasibility, including specifi-
cation requirements;

(e) Review and evaluate overall requirement;

(d) Current validity of cost estimates;

(e) Need, as appropriate, for concurrent

development and production as vell as

- validity of recommended time phasing of

production/deployment aspects;

(f) Adequacy of integrated logistic support

planning;

(g) The existence of adequate project manage-
ment controls;

(h) Adequate planning for Governlent-furn~ihed
equipment and facilities; and

(i) Adequate planning as to proprietary

rights items.

,b. The Chairman may invite other staff members, such

as the ASDC4&RA) and the ASD(ISA) to rarticipate

Ia the reviews when the raviews have significant

relevance to their responsibilities.

I. The Chairman ehall advise the Deputy Secretary of

Defense of the findings and recommendations of the

specific review and concurrently a copy of the find-

ings and recommendations vill be forwarded to the

appropriate Service Secretary.

6. Administration

The DSARC may establish necessary Working Croups to

assit, the Council members in their reviews.
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APPENDIX 8

IHF DEPUTY $ECIETA*iY OF ODFrNSE
WAPO4NG1ON. D C. "010

MEMORANDUM FOR Secrctaries of the Military Departments

Director of Defense Research & Engineering

As-sistant Secretaries of Defense
The General Counsel
Assistants to the Secretary of Defense
Directors o! Dcfcnse Agencies

SUBJECT: Policy Guidance on Major Weapon System Acquisition

We have been considering within the Department. for over a year.
ways by which we can improve acquisition programs for major weapon

systems. Some steps have been taken which I believe are in the right
direction (reference my July 31, 1969 memorandum). and it is now ap-
propriate to move ahead in a concerted effort to firmly establish addi-
tional new policies and to implement them.

The prime objective of the new policy guidance is to enable the

Services to improve their management of programs. Improvement in
the execution of these programs will be made to the extent the Services
are willing and able to irnp.ove their management pract`ýcv. The
Services have the responsibility to get the job done. It as imperal;ve-

that they do the job better in t0* future than it has been done in the past.

It is the responsibility of ,he OSD to approve the policies which

the Services are to follow, to evaluate the performance of the Services
in implementing the approved policivs and to make decisions on pro-

ceeding into the next phase in each major acquisition program.

The purpose of this memorandum is to issue broad pvli..y guidance

which is to be translated into appropriate action by all Services and

Agencies in new major weapon system acquisitions.
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Man ement

Management in.the Services will be improved only to the extent
that capable people with the right kind of experience and training are
designated to manage these major programs -- in fact all programs.
In order to be effective, ptogram managers must be given adequate
authority to make decisions on major questions relating to the program
both in the conceptual detelupment stage and j- the full-scale developme.-t
stage. If capable people are going to be willir to .idertake t.. .se Impor-
tant program management aosignments, ways 'nft be found to give them
some incentive to do so. i-rogr;.m manacoers must be given more r x g
nition toward career advacemer.t in all of the Services, and l od managers
must be rewarded just as good of",rational people are rewarded.

Ii our people are to develop the experience necessary for progrrm
management and are to utilize the~r experience, they ,"st 1e assignr.
to a given program long enough to be effective.

The overall structure of the program management function in all
Services needs to be considered. Changes must he made to minirr'ze
the numerous layers of authority between the prb.,ram manager &..A the
Service Secretary.

The entire management problem needs to be addressed under
these sir.o.e gaidelines: put more capable people into program manage
mnent, give them the responsibility and the authority and keep them ther.
long enough to get the job done right.

Develo.ment

The cost of 'eveloping and acquiring new weapon systems is more
dependent upon making practical trade-offs between the stated operating
requirements and engineering design than upon any other factor. This
must be the key consideration at every step in development from the
conceptual stage until the new weapon goes into the force,

The program schedule (structure) is another very key considera-
tion. It must make sense. It must allow time for accomplishing im-
portant task objectives without unnecessary overlapping or concurrency.
The ideal schedule is sequential with enoug!h slack time for resolution
of those problems which inevitably arise in any devea.pment pro"grtm.
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Conceptual Develonment

It is crucial that the right decisions be made during the concep-

tual stage. If wrong dccisions are made during this period the problems

that are generated cannot cas.ily be overcome later in the program.

Any new program will contain some risk that the technology in-
volved cannot, within reasonable time and cost constraints, be converted
into practical engineering design which meets the desired operating
requiremo'nts. There are three ways in which this tecinical risk can

be minimized:

I. Risk Assessment. The first is to make a careful as-

s essment of the technical problems involved and a judgment as

to how much effort is likely to be necessary in findin! a solution

that is practical. A careful look at the consequence of failure,

even of "low risk" program elements, is also critical.

Z. System and Hardware Proofing.. The second and only
sure way to miirnize the technical risk is to do enough actual

engin•cering diesign and component testing in the conceptual de-
velopment stage to demonstrate that the technical risks have
been eliminated or reduced to a reasonable level. Component
or complete system prototyping, or backup development, are
examples of this.

3. Trade-offs (risk avoidance). Since program risk and

cost arc dependent on practical trade-oefs between stated operating
requirements and engineering design, trade-offs must be con-

sidered not only at the beginning of the program but continually
throughout the development stage.

*Proposals for OSD approval of development programs shall in-

clude a description of how thc Service or Agency inLcnds to maiiage the

program to include appropriate attention to (I) Risk Asses.tment; (Z) Systen

and Hardware Pronfiin.; (3) TradeoffE. When a DCP is prepared, it shall

reflect these in the management plan.

Srmall development projects'which do not require specific OSD

approval shall also be structured to reflect these considerations.

All new programs will be kept in the conceptual development stages

until the responsible Service secretary Mnd the OSD can be assured that

the program is actually in the proper shape to proceed into ful-scaLk de-

velopment.
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.Full-Scale Develooment

Authorization to proceed into full-scale development will be given
by OSD based upon a DCP and the recommendation of the DSARC. In

making this recommendation, the DSARC shall considcr in particular

whether adequate risk reduction has been accomplished.

Even though risk has been adequately addressed during the con-

ceptual development stages, full-scale development will uncover technical
and engineering problems that need to be solved. Procedures shall be

established in the development program by which these problems will

be continually addressed in view of possible trade-offs with stated opera-
ting requirements, cost, and operational readiness date.

Furthermore. it is esses:-ial to have assurance that those problems

encountered during the earlier development stages have in fact been solved.
This requires that milestones be established to demonstrate achievement

of objectives at appropriate points in the development program. These

milestones shall include such things as completion of appropriate stages

in the overall system design and testing of critical items of hardware.

e.g. , subsystems and components.

Consideration must be given in development to all matters neces-
sary in a full operating system. This will include such things as

maintenance, logistic support, training. etc. However. where these

matters are dependent on the final production design, as much of this

work as possible should he delaved until the oroduction stage. In general.

RFPs for the development sta•c should be carefully reviewed to eliminate

demands for reports, documentation and work tasks which are not abs9lutely

necessary for the efficient accomplishment of the actual development work.

These considerations and demands must be limited to those which directly

contribute to the design of the system itself.

Production

The most important consideration before moving into full-scale
production on a new weapon system is to have assurance that the engineering

design is completed, that all major problems have been resolved, and this

has been demonstrated to the extent practical by actual performance testing.

At the DSA!RC review when the decision is made as to whether to

proceed into full production, I want the responsible Service to certify that

the following actions have been raken:
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1. All of the milestones which demonstrate the achieve-
ment of a practical engineering design have been met.

71 All important engineering problems encountered
during the developrment have been resolved with appropriate
trade-offs with stated operating requirements ro that the
production, maintenance and operating costs are optimized.

The start up of production must be scheduled to minimize financial
commitments until it has been ecmonstrated that all major development

problems have been resolved. In most case- production engineering
and production tooling are necessary to demonstrate that the engineering

has been satisfactorily accomplished. It may also be necessary to de-
velop and demonstrate new production processes, methods and procedures.

Thus. some limited expenditure on production may have to overlap de-
velopment.

Contracts

In all our contracting, the type of contract must be tailored to the
risks involved. Cost plus incentive contracts are preferred for both

advanced development and fulk scale development contracts for major
systems. When the assessment of technical risk permits. such contracts
should include provisions for competitive fixed price subcontracts for

subsystems. compoacnts and materials. In many cases this will enable
a major portion of the program to benefit from competition. When risks
have been reduced to the extent that realistic pricing can take place fixed-
price type contracts should be used. But the contracting officer shc Id
have the flexibility to consider the technical capability of the contra ;or
and other factors in selection of contract type. When fixed-price ty e'
contracts are used for development pro;rams. the contractor's fin. icial
ability to absorb losses that might be incurred must be a factor in making
the award.

It is. of course, desirable to award fixed-price contract in a
compe.titive environment. It has been provwi. to be difficult or impossible

to achieve effective competition in a fixed-price- contract for production for
a major weap, . system before full-scale development has been undertaken.
Consideration should therefore be given to the use of a negotiated fixed-price

contract after the development has progressed to the point that the produc-

tion design can be realistically specified. To the extent possible. a contract

negotiated under these circumstances should encourage competition for
subsystems. comnpone~nts and materials. In this way a substantial part
of the cost can be established in a competitive environment.
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The use of letter contracts should be minimized. Change orders
should not be autho- .zcd until thcy have been contractually priced, or
until contractual ceilings have been established.

This guidance is provided to the Services with the understanding
that it is to be implemented within the established DCP and DSARC
policies. Other reports and reviews are to be kept to a minimum. but
the lines of communication between OSD offices and Service components
must be kept open to insure actual pro&grams are being implemented under
this guidance.

To the extent that the above guidance conflicts with existing DoD
Directives and listructions, the policies stated herein wilt govern. Since
these policies should be applied imnmediately, I would appreciate yner
distributing this memorandum to key personnel, including all program
managers, involved in the acquisition of major weapon systems.

I want the appropriate regulations of OSD and the Services and
Agencies to be changed or cancelled to reflect these policies. I have asked
the DDR&E to take the leadcrship in accomplishing this and have suggested
I September 1970 .as the date for recommending changes to me.
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December 22. 1975

APPENDLX C NUMBER 5000.1

DDR&E

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Acquisition of Major Defense Systems

Reference: (a) DOD Directive 5000.1, "subject as
above," July 13, 1971 (hereby
cancelled)

REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE

This Directive reissues reference (a) which
establishes policy for major Defense system
acquisition in the Military Departments and
Defense Agencies (referred to as "DoD
Components"). Reference (a) is hereby
superseded and cancelled.

II. APPLICABILITY

The provisions of this Directive apily to
major programs, so designated by the Secretary
of Defense/Deputy Secretary of Defense
(referred to as "SecDef"). This designation
shall consider (a) dollar value (programs
which have an estimated RDT&E cost in excess
of 50 million dollars, or an estimated pro-
duction cost in excess of 200 million dollars,
all in FY 72 dollars); (b) national urgency;
and (c) recommendations by DoD Component Heads
or Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD)
officials. In addition, the management
principles in this Directive are applicable
to all programs.

III. POLICY

A. Mode of Operation. Successful development,
production and deployment of major Defense
systems are primarily dependent upon compe-
tent people, rational priorities and clearly
defined responsibilities. Responsibility and
authority for the acquisition of major



Defense systems shall be decentralized to the maximum
practicable extent consistent with the urgency and
importance of each program. The development and
production of a major Defense system shall be managed
by a single individual (program manager) who shall
have a charter which provides sufficient authority
to accomplish recognized program objectives. Layers
of authority between the program manager and his
Component Head shall be minimum. For programs involving
two or more Components, the Component having dominant
interest shall designate the program manager, and his
charter shall be approved by the cognizant official
within OSD. The assignment and tenure of program
managers shall be a matter of concern to DoD Component
Heads and shall reflect career incentives designed to
attract, retain, and reward competent personnel.

]. The DoD Components are responsible for identifying
needs and defining, developing and producing
systems to satisfy those needs. Component Heads
are also responsible for contractor source selection
unless otherwise specified by the SecDef on a
specific program.

2. The _D is responsible for (a) establishing
acquisition policy, (b) assuring that major Defense
system programs are pursued in response to valid
needs, and (c) evaluating policy implementation
on each approved program.

3. The OSD and DoD Components are responsible for
program monitoring, but will place minimum demands
for formal reporting on the program manager. Non-
recurring needs for information will be kept to
a minimum and handled informally.

4. The SecDef will make the decisions which initiate
program commitments or increase those commitments.
He may redirect a program because of an actual
or threatened breach of a program threshold in an
approved Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP). The
DCP and the Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC) will support the SecDef decision-
making. These decisions will be reflected in the
next submission of the Program Objective
Memorandum (POM) by the DoD Component.

B. Conduct of Pro ram. Because every program is differ-
ent, successful ogram conduct requires that sound
judgment be applied in using the management principles
of this Directive. Underlying specific Defense system
developments is the need for a strong and usable
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technology base. This base will be maintained by
conducting research and advanced technology effort
independeni of specific Defense systems development.
Advanced technology effort includes prototyping,
prererably using small, efficient design teams and a
minimum amount of documentation. The objective is
te obtain significant advances in technology at minimum
cost.

1. Program Initiation

a. Early conceptual effort is normally conducted
at the discretion of the DoD Component until
such time as the DoD Component determines that
a major Defense system program should be pursued.
It is crucial that the right decisions be made
during this conceptual effort; wrong decisions
create protlems not easily overcome later in the
program. Therefore, each DOD Component will
designate a single individual, such as the
Assistant Secretary for Research and Devtlopment,
to be responsible for conceptual efforts on new
major programs.

b. The considerations which support the determination
of the need for a system program, togeth'c with
a plan for that program, will be documented in
the DCP. The DCP will define program issues,
including special logistics problems, program
objectives, potential benefits in context with
overall DoD strategy and fiscal guidance, program
plans, performance parameters, areas of major
r:isk, system alternatives and acquisition
strategy. The DCP will be prepared by the DoD
Component, following an agreement between OSD
and that Component on a DCP outline. The Chairman
of the DSARC has the basic responsibility for
coordination of inputs for the DCP and its sub-
mittal to the DSARC for consideration and to the
SecDef for subsequent deLision. Tf approved,
the program will be conducted within the DCP
thresholds.

2. Full-Scale Engineerina Developpent. When the DoD
C"--omp"nent is suff'cenly confident that program worth
and readiness warrant commitment of resources to full-
scale engineering development, it will request a
SecDef decision to proceed. At that time, the DCP
will be updated and the DSARC will normally review
program progress and suitability to enter this phase
and wtll forward its recommendarions to the SecDef
for -:'inal decifion. Suci review will confirm (a) the
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need for the selected Defense system in consider-
ation of threat, system alternatives, special
logistics needs, estimates of development costs,
preliminary estimates of life cycle costs and
potential benefits in context with overall DoD
strategy and fiscal guidance; (b) that development
risks have been identified and solutions are in
hand; and (c) realism of the plan for full-scale
engineering development.

3. Production/Deployment. When the DoD Component is
sacificiently onfient that engineering is complete
and that commitment of substantial resources to
production and deployment is warranted, it will
request a SecDef decision to proceed. At that time,
the DCP will be updated and the DSARC will again
review program progress and suitability to enter
3ubstantial production/deployment and forward its
recommendations to the SecDef for final decision.
Such review will confirm (a) the need for producing
the Defense system in consideration of threat,
estimated acquisition and ownership costs and
potential benefits in context with overall DoD
strategy and fiscal guidance; (b) that a practical
engineering design, with adequate consideration
of production an. logistics problems is complete;
(c) that all previously identified technical
uncertainties have been resolved and that operation-
al suitability has been determined by test and
evaluation; and (d) the realism of the plan for the
remainder of the program. Some production funding
for long lead material or production planning
effort may be required prior to the production
decision. In such cases, the SecDef will decide
whether a DSARC review and revised DCP are requir-
ed. In any event, full production go-ahead will
be authorized by approval of the DCP.

C. Program Considerations

1. System need shall be clearly statad in operational
terms, with appropriate limits, and shall be chal-
lenged throughout the acquisition process. State-
ments of need/performance requirements shall be

4 matched where possible -with existing technology.
Wherever feasible, operational needs shall be
satisfied through use of existing military or
xcommercial hardware. When need can be satisfied
only through new development, the equivalent needs
of the other DnD Components shall be considered
to guard against unnecessary proliferation.
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2. Cost parameters shall be established which consider
the cost of acquisition and ownership; discrete cost
elements (e.g, unit production cost, operating and
support cost) shall be translated into "design to"
requirements. System development shall be continu-

A ously evaluated against these requirements with the
same rigor as that applied to technical requirements.
Practical tradeoffs shall be made between system
capability, cost and schedule. Traceability of
estimates and costing factors, including those for
economic escalation, shall be maintained.

3. Logistic support shall also be considered as a
principal design parameter with the magnitude, scope
and level of this effort in keeping with the program
phase. Early development effort will consider only
those parameters that are truly necessary to basic
Defense system design, e.g., those logistic problems
that have significant impact on system readiness,
capability or cost. Premature introduction of
detailed operational support considerations is to
be avoided.

4. Programs shall be structured and resources allocated
to ensure that the demonstration of actual achieve-
ment of program objectives is the pacing function.
Meaningful relationships between need, urgency, risk
and worth shall be thereby established. Schedules
shall be subject to trade-off as much as any other
program constraint. Schedules and funding profiles
shall be structured to accommodate unforeseen problems
and permit task accomplishment wiUhout unnecessary
overlapping or concurrency.

5. Technical uncertainty shall be continually assessed.
Progressive commitments of resources which incur
program risk will be made only when confidence in
program outcome is sufficiently high to warrant
going ahead. Models, mock-ups and system hardware
will be used to the greatest possible extent to
increase confidence level.

6. Test and evaluation shall commence as early as
possible. A determination of operational suitability,
including logistic support requirements, will be
made prior to large-scale production commitments,
making use of the most realistic test environment
possible and the best representation of the future
operational system available. The results of this
operational testing will be evaluated and presented
to the DSARC at the time of the production decision.

5
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7. Contract type shall be consistent with all program
characteristics including risk to the contractor and the
government. Normally, the precise production cost of a
new complex Defense system cannot be determined prior
to development and this creates a situation of risk
such that:

a. The total package procurement concept will not be
used.

b. Firm or ceiling priced production options shall not
be used in development contracts. However, when
development of major systems has proceeded to a
point that technical and performance uncertainties
have been minimized and realistic estimates of
their cost identified, firm or ceiling priced
production options for limited quantities may be
included in the development contract. Such options
may be appropriate, for instance, when prototyping
or other forms of technical and cost verification
of concepts has occurred.

c. Cost type prime and subcontracts are preferred
where substantial development effort is involved.

d. When risk is reduced to the extent that realistic
pricing can occur, fixed price type contracts should
be issued.

e. Letter contracts shall be minimized.

f. Changes shall be limited to those that are necessary
or offer significant benefit to the DoD. When
change orders are necessary, they shall be contrac-
tually priced or subject to an established ceiling
before authorization, except wher- '-his is impractical.

8. The source selection decision shall take into account
the contractor's capability to develop a necessary Defense
system on a timely and cost-effective basis. The DoD
Component shall have the option of deciding whether or
not the contract will be completely negotiated before a
program decision is made. Solicitation documents shall
require contractor identification of uncertainties and
specific proposals for their resolution. Solicitation
and evaluation of proposals should be planned to minimize
contractor expense. Proposals for cost-type or incentive
contracts may be penalized during evaluation to the
degree that the proposed cost is unrealistically low.
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9. Management information/program control requirements

shall provide information which is essential to effective
management control. Such information should be gener-

ated from data actually utilized by contractor operating

personnel and provided in summarized form for succes-
sively higher level management and monitoring require-

ments. A single, realistic work breakdown structure
(WBS) shall be developed for each program to provide a
consistent framework for (a) planning and assignment of
responsibilities, (b) control and reporting of progress,
and (c) establishing a data base for estimating the future
cost of Defense systems. Contractor management
information/program control systems, and reports ema-
nating therefrom., shall be utilized to the maximum ex-
tent practicable. Government-imposed changes to

contractor systems shall consist of only those necessary
to satisfy established DoD-wide standards. Documenta-
tion shall be generated in the minimum amount to satisfy

necessary and specific management needs.

IV. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. This Directive is effective immediately. Two copies of
implementing regulations shall be forwarded to the Secre-
tary of Defense within 90 days.

B. The number of implementing documents shall be minimized
and necessary procedural guidance consolidated to the
greatest extent possible. Selected subjects to be covered by
DoD Directives/Instructions or Joint Service/Agency docu-
ments in support of this Directive are listed in enclosure 1.
Each DoD Component shall forward the Joint Service/Agency
documents for which it is responsible to the Secretary of
Defense for approval prior to issuance.

Deputy Secretary of Defen

Enclosure - 1
Related Policy
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RELATED POLICY

Responsibility for the following policy documents is assign-
ed to the Cognizant Office indicated. In each case, the
Cognizant Office shall (a) generate the policy, or (b)
delegate authority to a lead DoD Component for preparation
and subsequent issue of a joint Service/Agency regulation,
agreement or guide after approval by OSD.

Cognizant
Policy Subject Office Document

Cost Analysis Improvement ASD(PA&E) DoD Directive
Group 5000.4

Cost/Schedule Control Systems ASD(C) DoD Instruction
7000.2

Design to Cost DDR&E DoD Directive
5000.28

Data, Acquisition of ASD(I&L) DoD Instruction
5010.12

DoD Instruction
5010.29

The DCP and the DSARC Process DDR&E DoD Instruction
5000.2

DSARC Charter DDR&E DoD Directive
5000.26

Industrial Preparedness ASD(I&L) DoD Instruction
Production Planning 4005.3
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APPENDIX D NUMBER 5129.1

ASD4A)

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Director of Defense Research and Engineering

Reference: (a) DoD Directive 5129. 1, subject as above,
February 10, 1959 (hereby canceled)

I. GENERAL

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of Defense
and the provisions of Title 10, USC, Section 135(b), the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering shall have
responsibilities, functions and authorities as prescribed
herein.

HI. RESPONSIBILITIES

The Director of Defense Research and Engineering is ',he
principal adviser and staff assistant to the Secretary of
Defense in the following functional fields:

A. Scientific and technnical matters

B. Basic and applied research

C. Research, development, test and evaluation of weapons,
weapons systems and Defense materiel

D. Design and engineering for suitability, producibility,
reliability, maintainability, and materials consicvation

E. Envizonmental services, which include the various
combinations of scientific, technical, and advirory
activities required to produce and supply information on

the past, present, and future stater of space, atmospheric,

AL................................................................"



oceanographic, and terrestrial environments for use in
military decision-making processes.

SII. FUNCTIONS

Under the -direction, authority and control of the Secretary of
Defense, the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
shall supervise all research and engineering activities in the
Department of Defense and shall perform the following
functions in his assigned fields of responsibility:

A. Recommend policies and guidance governing Department
of Defense planning and program development.

B. Plan and recommend an optimum integrated program of
research and development to meet the requirements of
national military objectives and initiate projects to fill
important gaps which may exist.

C. Review projects, programs and objectives of programs of
the military departments and of Department of Defense
research and development agencies.

D. Develop systems and standards for the administration and
management of approved plans and programs.

E. Evaluate the administration and management of approved
policies, programs and projects.

W . Recommend the assignment or reassignment oa research
and engineering responsibility for the development of new
weapons or weapons systems, giving due consideration to
the departmental functions set forth in DoD Directive 5100. 1,

"Functions of the Department of Defense and its Major
Components, " dated December 31, 1958.

G. Direct and control (including their assignment or reassign-
"ment) research and engineering activities that the Secretary
of Defense deems to require centralized management.
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Continuation 
of III

H. As approved by proper authority, engage in or designate
appropriate research and development facilities to engage
in basic and applied research projects essential to the
responsibilities of the Department of Defense which
pertain to weapons systems and other military require-
ments: (1) by contract with private business entities,
educational or research institutions or other agencies
of government, (2) through one or more of the military
departments, or (3) by utilizing employees and consultants
of the Department of Defense.

L Recommend appropriate steps Kincluding the transfer,
reassignment, abolition and consolidation of functions)
which will provide in the Department of Defense for
more effective, efficient and economical administration

and operation, will eliminate unnecessary duplication,
or will contribute to improved military preparedness.

J. Recommend to the Secretary of Defense appropriate
funding for research, development, test and evaluation,
including allocations from the Emergency Fund, Department
of Defense.

K. Keep the Department of Defense informed on significant
trends in scientific research relating to national security
and recommend measures to assure continuing progress.

L. Exercise administrative direction of the Weapons Systems
Evaluation Group and assure its responsiveness to the
needs of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense for operations analysis.

hi. An coordination with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(International Security Affairs), engage in programs for.
assistance to friendly countries in military research and
development and in the interchange of related scientific
and technical information.

N. Coordinate and develop the DoD position for interagency
and international affairs concerning environmental cervices.

3



, iPr,.v--de for DoD representation on interagency, inter-
nai ,r.al, and military treaty organization in environmental
se!-v ces committees treating assigned programs, to
ens:I:e that proper consideration be given to DoD interests.

*-. Ac' r linht. Secretary of Defense with regards to the assign-
l:-.-rt of environmental services programs to satisfy

en-rger.cy requirements of the unified and specified

c-or..nxands.

C. Revie• plans ý.f the military departments to insure adequate

assigned e2virnnrental services capabilities to support
operational requirements and recommend to the Secretary
-of Defense action as necessary to eliminate unwarranted

duplication.

R. Such other duties as the Secretary of Defense assigns.

IV. RELATIONSHIPS

A. In the performance of his functions, the Director of Defense

l<escearch and Engineering shall:

1. Coordinate actions, as appropriate, with the military
denartments and other Department of Defense agencies

having collateral or related functions in the field of his
assigned responsibility.

2. Maintain active liaison for the exchange of information

and advice with the military departments and other

Department of Defense agencies.

3. Consult with the Joint Chiefs cf Staff on the interaction
of research and development and strategy.

4. Seek formal statements of military operational require-

ments from the military departments or the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, as appropriate, for research and development
projects and equipment areas and for environmental
services programs which appear to require such statements.
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5. Mai:atain or arrange for the maintenance of active
liaison with appropriate research and development
and environmental services agencies outside the
Department of Defense, including private business
entities, educational or research institutions or
other agencies of government.

6. Make full use of established facilities in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense, military departments
and other Department of Defense agencies rather than

unnecessarily duplicating such facilities.

B. The Secretaries of the military departments, their civilian
assistants, and the military personnel in such departments
shall fully cooperate with the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering and his staff in a continuous effort to achieve
efficient administration of research and engineering activities
in the Department of Defense.

V. AUTHORITIES

A. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering, in the
course of exercising full itaff functions in his assigned
fields, including those enumerated in Section III above, is
hereby specifically delegated authority to:

1. Issue instructions and one-time directive-type memo-
randa, in writing, appropriate to carrying out policies
approved by the Secretary of Defense for his assigned

fields of responsibilities in accordance with DoD
Directive 5025. 1, subject: DoD Directives System,
March 7, 1961. Such instructions and memoranda to
the military departments will be issued through the
Secretaries of those departments or their designees.

2. Approve, modify or disapprove programs and projects
of the military departments and other Department of
Defense agencies in his assigned fields to eliminate
unpromising or unnecessarily duplicative programs,
and initiate or support promising ones for research
and development and environmental services.

5
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3. Obtain such reports and information and assistance
from the military departments and other Department
of Defense agencies as may be necessary to the
performance of his assigned functions.

B. Other authorities specifically delegated by the Secretary
of Defense to the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering in other directives will be referenced in an
inclosure to this directive.

Vt. EFFECTIVE DATE

This directive is effective •rme

Deputy Secretary of Defense

Ynclosure- 1

Del/Auth

. 6
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References to Other Authorities Specifically Delegated by the
Secretary of Defense to the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering in Other Directives

1. Authority to act for the Secretary of Defense in matters

pursuant to Executive Order 9913 pertaining to the terminnation of

OSRD as contained in DoD Directive 5129. 36, dated 9 August 1954.

I



NUMBER 5000. 2
DATE January 21, 1975

APPENDIX E

Department of Defense Instruction

SUBJECT The Decision Coordinating Paper fDCP) -nd the Defense
Systems Acquisition Peview Council (DSARC)

Reference: (a) DoD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Major Defense
Systems," July 13, 1971

(b) DoD Directive 5000.26."Defense Systems Acquisition
Review Council (DSARC), " January 21, 1975

(c) DoD Directive 5000.3, "Test and Evaluation," January 19,
1973

(d) DoD Directive 5000.4, "OSD Cost Analysis Improvement
Group," June 13, 1973

(e) DoD Instruction 7045.7, "The Planning Proqramming and
Budgeting System," October 29,1969

(f) DoD Directive 7250.5, "Reprogramming of Appropriated
Funds," January 14, 1975

(g) DoD Directive 6050.1, "Environmental Considerations ii
DoD Actions," March 19, 1974

(h) DoD Instruction 7000.3, "Selected Acquisition Reports
(SAR)," September 13, 1971

(i) DoD 7110-1-M, "DoD Budget Guidance Manual," July 1, 1971
authorized by DoD Instruction 7110-.1, August 23, 1968

I, PURPOSE

This Instruction establishes policy and instruction guidelines
governing the use of the Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP), formerly
referred to as the Development Concept Paper, and the Defense Systems
Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) in the decision-making process at
the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense level on major defense
system acquisition programs.

II. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

The provisions of this Instruction apply to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, the Organization of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Defense Agencies (hereinafter
referred to collectively as "DoD Components") and encompass major
defense system acquisition policies and programs (DoD Directive
5000.1, reference (a)).

III. GENERAL

The DCP/DSARC process involves decision-making at the Secretary of
Defense level on major defense system acquisition programs and re-
lated policies. The DCP documents the current or proposed program
and serves as the basis for DSARC reviews. The DSARC, as an



advisory body, makes recommendations ýo the Secretary of Defense
which are considered in the -?orr.nlation of his decisions. The
success of the DCP/IDSARC process is vitally dependent upon a clear
recognition of the individuality of each ,:iajor defense system
program and the sensible application of the policies of PoD)
Directive 5000.1 (reference (a)) and those of this Instruction.

TV. POLICY

A. The DCP and the DSARC shall be used in support of the Secretary
of Defense decis 4 on-makinq process in accordance with DoD
Directive 5000.1 (reference (a)).

1. The Defense System Acguisition Review Council cDSARC)

a. The DSARC serves as an advisory body to the Secretary
of Defense on major defense system acquisition proqrams
and related policies. The DSARC provides information
and recommendations to the Secretary of Defense when
decisions are necessary on system acquisitions, and
related policies.

b. The mission, composition and operation of the MSARC
and the responsibilities of its members and support-
ing organizations are set forth in its charter (DoD
Directive 5000.26, reference (b)).

2. The Decision Coordinatino Paper (2P)

a. The purpose of the DCP is to support the DSARC review
and the Secretary of Defense decision-makinq process
throughout the acquisition phase of the system proaram.
It is the principal document for recording: (1) the
essential information on a program; e.g., need/threat,
concept, milestones, thresholds, issues and risks,
alternatives, management plan, supporting rationale
for the decisions, and affordability in terms of
projected budget and phasing of out-year funding; and
(2) the Secretary cf Defense decisions.

b. A Secretary of Defense decision is consummated when he
signs the DCP, or issues a memorandum, authorizing
the DoD Component to proceed with the program
described in the DCP or directinq another course of
action. The Secretary o Defense decision set forth in
the DCP establishes the limits of authority deleqated
to the cognizant DoD Component in the conduct of the
program.

c. The DCP shall not be considered a vehicle for force-
level decisions, even though it may contain
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force-level information. When such information is present
in the DCP, the infornation shall be consistent with cur-
rent force-level documrents (e.g., the Five Year Defense
Program (FYDP)), or specific differences noted.

d. Procrarns which represent major modifications to existing
deployed systems will be treated as separate proqrams and
accommodated by the DCP in the same manner as major system
programs.

e. The guidelines governinq the objectives of DCPs and the
responsibi! ties associated with their preparation, coordi-
nation and review are set forth in enclosure 1.

S . Scheduled Program Decision Points

1. Approval (or disapproval) to conduct a phase of a major defense
system program will be given by the Secretary of Defense. The
decision points shall be scheduled to meet the peculiar needs
of each program. Each decisien point shall be supported by a
"for coordination" draft of D DCP and a recomrendation by the
DSARC. The number, timinn, and nature of the decision points
shall be established by the 'lilitary Services and the Iffice
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) jointly and, though not the
-ame for all proqrams, they will normally include:

a. The Proqram Initiation Decision Point. At this decision
point Secretary of Defense considers aoproval (or dis-
approval) to coryit resources for advanced development
during the Validation Phase of a major defense system that
is projected for inclusion in the force structure. Early
scheduling of the Program initiation decision point is
essential to tirw~ly Secretary of Defense review. Primary
concerns at this decision point are:

(1) The identified need has been substantiated;

(2) The proposed range of systerm major performance para-
meters matches the need;

(3) In the plan for evaluating system alternatives, con-
sideration has been given to all approaches that
appear to be technologically feasible, operationally
practicable and economically affordable (i.e.,
includes modifying existing defense systems, using
system (or variants) under development by other DoO
components, developing a new system, or employing a
foreign developed system);

(4) Preliminary costs (DoD Directive 5000.4, reference
(d)) and schedule estimates aria realistic and accept-
able,

3



(5) Plans and schedules for test and evaluation required before
start of full-scale enqineerinq development a.-e adequate (DoD
Directive 590 .3 reference (c0);

(6) The relative estimates of costs to maintain and operate the
various alternative systems have been addressed and evaluated;
and,

(7) The acquisition strategy is consistent with program character-
istics, including risk and allowable costs, fiscal year
phasinq and constraints resulting from proje -'-d total budqet.

In general, the program initiation decision point should occur be-
fore any major obliqation of development funds on the proqram and
before any feasible program alternatives have been foreclosed.

b. The Full-Scale Engineering Development Decision Point. At this
decision point, the Secretary of Defense considers approval (or
disapprovel) to commit resources to the full-scale enqineerinn
development or to the detailed desicin of a major defense system.
Primary concerns at this decision point are:

(1) Reaffirming the operational need for the system in the liqht
of its estimated acquisition and operatinq cost and projected
budgetary constraints;

(2) The adequacy of the evaluation of alternative approaches;

(3) The readiness of the system to enter full-scale ennineering
development,

(4) The adequacy of the test and evaluation approach and test
results to date (DoD Directive 5000.3, reference (c)), and
availability of an integrated test and evaluation plan;

(5) Assurance that cost estimates are both realistic and accept-
able within foreseen budgetary constraints (DoD Directive
5000.4, reference (d)) and schedule estimates remain real-
istic and acceptable; and,

(6) The acquisition strateqy and contractual plan are consistent
with program characteristics, and risks.

c. The Production/Deployijent Decision Point. At this decision paint,
c. Te ProfiDefensecnsiders approval (or disapproval) to commit
substantial resources to the production of a major defense system.
Primary concerns at this decision point are:

(1) Redffirming the operational need for the system in the light
of its estimated acquisition and operating cost and projected
budgetary constraints;
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(2) Ensurinq the roposed quantity is consistent with the

operational needs _nC! the available nroiected
resources.

.'3 '-e readiness nF the syster to enter the oroduction
-rnce s, as Ie-ions, rated ty the res•j1tz o' tests con-

Juctc in accordanc'e with: the Dic i 11V a )ir'ctive
-0C13 (reference (C);

(4) The read ness of t*'e prouction process to build theS~systern,

-(5) Assurance *hat te syster: -an -e cQc:-t:, maintained

and oa)r*teni V rec-sona'c: cost;

2) *Assurarce tn•r cost estif.tes are toth real istic and
acccD-ahl v 5ýtwth Coraseen bjýdetarv constraints (DoD)
Directive 5'- . ereren-- 1d.); art,

'I ) eassurine t~at t
he accuisition strat-ry and contrac-

0al Dlan ar-e eccnoiicaliv efficient and consistent

with ;•.•ra- characterist,' cc, and ri sk.

d. *dditional Dec'sion Points 1> addition to the three major

decision points, the Qroqraý s;fation -.ay reaoire
additional, ' 1- s on points 'e.•., r, fieas n',fds for lonq
lead material ,,r effort, oilot ',rrduction, a-4iitional

syste•s for test 3an eva lua -,n, s ccrss -,orrodiction lot
procurements).

e. Ship Programs. For shin prorars the Pron.ra, Initiation
e-ci sion Doirt eqluates to start rjf Preliinary Design and

the Full-Scale .Dniterin Decnent T.cision Point
equates to tee start of Dontrart Desim. 'hile the Pro-
duction/Deploymvent Dei sicn Point relates to the start of
Detailed nesign (for the 'irst :rocjrenent-funded ship),

the decision point authorizini 'ollow-ship procurerent
will occur later after satisfactory nrenress of test and
evaluation related to the shin class (7o7 Directive
: 9000.3. reference (c)).

C. Jnscheduled Progran Decisions. Events both internal and external
to toe progran (such as a congressional fund action, Secretary of
Defense decision on a Proorara/Sudqet Decision, or a chanqe in thireat
or national strategy), unforeseen technical difficulty or other
circristances--which preclude achievement of a pro-irar, objective or
otherwise causes a breach, or a likely breach, of established cost,
performance, or schedule DCP thresholds--may reauire a DSARC review
in addition to those normally scheduled. Such reviews would lead

to unscheduled Program decisions. (See subsection lII.D,
enclosure 1.)

D. Relationships

1. The DCOfDSAPC Process and the Planning, Pronranmminn and

R~udgeting System (PPBS)

a. Major program decisions are to be made in context with both
the PPFIS (See DoD 'nstruction 7145.7, reference (e)) and
the DCP/DSARC nrocess-

b. In the PPDS, the Secretary of Defense decision-making an
individual defense system pronrans is keyed to the problem

SI



of balancing all proqrams within the established ,Dd
fisca& limits. The orograT covered by a XJCP must fit
into this affordability frame,,.:ort-.

c. The DCP/ý2•PC process compleernts the PPfS by ý'dres-
sing issues related to the Droqress of individual
defense syste-, Orourams an! ensures adequate Secretary
of Jefense reviews related mainly to the individual
Dron~raci r"iloestones, rather than to the PPPS schedule.

d. cacretary of lefense jecisions made throuih the flCP/
DSARC process riust be reflected in the FY.)P. This
shall be acco:.plisned either fl durirq the Program
Jh~ectiye ,eiorardum( Issue Paper/Proqram lecision
lemorandu2: (-. process, or (2) during the Proqram/
Iuduiet Decision (PDD) nrocess, cenen(ino on when the
DCP/ýSARC-related decision 7s made.

e. In cases where a PQ!1 or budget submittal to 9SD
deviates siqnificantly from a previously 3nproved
JCP/]SARC-related decision, this fact and the cost,
schedule and [performance impact on the orooram shall
be noted in the PO" or budget subimittal and explained.

f. w.hen an OSD-generated PPES document, such as tK2
Issue Paper or PPJ, offers an alternative to the 9CP/
)SARC-related decision, the docugnent shall be sub-
mitted to the coqnizant DSARC chairman and other
interested DSARC princinals, or their desimnees, for
coordination or comment and recorv-rendation, as
appropriate. Each DCP affected by zn approved
decision document shall be updated or amended within
30 working days to reflect that change and to refer-
ence the appropriate decision document.

2. The DCP/DSARC Process and the Program 'lemorandum TPi)_. The
P15 is essentially the same as the )CP but is used for pro-
grams which though importar t may not •ully meet the criteria
of 9oO Directive 5000.1 (re'erence (a)) as a major oronram
warranting a OCP. The use of a PM to support program re-
views and decision making shall '-e the same as the DCP

F I except that (a) signature for approval shall be that of the
appropriate Chairman of DSARC or at his discretion for-
warded to the Secretary of Defense for signature, (b) the
use of the DSARC to review the program stall :)e at the
discretion of the DSARC Chairrian, and (c)coordinaticn on
a PM may require that of the DSARC Chairman, H'ead of the
DoD Component concerned, and only others havinr direct
interest.
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V. ':AIVE F

peeic ,rai circu'stances nay dictate the need for Dol
Components to •eviate Fro-" the procedc-.es outlined herein. .'hen
appropriate, the e'lad of thc coinizant -0o Conponent --ay re-nuest
3a ',iver to D-rticular rQirmints of this .oc'r'ent 'ro• the
apkro.ri ato ".,:J 2 h,•i n., indicatinq the ci rcLvstances tuat
-juati fy such -:ai ver.

VI. [TF•CT•v ', TATC *7G•J 1'PLE''r'2TATI''

This ".st-iction is effective irreiiatelv. The o JoD Oorponperts
'. icr, -.ave aut'>3r ty ain responsihilities unler DoD Directive
2 A (refer.ncn' sh-H transiit this Instruction to ;II
-orianizations anj personnel involve" in iajor defense syste:l
ac-ui sizion pr-qr.32s. '!c: implie;enti nn pol icy .ocJA.fents are2
necessary.

:alco! 'uri
iirector iefance >esearch

an~l Tnrineerir,-i

-nclosure 1
The Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP)

DT2': DSAPC W"'3El S APP 7I11G T1IS I,'tUCT.i'

¶ r -ence7. IcClary
ASD(Comptrll er)

Ar-thur I. :lendolia.-~

171 bert C. !!all-

A SO I I~,

cTI (('

Tliomas C. Peed
DT CCS
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THE DECISION COG INATING PAPER (CPý*
(Guidelines For "reparation And Processinq)

I. GENEERAL

A. The DCP is a summary document of not riore than 20 standard
paqes that provides management with the essential infomation
on a major defense system program (DoO Directive 5000.1,
reference (a)). There will be a DCP for each major defense
system orogram. The rCP will also be used to accommodate oro-
grams which represent major modifications to existing deployed
systems.

B. The forn and content of each DCP issued sh;ill focus on the
particular phase of the program it is intended to support,
related issues, and the specific decision it seeks.

C. The "initial" draft DCP is a 'Iilitary Service prepared draft
which after preliminary review within the 0S9 becomes a "for
comment" draft. This "for comment" draft is forwarded to all
interested groups for review and comments. When revised to
reflect these comments it becomes the "for coordination"
draft which is used (1) as the basis for DSARC review, (2)
for final coordination, and (3) signature by the DSAC
Principals, the Deputy DDR&E (T&E); and other appropriate sig-
natories; and the Se.cretary of Defense (see subsection 1I11.).
The "for coordination" draft will be modified, if necessary to
reflect the Secretary of Defense decision prior to signature.

D. During the DCP coordination, key issues and the substance of
disagreements shall be clearly defined. While the coordina-
tion process will resolve many major issues, it may not be
possible to resolve all issues. However, it is required
that the unresolved issues be clearly identified in the DCP.
Conflicting viewpoints shall be documented, supported and
highlighted In the DCP.

E. Each DCP will identify any approved Area Coordinating Paper
(ACP), or Mission Concept Paper (MCP) encompassing the specific
mission area to which it relates.

F. Each DCP shall contain a Resource Annex. For each program
alternative in the DCP, this annex shall specify Cost Data,
Production Data, and Inventory/Objectives Data using the same
format as that employed in the submission of Congressional
Data Sheets, as described in the Budget Guidance manual, DoD
7110-1-M (reference (i)). The Annex will indicate, for each

• ormerly referred to as "Development Concept Paper."
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program alternative, the required changes to previously allo-
cated DoD Component resources and any changes to previous
estimates for the proqram.

G. The DCP will remain in existence throughout the coMplete
acquisition phase of a program. The DCP shall be reviewed
annually and updated as appropriate (see subsection III.E.).

H. Cott escalatic;l shall be handled in the DCP In the same manner
as in the Selected Acquisition Report (SAR), prescribed by
DoD Instruction 7000.3 (reference (h)).

II. DCP OBJECTIVES

A. The basic objectives of each DCP, regardless of which
Secretary of Defense decisijn it supports, are to:

1. Ensure collaboration and essential debate by DSARC
Principals, and other key officials as appropriate, before
Secretary of Defense decisions.

2. Relate the phasing of the development and acquisition
program to force modernizaticn needs in the appropriate
mission area, utilizing information on projected budgetary
constraints when possible.

3. Identify major issues or differences of opinion that
bear on the immediate Secretary of Defense decision.

4. Identify and evaluate feasible program alternatives
based on their acquisition and ownership costs and pro-
jected performance against the established need. Evalu-
ations shall include consideration of new development,
improving existing systems, and loreign developments.

5. Show how the program relates to similar programs in other
Military Services and ensure no unnecessary duplication.

6. Identify, and present a plan for the resolution of those
issues and risks that are anticipa,:ed during the next
program phase.

7. Establish the plan, including test and evaluation effort,
for the next prograrn phase (DoD Directive 5000.3,
reference (c)). Develop a fall-back plan for an alter-
native program if objectives are not achieved.

8. Define considerations of interoperability with other
force elements. This shall include a statement of 'he
plan to address such factors as electromiaqnetic compati-
bility and identification needs when applicable.

2
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9. Summarize the technical readiness of subsystems and the degree
of standardization includina test and support equipment.

10. Establish cost, performance and schedule thresholds for the
total program and the next program phase, includina funding
limits foi maintaining alternatives. ýddress the estimated
probability of producing and supportina the adequate nuimber of
systems within realistic resource and tine limitations.

11. Describe management responsibility, structure and planned
management systems.

12. Establish objectives and limits of authority that are delegated
to the cognizant DoD Component(s) for conductinq the next phase
of the program.

13. Assure that the acquisition strategy and related contract
plan are consistent with program characteristics, including
risk. Assure that economic and technical competition to the
maximum extent feasible is planned.

14. Identify the e-vironmental considerations as required by DoD
Directive 6050.1 (reference (n)).

15. Identify impact of the proposed system program on the utili-
zation or expansion of DoD facilities.

16. Ensu.-e consideration of such international aspects as buying
foreign systems, joint development programs, and sales to
allied countries.

17. Identify the elements of the program that require protection
by security classification.

18. Identify any documents(s) that develop the analytical rationale
for force-level projections or goals.

B. Normally, the DCP I, which supports the decision by the Secretary
of Defense to enter the Program Validation Phase., will accommodate
the basic objectives zhove and place added sephasis on the follow-
ing areas:

1. Identify threat factors as analyzed in aopropriate documents.

2. Describe and substantiate the operational need.

3. Idenzify broad performance objectives; substantiate that these j
performance objectives meet the operational need.

4. Identify the critical questions and areas of risk to be resolved
by test and evaluation and provide a summary statement of test
objectives, schedules, and milestones.

3
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5. Identify orel ifinary cost and schedule estimates, and identify
desiqn-to-cost goals or indicate when these will be established.

6. Identify critical logistics support factors that must be- con-
sidered durinq the acquisition.

7. lderýtfy issues which must be resolved prior to DSARC IT and
ensure that the Droarar• is adeouate to resolve them.

C. 'formally, DCP II, which supports the decision by the Secretary of
Defense to enter the Full-Scale Enqineerinn Development Phase, will
accomrodate the basic objectives above arid place added enphasis on
the 'oliowinq areas:

1. Confiri the operational need, considerinn ckanqes in policy or
threat since the initial Secretary of Defense decision.

2. Establish and substantiate the specific performance objectives
including the reliabilityv an-' maintainability requirements.

3. Dresent results cf test and evaluation acco!rnlishel to late, an
updated staterent of critical questions and areas of risk still
needinn esolution by test, aid a detailed staterlent of test
Alans and milestones (o) Dir-ective 51V.J.3, reference (c)).

4. Present results of cost, performance, and schedule trade-off
analyses, and cost effectiveness studies as renuired.

5. Present the design-to-cost noals and rationale.

6. Identify and evaluate the logistic support alternatives in-
cluJing their impact on design.

7. Identify issues which must be resolved prior to DSARC III and
ensure that the progra-i is adequate to resolve them.

D. %ormally, OCP III, which supports the decision by the Secretary of
Defense to enter the Production/Deployment Phase will accommodate
the basic objectives above and place added emphasis on the
following areas:

1. Confirm the operational need, considering chanqes in policy or
threat since the previous Secretary of Defense decision.

)2. Evaluate the degree of achievement of perfoy,-nance objectives
including reliability and maintainability.

3. Provide an assessment of system productbility. operational
suitability, and logistic supportability.

4
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4. Present (a) an assess:-ent of the developmrient and opera-
tional test and evaluation results and the readiness of
the system to enter production, and (b) the scooe and
schedule for any test and evaluation still to be accon-
plished. (DoD Directi.e 50ný.3, reference (c).)

5. Present results of cost, performance, and schedule
trade-off analyses and cost effectiveness analyses as
required. fThese analyses shall relate to acquisition,
oDeratinn and suDoort costs'.

6. Describe the procuJrement plan, including any options and
how it relates to the proposed contract.

7. Validate that technical r'sks iave been elimirate'j or
are in hand.

3. Present the integrated loqistic support plan and produc-
tion plan.

. ohr-ally, for ship proorars, DCP ', 11 and !II will be
developed when Preparing to start Preliminary Desion,
Co-itract Design and Detailed Design (•or t.e first procure-
ment-funded ship) respectively. The DCP r11 will be uD-
dated for the follow-ship procurement MSARC review.

III. RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Preparation and coordination of the DCP shall be accomplished
as foiovws:

1. The !!ead of the DoD Component concerned shall be respon-
sible for the completeness and adequacy of the DCP.

2. The cognizant DoD Component shall prepare the "initial
draft" of each DCP, based upon in OSD-approved outline,
and forward it to the responsi!,le DSARC Chairman's staff
office (ODDR&E, OAS'T(I•,L), OASD(I) or ODTACCS) for review
and coordination with all interested OSD offices.

3. The responsible I)S9 staff shall Prepare and distribute
an acceptable "for comment" draft to the interested
offices, including that of the cognizant DoD Component,
who will return their comments within 15 wrking days.

4. Upon receipt, the OSARC Chairman's staff office will
accommodate the comments in a "for coordination" draft,
which must be available for review by the DSARC pirnci-
pals and the lisad of the cognizant DoD Component at
least 10 working days prior to the DSARC review.

5
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5. Althouqh the sionatories on a DCP may vary fr-om program to
orogram, ttoe coordination shall always inclule the DSARC
principals, the Chairnan Of the Joint Chiefs of ztaff, or his
designee- the Deputy PDROE (Test and Evaluation); and the
1dead of the connizant DoD Component.

6. Final DCP coordination shall be accomplished on the "for coord-
ination" draft. Signature by the Secretary of Defense shall
consL•.late the decision and approve the OCP.

B. The offices -entioned in subsection :I... are responsible for
provid4i ng an )apDrorriate representation of the concerns of their
functional area to the DSARC Chair. an's staýFf office responsible
for the DCP coordination. The OSD staff office responsible for the
DCP will ensure that particioants' comrents are considered and
decision alternatives and unresolved issues are clearly represented
in the DCr.

C. Resnonsibi~ity for distributing the ')Cf following a Secretary of
Defense decision, or for revisinr the XC0 to reflect the Secretary
of Defense •ecision set forth in a decision memoranidum, rnsts with
the aiDropriate ?;S,"RC Chairman's staff of-ice. T;*wse actions shall
be co,-•oleted within 30 workina days after a Secretary of Defense
decision is made.

D. ýesponsibility for notifying the Secretary of Defense and tie DSARC
Cýairman when a proqram threshold established in the DCP has been
breached, or is forecast to be breac ied, -ests witi the Head of
the co(,.izant DoD ConDonent.

Tesoonsibi `tv for annual review of each .CP rests with the Head of
the cocnizant DoD Compnnent. This revie~v will normally be held
after the ,'anuary FYDP updatina.

1. The Component Hlead shall forw.ard the results of the review and
any proposed revision to the appropriate DSARC chairman for
coordir•ation Oith the DSAPC Principals and the Deputy DDR&E
(T%), and other appropriate signatories (see subection III.S.)
The DCP revision shall be completed within 90 days, when
necessary, in the simplest and most expeditious manner (by
Cover Sheet, if feasible).

2. In particular, the resource annex to the OCP shall be reviewed
and revised as necessary to assure consistency with the
previous year's actual funding, current year's anticivated
fundingý, budnet year fundinci per the President's budqet, and
out-year funding per the FYDP. If only the resource annex to
the DCP is being changed, the revised resource annex may be
attached to the DCP Cover Sheet indicating that no other change
was made to the DCP.
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3. Even when no changes are denied necessary following the annual
review, a Cover Sheet shall be appended to the DCP, indicating
the review has been accomplished; this Cover Sheet shall be
distributed to the DSARC principals and others as appropriate.

F. Responsibility for obtaining reprogram-Ing approval, following a
Secretary of Defense decision, rests with the P!ead of the cogni-
zant DoD Component (OoD Directive 7250.5, reference (f)).

7
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APPENDIX F NUNBER 5Tho0. 2,,,

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT I),fens Svstoms Accuisition Review,- C-nci! fPSARC)

-eferences: (a) DoD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of 'lajor
Defense Systems,' July 13, 1971

(b) DoD Instruction 5000.2, "The Decision
Coordinating Paper (DCP) and the Defense
Systems Acquisition Review Council
(DSARC)," January 21, eO7f

(c) DoD Directive 5000.3, "Test and Evaluation,"
January 19, 1973

(d) DoD Directive 5000.4, "OSO Cost \nalysis
Improvement Group," June 13, 1973

(e) Deputy Secretary of Defense ',ultiaddressee
lemorandum "Establishment of Defense
Systems Acquisition Review Council,"
May 30, 1969 (hereby cancelled)

I. PURPOSE

This Directive provides a permanent charter for the
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (nSARC)
originally established in reference (e).

II. CANCELLATIOIN

Reference (e) is hereby superseded and cancelled.

10lI. APPLICABILITY

The provisions of this Directive apply to the Office
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, the
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
Defense Agencies (herein after referred to collectively
as "D'0 Components") having responsibilities related to
the acquisition of major defense systems.

J



IV. FUNCTION

A. The function of the DSARC is to serve as an advisory body to
W. the Secretary of Defense on the acquisition of major defense

systcm programs and related policies, and to provide him with
supporting information and reco-mendations when decisions
are necessary.

B. The DSARC will serve to complement the Decision Coordinating
Paper (DCP), formerly known as the Development Concept Paper,
which continues as a formal DoD management and decision-
making system for the acquisition of major systems (DoD
Directive 5000.1 and DoD Instruction 5000.2, references
(a) and (b)).

C. Reviews by the DSARC are intended to provide oper, discussion
of issues and alternatives by DoD cfficials, based upon the
most complete information available, to ensure that the
advice given to the Secretary of Defense is as complete and
as objective as possible.

V. COMPOSITIO

A. The DSARC principals shall be the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Installations and Logistics), Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller), Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program
Analysis and Evaluation) and, for programs within their areas
of responsibility, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Intelligence) and Director Telecommunications and Command
and Control Systems. Other Assistant Secretaries of Defense
having interest in specific programs (e.g., Assistant
Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs),
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), or
the General Counsel may be invited to serve as principals,
when appropriate,

B. The Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(Test and Evaluation) will participate in the DSARC reviews
and process; he will report to the DSARC and to the Secretary
of Defense his evaluation of the program test plans and test
results (DoD Directive 5000.3, reference (c)) as to their
adequacy to support the decision under cnnsideration.

C. The Chairman of Lhe Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAI,)
will serve as an advisor to the DSARC reporting the CAIG
evaluation of the Military Service cost estimates of the
program (DoD Directive 5000.4, reference (d)) at each decision
point.

2
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D. The Head of the cognizant DoD Component and the Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, or their representatives, w.vill
participate in the DSARC reviews. The JCS representative
will serve as an ddvisor to the DSARC and Provide to the
DSARC a statement of the JCS position relatinq to the system
orogram.

E. Other key officials may be invited to participate in the
meetings, or to serve as advisors, by the DSARC Chairman on
a case-by-case basis.

F. An Executiv Secretary shall be appointed by the Chairman.

,3. The DSARC shall be chaired by:

1. The DDR&E for the Program initiation and full-scale
engineering development decisions and for all special
reviews when system development is the primary issue.

2. The ASD(I&L) for production decisions and for all special
reviews when system production, procurement, miiaintenance
or logistic support is the primary issue.

3. The ASD(1) or the DTACCS will serve as co-chairman with
DDR&E or ASD(I&L), as appropriate, for programs of their
primary responsibility.

VI. OPERATION

A. Reviews may be requested by any of the DSARC Principals or
by the Head of the cognizant DoD Component. The DSARC Chair-
man will provide official notice of all meetings.

B. An informal pre-DSARC staff planning meeting may be initiated
and chaired by the DSARC Chairman's cognizant staff assistant.
This meeting will be attended by the approoriate staff
members from the offices of the DSARC principals and the
Deputy DDR&E(T&E), the CAIG Chairman, representative(s) from
the cognizant DoD Component, and the DSARC Executive
Secretary. The meeting should be held approximately 60
working days prior to the scheduled DSARC meeting denending
on the complexity of the issues to be discussed at the DSARC
review. The purpose of the meeting shall be to discuss (1)
the specific issues and alternatives to be treated at theDSARC review; (2) the information that will be -ade available
to support the DSARC deliberations; (3) the readiness of the
program for DSARC review; and (4) the schedule of DSARC
related events leading to the DSARC review.

C. A scheduled DSARC review shall precede the recommendation by
the DSARC Principals to the Secretary of Defense to proceed
with the Program Initiation (Validation Phase), the

3



Full-5.-al,. Fntdineering Development Phase and the Production/Deploy-
ment 'Phase of a major Defense system pnrogram. The following are
guidelines for the conduct of these DSARC revievs.

1. The DSARC I Reviex, (Program Initiation)

a. At the DSARC I review leading to the program initiation deci-
s Ton, the followking will be dt-terunined:

(1) A potential iiiliitaryv need exists for a new Defense system

or an improved system.

(2) The oxilitary requirements properly relate to the mission,
Ihe threat, and force obs olescence.

(3) Alternative Defense systems that will satfsfy the military
need including system modernizations and foreign devel-
onments have been considered along with anticipated re-
sources for resolving the need.

(4) Broad trw ision/performance requirements /specifications
are adequately defined (technically) and are economically
plausible.

(5) Anticipated cuantity, resource and schedule estimates
are realistic and acceptable in context %kith affordability
limits. The appropriate acquisition (e. g. , planning esti-

mates) and ownership cost estimates have been validated
by independent assessment (DoD Directive 5000.4,
reference (d)).

(6) Major problems, issues, and risks are ideýntified and
suitable methods for their resolution, such as the use of
prototypes, are planned.

(7) The statements of cuestions and issues and of test objec-
tives and schedules are adequate (DoD Directive 5000. 3,

reference (c)).

(8) Critical 'logistic support factors and facilities impact have
been identified.

(Q) Future support costs including a comparison ,xith those of

currcnt systems, have been considered.

(10) The use of currently available subsystems versus devel-

opment of nexv subsystems, has been or will be considered.

(11) Economic and technical competition to the maximum
extent feasible is planned.

4
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(12) Program thresholds ,; the DCP are appropriate, w.ecll-

define(d, and provirit th•e fle.'bilitiv for acconplishinri
tradetffs o..hde non urinlp tiiiiely ider~tif., ation of ŽJi- iiifi-

..ant problIrns.

(1, Pratical tradeoffs have been myade -,-tv -or. erfornani e,

ri< :-, st and r ch] dule.

(14) T-- at om tu i i,. -trat,-g. includ~ri type I f o,ntract us con-
sbtttt -r ',1o or gram characteristics and risr.

(I) uPossible alternativ%'e fall -back positý;on(s) are available
r.• the -vent thhe propose-d approach to the- proirarn is

(i, D-sian -t.,-c-:st coials, related reliability and maintatn-
a'ilitv coals, and associate-d thre.sholds are established.

(07) RP'cuis•a e- a.,r transition to full-seal, er- .iieerini develup-

,:m.ont ia., been ectablishod.

1 - I t- pr',,ra:iu plan for this phase :a adequat'.

.. ,i-i-PC I r. a , r,- ,utnerali t iedtr is. mons.rI e- the readl-

--Ž to. pro-, -4 ,.:.iti the Programn ltn:t att-on lValidati"on Phase).
-1ditonal DSARC I type reviev s oa.v be recoi red to consider

rn;aor nhanges in the ne ed/thr-at, a ailable t,-(ntnology or budg-
et recoi rements ti-at -a y tace place dortoc the Validation Phase.

2. The DSARC II Rveicx (Full -Scale Eninmeeirng Development)

a. At the DSARFC II reeve%% lead;.nc to the full -scale ,ngpneering de -

velopment de, is.,v-n the follov..io ",ill be determined:

1) The Defense s sten• still satisfies the oýditarv need anri toe

recuiren'ents properly relate to the mission, the threat,

and antictpated resourc.es--consid: ring changes that have

occurred since the previous Sec retary of Defensev decision.

(2 1 Svsten-. tradeoffs have produced a or per balance beti.een

cost, schee-lo and performtanree, including reliability and
ina tnta. n a h :1 it v

13) Quantity, ro_,source, and sc hedul, e--tintates are realistic
and acceptable. Relative . ost ,'stinates of support and

operations hat bee.n evaluatted ft. .. , I 0 -f ear cost). Cost

estimates for suth acquisituii anrd support .ave been
c validated independent assessment (Dor- Directive hiC'.4,

refere.ncc (d)).

1(4) Mator uncertainties and rises have been reduced to accept-

able levels and ekffectiye mnethods are identified to resolv,

residual une ertainties and risks,

S5 Th,- proposed s yst is tS e ost -,' ti , ve m -tpared wkith corn-

pettog alternat v. ays of satisfIto'c the. i.ilitarv need.



(C,) Valid 1Jesicno-to-cost qoals are estulishe,.

(7) 0 roqrar" threshnldls in the ICP are aporopriate and '&ll
define,.

(C) The approach for selection of major subsyste,.s has been
clearly identified ant the program as considered the use

currently available subsysterms versus new; devel.oment
i.•ciin. test and support equiprent)

( i The developm.entand onerational test an,! evaluation al-
ready conducted has progressed satisfactorily, and thet uture test orograr- proposed \.C,, o)jectives, olans and

sc"iEdules) is sound (c)l Directive 53,2.J, reference (c)).

(12•I) ,, ieerated test and evaluation o)!in has been prepared
ic ' enti'ies and integrates the effort and scheMules

1-f 5ll -- : to be accomplished] an.d ensures t*;at all
ne cessary T21 is accom4plishej prior to the Incision points
""o0 Directive P,2.2, rofe-ence (ci)

(11) - : ra"iranaqement structure aný alan arc souni.

(12) 'x x practical use of ccupetitic, ýas '-en incorporated
i acquisition n•.:n

13) The acquisition strategy including, cmn ract type is con-
Ssistent ',,ith pronran characteristics and isk.

(14) ih. proposed fall-back positio,1 . . .. s been
reassessed and found suito hile.

S(15) Iequisites for the production/a.ev-e cision, in-
cludinn loiistics supoort, Hn....k 00e esca T ishe-.

b 3SM, II revie%,s are qenerallv conducted to consider -. al3r
decisions for initiation of full-scala ennineerinn develooment.
Additional reviews may focus on procure-ent of additional
development models to continue testinn, or reorientation of the
development program.

3. The DSARC III Review (Production/Deploynent)

a. At the DSARC III review leadinn to the production/deplorent
decision, the following shall be determined:

(I) The defense systeri stll satisfies a ,ilitary need and its
performance properly relates to the -iission, the threat,
planning and Dolicy quiladce, .:id anticipated resources--
considering changes that have occurred since the previous
Secretary of Iefense decision,.

6



(2) Test results, based on development test and initial operational
test and evaluation (IOnT&E), are adequate to support a decision
to proceed with major production, and plans and schedules for
remaining testing are adequate as provided in DoD Directive
5000.3 (reference (c)).

(3) Quantity, resource and schedule estimates are still realistic
and acceptable. Relative cost estimates of support and
operation have been evaluated (e.g., 10 year cost) where
relevant. The cost estimates for both acquisition and support
have been validated by independent assessment (DoD Dirpctive
5000.4, reference (d)).

(4) The defense system is cost-effective for both acquisition and
support compared with competing alternative ways of satisfying
the military need.

(5) System tradeoffs have produced a proper balance between cost,
schedule and performance, including reliability and maintain-
ability.

(6) Program thrmsholds in the DCP are well defined.

(7) Production quantity requirements are valid.

(8) Issues concerning production, logistic support, facilities and
maintenance are identified and plans for their resolution are
sound.

(9) The program management structure and plan are sound.

(10) All major problems have been revealed and solutions to
residual risks have been identified.

(11) The acquisitio;n strategy and contract plan are consistent with
program characteristics and risks and the approach to con-
tractor ;election is sound. The proposed contract type and
options, if any, provide DoD flexibility for increasing or
decreasing the production rate and total quantity.

(12) Requisites for future production decisions have been defined
and competitioa (e.g., second source and/or breakout) has been
considered.

(13) The plan for transition to production and deployment is
adequate including integration with existing operational
systems.

b. DSARC III reviews are conducted, in general, to consider production/
deployment decisions. Additional reviews may focus on such

7



decisions as release of funds for, lone lpad ite",s,
release oa pilot or liited production, a limited buy
or full production.

4. Ship Programs. 'forqally, for ship Droarar;, the DS'C I and II

reviews will occur prior to start cd Prelu'inarv D)esinn and
-Contract esinn, rosnectively. r D)DC - rev-iem will. be con-
ducted prior to start of Detailed Desian '"or the first pro-
curement-funded ship). Upon satisfactory :)ronress oF the test
"and evaluation related to the ship class an ad!itional lSAPC I
review will be condcucted prior to aoproval to procure Follo,-
Sh:ps (DoD Directiv.a 5.•1n.1, reference (c)).

)ecial ina-tinrs oC thV i.2 nay be rent jre' to atdress splcfiali
problems that arise in the acquisition of a! erense svste- oronra-
that -nay require a Secretary o- Defense decision. These neetinris
nay be requested by the 'ead of the connizant Do) CoSnonent or by
one of the D)SiRC Principals to review the issues to be resolved and
to prepare appropriate reconm.-endations as to the cnurse of action
-For consideration and anproval by the Secretary of D'efense.

Th.en there is a breach of -SP threshold, or a threatc-ni breach,
the D!ead o' the DoD Compnent. concerned s'iall notidv the ..
SChairran infomally and follow this notirication bv formal
mermoranduri indicatinn the circumstances, the seriousness of the
breach and alternative courses of action onen to the Secretary
of Defense. The DSORC Chairman will evaluate the situation to
determine whether or not the DSARC will meet to develop a set
of recommendations to the Secretary of D)erense. 'h,,ere the
situation can be resolved easily, a ..- revi is not needel;
the 'SARC Chaimrran shall precare a memorandium to the . .ecretl ary
of Defense, with a proposed action memorandum for Secretary of
Defense signature; he shall coordinate the position with the
DSARC Principals and the Deouty DDR&E (T.r), prior to sibmis-
sion to Secretary of Defense. (Sarne procedure as sabsection
VII .E. )

2. The DSARC may also meet to consider the adequacy of the current
system acquisition policies or the desirability o new or
revised poiicies.

E. The Chairman of the DSARC may request an Executive Session of the
DSAPC Principals to develop a set of recommendations that can be
forwarded to the Secretary of Defense. The Chairman my invite
other key narticipants in the DS.RC review to attend this Executive
Session.

F. The followinq prerequisites to DSARC reviews are reouired in the
tine frame indicated below or as far in advance as possible in the
case of a special meetinq of the DSPSC.
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1, The "for coordination" draft DOP - In aays prior to the
scheduled date of the DSARC review.

2. The Deputy DDR&E (ThE) report of the test pronram (DoW
Directive 5000.3, reference (c)) - 2 days prior tn the

scheduled date of the DS,,RC review.

3. The Chairman Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIS"
report on the evaluation of the Military Service cost
estimates (Do) Directive 501).4, reference (d)) - 5 days
prior to the scheduled date of the DSARC review.

v: RESP S DI L T IFS

T 1e Head of the coanizant Do) Comoonent shall submit to the
staff of the appropriate DSARC Chairman an "initial draft"
or a new updated draft DCP in sufficient time, normally a 6q
day lead time, to ensure the availability of a "for coordi-
nation" draft DCP at least 11 workino days prior to the D)SAVC
revi ew.

B. The following are responsible for assurino availah-lity oa
the information specified in subsection VI.F. to the ')SAPC
"Principals during the 10 workino days prior to the scheduled
DSWRC rieetina, or as far in advance ss possible for a special
DSARC review:

The staff of the DSARC Chairrman - the "for coordination"
draft DCP.

2. The Deputy DDR&E (TF.E) - his test and eva'uation renort.

3. The Chairman Cost Analysis Improvement Groun (CATS) -
the CATS evaluation of the Service cost estimates.

C. The DSAR.C principals, after revi.w of the "for coordination"
draft, may submit their comments on the issues tc be
resolved at the meeting to the Head of the connizant -)oj
Component and to the DSARC Chairman.

D. The DSARC Executive Secretary, inpointed by the M.AR.C
Chairman, shall be responsible for administration of the
DSARCP. He shall schedule and announce each meetino, orovide
the anenda for all participants, an! record the proceed.inos.
he shall collaborate with the appropriate DSARC Chairman's
staff office in the preparation and coorination o' the
DSARr reco,*rendations and action memoranda.
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E. The DSARC Chairman will provide to the Secretary of Defense
within 15 working days following the DSARC review (1) a clear

and objective statement of all issues, and the recommendations
of the DSARC; and (2) a proposed action memorandum for the
Secretary of Defense signature, reflecting the DSARC recommen-

dations. Such report will be drafted by the DSARC Chairman

and be coordinated with the other DSARC Principals and the
Deputy DDR&E (TME); it shall include any dissenting views.

A copy of the draft report will be provided to the Head of
the cognizant DoD Component for information and comment prior
St forwarding to the Secretary of Defense. :

F. For each DSARC review the Deputy DDR&E (TaE) will prepare *

a report to the Secretary of Defense giving his independent *

<s assessment of the results of the Test and Evaluation efforts, *

and future testing planned (DoD Directive 5000.3, reference *

(c)). This independent assessment will be forwarded to the *

SSecretary of Defense attached to the DSARC Chairman's report *

* to the Secretary of Defense nentioned in subsection E. above. *

G. The DSARC Chairman will assure that the Secretarv of Defense
decision is promulgated in a revised approved DC? within 30

working days after the Secretary of Defense decision is made.

SVIII. WAIVERS

Specific program circumstances may dictate the need for DoD
Components to deviate from the procedures outlined herein.
When appropriate, the Head of the cognizant DoD Component

will request waiver to particular requirements of this document
from the appropriate DSARC Chairman, indicating the circum-

stances that justify such waiver.

IX. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

This Directive is effective P-nediatelv. The DoD Components
which have authority and responsibilities under DoD Directive

5000.1 (reference (a)) shall transmit this Directive to all!

organizations and personnel involved in major defense system
acquisition programs. No implementing policy docments are

n: eoutv Secretsyv :1 Dvcnse

11
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January 19. 797-
" " APPENP1)IX s NUMBER 3000. 3

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT 'rest and Evaluation

Refs.: (a) ToO lirective - ". . ., Accuisition of Major Defense
Systems," 'u!o• `, 7

(b) Dep-ec-e, cult _ r see memorandum, "Conduct of
Operational es -nd Evaluation," February 11, 1971
(hereby cancelled)

(c) LepSec7ef multi-addressee memorandum on the subject
of the role cf LR' in test and evaluation as
related toc the =>E System, April 2 1971 (hereby
cancelled1

(a) DepSeclef milTii-addir-ssee memorandum, "Test and
Evaluation in the SyZtem Acquisition Process,"
Aug-ist 3, -_97 (hereby cancelled)

. PJUR PS E

This Directive estab' ines noily for the conduct of test
and evaluation by the M.*ilitary f.eocr-ments and Defense Agencies
(hereinafter referred t %cl'lectfv,ý-, a '" Components")in the ac"cusitio of de•ns systm +r ¾tin I hoir h cuisil-n c :'ease ZytrF -?icnS 7ll t•lrcugh
IT). In addition, it codifies the responsibilities of the
>euty Director of Defense Research ind En-ineering, Test
and Evaluation (.D(TAE)), .hich were previcusly promulgated

Dv references (b), (c), and (=)(Secticn .....

*CAX.:CELIATIOL:S

References (b), (c), and (d) .:Oe hereby superseded an-.
cancelled.

§11. S2QO ALTO APPLIUCAILITY

The provisions of this Directive encompass major progras
of defen..se. Sys t ems n•, ... iti.• nes~inated by the Secretary
of Defense (described in Section II., of reference (a)) and
apply to all roD Components that are responsible for such
programs. Tn addition, it pr--:xd de s principles to be applied
by the DoD Components in their acansition of Defense Systems
that do not fall in the ":a'or a -cit- frograms" category.

'iil I
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thereon prior to decision to proceed w-ith follu.. ships. In lieu
thereof, successive prhases e T- and OT 4 'i. be accomplished
as early a.: practicale -t est ions and on the lead
shin so as to rapid reduce ri and thereby minimize the need
for modification to f o -hps.

-. When combas ssen cmp)e:.:ty w.,arrants, there '-ill be constructed
a combat sys'em installation wherein the weapon, sensor,
and infonrmati<-n orocessi.' - -t -r .... are inte',rýted thw-ough
teir inter- ee n n harier exnected n he clp dass.
Adequate initia 1a"-P "nd -nof the integration of those sub-
syvtems w ,i e thccor : tereon nrier .o the first major
production de .cn on o .-- ips. - zo t'le denree practicable
first generatiaon a.ub-:yser4< ,il have been npproved for service
use prior tc the initiati-n of integ-ratea onerational testing.
Where sub ýyste cannot `e servt ice approved prior to the initial
operationav -estint, t nte ration will be tested at the
test site installation as eanry as possible in their acquisition
cycle.

2. For new ship types incrporeating ma.or technical advancements
not ea-r-lier proven in -or ncn-nuclear propulsion design,
a nrototypri, incorporatin- ' these advancements will be employed.
If the major cechn, .r - advancements are contemplated in
oncy some featuxea c' the 'Mll or non-nuclear propulsion design,
the test installition need incorporate only the applicable new
features. Adequate test and evaluation on such prototype will
be coon eted orior to the first majo" production decision on
fo l1w ships.

!. The prototyping of :>t•v, nuclear propulsion plants will be
accomplished in accurdance with the rethnos in use bv the

* terR. me-'-"-- h PW4iT•veiopfllen s Axn sr•<on (EFDYJ.*

-n , t ru~n -of me le-Cd :XSll-, -_-ill be :one in t

-Tor all new ship classes, continuirng phasos of ITSE on the
lead chip wi<1 be conducted at sea is early in the acquisition
process as possibi.e for specified system:; cr equirlents and,
if recuired, full chip operaticnal evaluation to t.he degree
feasible.

5. A description of the subsystems to be included in anr test
site ar test prototype, the schedules to accomplish test and
eva'uati>n, and any exceptions to the above policies will be
set fcrth in the initial and any subsenuent DCP2 and approved
by the Secretary of Defense.

L. Test and Evaluation for One--of-a-Kind Systems. For one-of-a-kind
systems, or systems involving procurement of only a very few over

-t.. an extended period, the principles of l1Týa of component(s), subsystem(s)

:!:Z7, . -
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tresu a. d oa:±s air( .' a _u-_ - U: itiora' tes -t and
evaluation wIr be mroson'e a

V. XVB

I. ½n the case of mav'r c ",-, . '."'eacomplish-
:m na at' the L-i 4' - pr ed ; .il be
granrted cnly ,y tr -- ecrttary 'Defense.

B. For other thrn maqe or prczr.-. the Components wili designate
--le na tre)sod f," deiniir zn - le- tian major
, prc .G r- z•s-h..aiver of re required T-&E

-. Within t- e t a ents, be ýr-nrted only by the
Secret.-i 'enrder .e""-r, or such Assistant
Secre-s.r-.: the Secretar- -nny d-si nate.

2. Within tr-e c - ut f &efe i•"e 5Agencies, be granted
;: ony 'y t,•he A ,

i *. EXCLUSI OUS

Test and evaluation ca nuamaear -.eapons sLusystems which are governed

prcvisions of this direcct're.

VII. RESPCTCSIYILI T"ES F 0 "1 O- !• T'S- - .3 V-" RESEAECh AIM
E:IGCE.'.RI'::. TES2 A':! •"V',L'UAV1"O,'DH (C'r TM'¾

_ne s( ) a -r-.- t,-bor reodrc iic-" i"y for DSP in test
and evl.-i ati-_, f~ Y,.•r; -?J r .. :o s •il t n"~d a

ara ee vi. _. rir, r. l -td ' r''c dure- a' .t rei,
A. Rev'"i',i: x dir drsapcai

tc the e'ar-tment of eirene al a. whcle and recomrefln .n<
lie he 'elieves anorcoriare direct-% to rip Secretary of

•% 7 efense.

nt-'in re "the te:2a' e-.-* uation pl>anned and conducted
-the CoCMulentý- !'cr : r N"'",-tic' progrccds and fcr

1? ;= -.ter i-ri •raml: "'" "e L'uiie>is necessary.

•: J. i.-:i~ti,- i the pre. r atJ n ' , -=nior revie~iiteT s

sa{,ioe•n t . - and 'Fr.ýa .em (P'Ss).

-. or Cr-",' r -.r:- t'ng• t h . A••.C{ and he .rdide

ond crcA" R'rary r fUo r 7uc pr,-CO c,r$. :rod ~~~directly to thie Secrret-, <f Defensefo uhre'•.

-{t "'' mar hin e'to .i joi i,,es"rent as to
the- tcoe puacy' t e , tnd t-uestions
t,-' be resolved "" te.-, 'i 'Iti t o S as sc'nec-
1'ln: a•ud tke adec ,''l( - of e'' ' *- '-'.~ t-e

toaft iec re'tomrrended '-'r dea ' 'o'w Ie '-'t'
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the:> .' - " - - ". - a
of ." .- . .. 1- . . : ' p ,-- .-. i[t

the..» . .

(or -,c: t. t-e t-.

F.Co rp :ecr

' ~G. Fui'i-i r, qf •' - •;•i~s e 'c'. e "•t on ana ma.lor
S eril- t"G .. Eu '-.r' im-o

-. -' r deterLmite the

iec '- e e .cint is cU -. e. a,' "es to
nhe rat.d nee ..... ntn ed10P) ccerational

f ac s

2. Cor½ Jd a 2  .. --yor de-.el cTm. . es ti.;aticn of
, E~-'iationa cr dc~'nL Conlce!ý7s.

To accoplis tie, sf':teocr:n: ,. .i sor
DCPs/P.'s, test -,ais o•r- their tes-lu-icn and t.t res-!ts -'l

be made 'vail-b-e tr L± (T&E) ar, his recueS- es ear-y as developed.

VIII. REPORTING p i -y

The rencrt inr- r<':cuirepents ore.crIbed herein are exemot from forcal
approval any cntrol inr tccordani': *ith !-1.L.3., of DoD Directive
5000.1•.

IX EFFECTrVE•C ->r A nP,:v AT!O,0

This Dirrctive e ffe ctive immediat e. Each- LcD Cormponent which"
has autncrity -Ind resronsibilities under reference (a) ;,iS imple-

ment this -4ir.,ti wthit 6C da-s and a-i I fc-ward th• 1--ree ccpies
of Cash imo c -.. r. .rumcnt to e +ir ct or fefe rse Research
and En.ineerin6.

p,1uty Secretary efense

18
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Departmrnent of Defense Directive

OISD Cost Analysis Imnprovement Group

S a) Deputy Secretary of Defense Multi-Addressee Memo,
"Ssta&0Qshment of a Defense Systems Acquisition

Council," May 23, 1969 (enclosure 1)
I (b) Secretary of Defenase Memorandum for Secretaries of

Military Departments, "Cost Estimating for Major

Defense Systems," January 25, 1972 (enclosure 2)

i. PURPOSE

This Directive provides a permanent charter for the OSD Cost

- Analysis Improvement Group (CA0G) oriinar1ly established in

enclosure 2.

jiI. AYFLICABiLr

The provisions of this Directive apply throughout the

Department of Defense.

I11. ORGANIZATION

A. Membership. The OSD CoLt Anialysl,; Imprc,';cent Group
shall be composed of:

1. A Chairman appolntted by the priacipals of the

Defense Systems juisttion 1P'Žvie'. Ccuncl (DW%ýAC
as defined in encx.-os.-Lr -

2. One member appointed by c-a,'t iS.W. _rincip1l. 711e

Chairman shall be in addition to these members.

(In a&;-ition, a representative of either AED(Incel-
ligeace) or ASD(Telecommunications) i1 to be Included

whenever a defense system or other n-ttez for which

they a&re responsible is reviewed by the 0MG.?

3- One Service member appointed by the Secretary of

each Military Depaotment.



. " .. nt. -1 The CAM Cbhromn for

spec- 2L -. -

5. An 'x-7- '-'ve ,t-, - pjteid y >.'Y Cairman.

B. ReS b"on •b es. The `X3D 'ast Analysis ImpWt:rrement Group will act
as an avd%_ - body to teSARC on matters related to cost. Each
metber _o the CAT,, n.va.li re-ýresent those !ýncticnal areas which anr

ax.rn at:cr4 vithbu s t andfrg organi atioaal r-le and mission of his
office* The snet-Y'tc respouafiti1ties witZ include:

1. ProvidiMg the DSARC with a review and evaluation of independent
and program cost estimates prepared by the MIlitary Departments
for nrflentation at each IBARC. These coat reviews shall con-
si.,er &ll elements of system costs, including procurement,

4 operations a•d support as appropriate.

2. Estab!Jahlng criteria, standardi and procedures concerning the
p ipri >'v-'tion and presentaat!on o' cost estimates on defense systems
tD the XSARC and CAIG.

3. Ideul-Afylng to OSD functional offices and the DoD Components where
efforts "&- needed to improve the technacal capability of the DoD
to iujdependent cost estimates of all major equipment classes.

4. DExveloppnjg usefulL methods of formulating cost uncertainty/cost
risk information anm4 introducing it Into the DCP/DSARC process.

5. WoTrkng with the Dor Compoaents to determine what costs are rele-
vant for consideration as part of the DCP/DSARC process and developing
WchnIques for identifying and projecting these costs.

6. Developing and implementing policy to provide for the appropriate
collection, storage and exchange of information concerning improved
cost estimating procedureb, methodologj and data necessary for
cost estim.ating between CED staffs, all DoD Components, and outside
organizations.

1. Prvoding an assessment or reccmmendations to the IMARC of all
cost objectives prior to their Inclusion in approved DCPs or
similar documents giving directim to a DoD Component for the
acquisition of a major defense system.

8. Helping to resolve issues which arise over the comparability ad
completeness of cost data to be reported on nov cost data collection

9. Accomsplishing other tasks and specific studies as requested by tb
DBARC principals.

2
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C Atý - strt'lo,

'4'te:,- V4,1 a -it Il ?vor regl"a~ndir executive matizgs
'hich w" ,* 1 a- the ;--IJ c. the Chairman. * (OED mebers

vi-I) cous,:.- ti- execru~ixe group.)

2. minute' vi:.- ce prepared for each CAIG a-eting (executive
and regular).

3. For each DSARC a rexort will be prepared which eusrizes
'v .CAM's review and e'rCation of the Service's indeyepdent
and progar coust esti.t*. CSD CAI 2 i er staffs will assist
in the prepae*tion of t'ieee reports a. required.

4. Special reports •r.fl be prepared as necessary to document
the results of other CAIG efforts.

5. The CATO will periodically report to the DSARC principals and
the Secretary of Defense on its accomplishments as well as
I:ts plans and future oblectives.

IV. EFFECTIE DATE AND nGPLEaerrATIOK

This Directive is effectIve immediately, Two copies of each imple-
menting document iqsued by the Military Departments shall be forwarded
to the Director of Defense Progrum Analysis and Evaluation (DDPA&E)
within 60 days.

Deputy Secretary of Defens

i i = n - i i - .. . . . ~ .3l i
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3 0 MAY 1969

MEMCRAND'.1M !OR SEcRIUETARJETS- DY 7-11E MILITARY DEPARTNLENTS
DIR,-KCTOR, JL:,FENSE RE-SEARCH AND ENGLNEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DE&FENSE (COMPTROLLER)
ASSISMFAJT SE'CREY'ARY OF DEFENSE

(INSTAL LATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

'(SYS rEMS ANAL, YSIS)

SUBJECT: Establishment of a Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council

I have been reviewing for some time current practices within the Depsrtrnent
of Defense for the acquisition of major systems. Mily review has highlighted
the importance of our organization and practicesa or accomplishing this

management job. The primary responsibility for tine acquisition and manage-
rnent of our major systems must rest with the individual Serviceb. Within

each Serviýce, this responsibility is iocused in the ProjecL Manager. Recog-

nizing the Service responsibility, I am, at the same time, most anxious of

insuring, before we approve transitioning through tl e critical milestones of

the acquisition of a major system, Lhat all facets of the acquisition process

are properly considered.

Toward this end, I am establishing a Defense Systems Acquisition Review

Council (DSARC) within the Office, Secretary of Defense to advise me of the

status and readiness of each major system to proceed to the next phase of

e.ffort in its life cycle. The Council will serve to complement the Development

Concept Payer (DCP) system, which continues as a formal DoD management

and decision-making system for the acquisition of major systems. The Council

will evaluate the status of each candidate system at three basic milestone

points: First, when the sponsoring Service desires to initiate Contract

Definition (or equivalent effort); second, when it is desired to go from Contract

Definition to full scale development; and third, when it is desired to transition

from development to production for Service deployment.

The functions of the Council are separate iron and do not encompass the

management reviews of major systems which I have previously requested and

which are being conducted by DDRcE with assistance from ASD(I&L) and

ASD(Comp.). These reviews are focustd on the m.nagement of the system
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nereas the LX Rd.C rev-iew.s v - - l iU c s, program thresholds ,tad
other matters normaUl; trea'i D ,iD• -; . A:. to, ttxe management reviews will

normally be .ý'e r'j J .nce or -':: 7- r•n.-or sysernm; whereas the DSARC reviews,

which are base,- on prograrm n, ,ertones, will -,e normally conducted three or
more times duri-'; the acqvis,t-on cycle of a particular sayatem.

The membershic of the Counril will in,-lude DDR&E, ASD(I&L), ASD(C), and
ASD(SA). For the first two rriletncne reviews, that is, vgrior to entry into

contract definitipn and prior to entry into full scale development, the Council
vAll be chaired by the DDR&E. For the third review, related to the transition
from development to prodvction, tr.e Council will be chaired by the ASD(I&L).

I am initially defining major systems, which will be subject to Council reviews,
to include (1) those for which Developmnent Concept Papers are required; and
12) those specilJcaily designated by me for review and evaluation. A tentative

%nrter for the Council is attached as zn enclosure. I desire that the DDR&E
Sand ASD(I&L). within the next 30 days jointly prepare the necessary procedures
and take the necessary administrative actions to imrplement the Council charter.

I believe the Council operation will result ir. improved management and will
augment the decision-making process within the Departnent of Defense. I
cannot over-emrphasize the need for complete interface throughout the
Department in the system acquisition process.

Atachment
a as
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Defense .v5t, Acqiirition Revic%, Council

•.1. Fr?-p.se.

This charter prescribes the mission, functions, conmposition, authority
and resTrcnsihlxit>, and administration of the Defense Systems Acquisition

1 eiev.. Council (DiAIKCj.

2. NI;sst~.

T!-ýr- mission of the DSARC is to review major and important Dep&rtment
of Defense system acquisition progranms at appropriate milestone points
in their life cycle. These reviews are intended to permit coordinated
evaluation and del.beratjoa: arnong senior managers, based on the most
cornplete presentation rf inforination, available to assure that advice given
the Secretary of Defense is as complete and objective as possible prior to
a decision to pic-ced to the next step of the. &ý . ej., s life cycle. The DSARC
operatic-n and evaluations will serve to compierne,-a the DCP systemn which
remains as a formal DoD management and de asi'a-making system concern-
"ing the acquisition process of major defense syrteri•s.

S. Functions

a. The DSARC will review and evaluate -the st LtQs of each appropriate
system acquisition programn at thret basi -,! .! v-one points:

First: When initiatin of Contract Definitc... (or equi-.,alent effort)
is proposed:

Second: When tr-ansition from the Contract Decinition phase to full-
scale developnment is proposed, and

Third: When transition from the develupnun( . phknq into production
for Service deployment is props, i.

b. The first review will support the basic OCP ii, that i- ,.ill provide a
lorumn for discussion and poesib!c u .. "hc V.;':Gus .. wpQints

of the participating principals, including the Secretary of the Military

Service sponsoring the program. The later rcviews will serve a
function of validating the readiness of a systemi to proceed to the next
stage. i. e. . normally full-scale developrnet or pruducion.

4. Composition

The ISARC will consist of the DDR&E. the At- D(ILX,). the ASD(Comptrollcr)
and the ASD(SA).
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Authority a. r 'on s biitie s.

a. For cons; ra'.ion of ertry into Contract "'erFnition (Contract
Definition `'hase) and cntry £nto full-scale dt.-vclopLncnt (the,
full- scale devcopmn!.ent pha•c), the DSARC will be chaired by
the DDR&E.

b. For the tranztition from developrnent to production (the production
phase), che DSARC will be chaired by the ASD(I&I,).

c. For additional reviews, the DSARC will be chaired by DDR&E
or the ASIJ(I&-L) as appropriate, depending on whether the action
under consideration is concerned with movement within the
full-scale development phase or into or within the production
phase.

d. Reviews at points other than program t-ransitiop points may be
requested by a DSARC member by memorandum to the appro-
priate chairmnn.

*. Re\.ew of a program at any point in its life cycle may be directed
by the Secretary of Dcfense or the Deputy Secretary of Defense.

f. Reviews will be limited to major and important prozrams. These
are (1) those for which Development Concept Papers are required;
and (2) those specifically designated ior review by the Secretary
of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the appropriate
DSARC chairman.

g.*Aspects to be considered by the DSARC inclule, but axe not
limited to, the following:

(1) For ite nssprýoposcd for Contract Definition:

>'4) Juntiflcetion of military need;

Wbi VaLidity of operational concept and objectives;

(c) -Relative capability comparec with present/anticipated
capabilities of othe:z systems;

(d) Technical feasibUity;

te) VaLidity of cost est.mates and analysis of cost risks involved;

2
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(f) Val.dity of proposed scheduling and consideration of
alternativebs thereto;

,g) Validity of proposed procurerrent methodology, inclking

type of contractor structure, kind of contract, timing of

Government production mornmitmnent, means of assaimpW
competition; and.

(h) Validity ot program rnager plans. controls and organiza-
tion.

(2) For items proposed for transition frum Contract Definition into
full-scale development -

(a) Continued validity of program objectives and validity of

changes thereto since completim of concept formulation;

(b) Confidence in achieving current program objectivts;

(c) Analysis of current risks;

(d) Technical feasibility, risks associated -herewith, and
analysis thereof;

(e) Adequacy of integrated logistics support planning;

(f) Validity of cost estimates, including analysis of cost
differences betweetn competing Contract Definition
c ontractors and Government estimates.

(g) Options associated with cost trade-offs and analysis
there cf:

(h) Adequate conuideration of contract incentives and
-inducement for competition; and,

(i) Validity of contractor proposals;

(3I1k.9 T systems proposed for initial production;

(a) Feasibility of pi oductions, inclading evaluation of milestone
achievements, test resuilt• and production line producibility

3
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(b) Technical feasibility5 including specification r 'quire.
ments,

(c) Review and evaluate overall requirement;

(d) Current validity of cost-estimates;

(e) Need, as appropria.te, for concurrent development Pnd
productiozi au well as validity o" recommended time
phasing of production/depioyment aspects;

(f) Adequacy c.i integrated logistic isv• oort plannirg;

(g) The eistence of adequate project management controls;

(h) Adequate plannang f.r Governmcnt- furnished equipment
and facilities; and.

(i) Adequate planning as to proprietary rights items;

h. The Chairman may invite other staff members, such as the
ASD(M&RA) and the ASD(ISA) to participate in the revi'-ws when
the reviews have significant relevance to th-ir responsibilities.

i. The Chairman shall advise the Deputy Secretary of Defense of
the findings and recommendations of the specific review and
concurrently a copy of the findings and reoosn.mendations will be
forwarded to the appropriate Service Secretary.

6. Administration.

The DSARC may establish necessary Working Groups to assist
the Council members In their reviews.
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,HE SECRREJA,1RY OF DEFENSE
WAS•HINtVON DC 20;O0

JAN 2 5I

MEMORANDUM FOR The Secretaries of the Military Departments

SUBJECT; Cost Estimating for Major Defense Systems

Deputy Secretary Packard's memorandum of December 7. 1971, "Use of
Parametric Cost Estimates, " advised that starting with January 1972 an
independent parm-netric cost analysis was to be incorporated in each

DSARC presentation. I am keenly aware of the 4mportance of these es-
timates and have established an OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group to
review the estimates presented and to develop uniform criteria to be used

by all DoD units making such cost estimates. This group has representa-

tion from DDR&E, ASD (C), ASD (I&L), and ASD (SA). They will be re-
sponsive to the DSARC Chairman in assessing the reasonableness of cost
estimatt-a and the critetia followed in their deveiopment.

Because valid cost estimates are so critical to our successful defense

posture, it would appear that ea-!h Service Secretary should have a staff

component capable of preparing independent p..rarnetric cost estimates.
This component should be responsible to the Selvice Secretary and organ-
izatior ally separate from program proponents. Service groups responsible

for independent estimates and the OSD Cost Analysis Improvement Group

Sshould work closely in developing uniform criteria for cost estimates.

Our goal is to have formalized procedures for DSARC program cost pre-

sentations, as well as unifonn crteria to which future parametric cost

analyses will be expected to conform, developed prior to May 1, 1972.

Your comment with rerpect to an independent Service capability and how

such a gruup should interface with the OSD Cost Analysis Improvement

Group would be most helpful. I would like to have an improved system for

top level review of all major coat estimates at the earliest practical date.
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A i.•t ., ir lt l IN'-- III.AI',)QUAR''EIRS

I)EIPA IA'T\. ENT OF1 '1'W A lI.k Y
No. 1ottn 1 \VA.- INWI;TOD, , 5 V\',,o•i•eber .9i7.,
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To prv:1vl( t tel(-M' 11)licif'5s ii ( 1 tt:I :1, 1, I-1 ' v, i! (.' l)-iiphaizs-iv j l'tiiity, austerity, and siipporta-
theyvarelpllut tie 'egl :ttr L! dI.sc .'! Ii -III Illi i \ phitimuced ,ro\\ th potential to aecorn-
terni Ouli i~tiO! ~4l,,5,hie l', ilL',,) I,,a t ,.. < iil)d:lt( :iticiplited fulture needs when the addi-

developilrtt into prodilcti,•l. N(, Sil: , •1 '1: ui(,n]- k cost for stch growth potential ca-ln be

:Ipplies to "ll IIllateriel ati. l-ýIlolo', Fl'. i Itt i:L - j -it iliev . The Army niust, plan for evolutionary

lion of a specific systeli :,11d tie!' (xtk'l t (f t.... - (hevel~oniient over the entire Wife cycle of a system.

oinm ent required nech \'.ty ' I'a.,Co l,\sti,,i -( 44 l i . (''ow uint an1 materiel developers \\ill assure the

but. will be consistent with tl l, pril'ip] ' )):-1 i- tineV, cost-ef'ective exploitation of unrealiz(.l
cies colittit , td hervi l. Fl ' ex'a: •t)1,'. tl: t , la t )!I 'iow th p)otential of 111alteriel systelisi to satisfy the

of already, v developed or Coo,,ork-Il11 ('(l11lpllo't I(- Ary'"s llmateriel lneeds.

quires fewer Steps and si(il tl0r' ' , ll I, 2. Demonstration of technical and operational

ilipro\?ing I- de'elolfing syVtill. .111,, f, '' I;• feasibility prior to formalizing the requirement.

h:,sic lpolicies, togpether with at ('I, Ilr) .... :!i I J(I't .earc'h and deveh)lomcnt efforts for systems

steps, g'over(n tle I )e(pIrt11eit of, tl]I-! A 1.i1N 1'4 !1 , :lcqui-ttion should be initiated with modest pro-

aci lisii t ii i '•'('s.. grat15, Ilvoid unsupported pro~ises as to systemt,

1. Preferential consideration for evolutonary expect ittolls, anwi recognize fully the technical

development. T"'e Army's rinwo. l 5,4114> geiv- i uk• hld uncertainties. A foridal rq•quirernent,

erui'ly sittisfied( t rlough thlreo' |,,11 ,,4 1 i- I y i|,' 'i11, it.' imiplicit comuiiitilient to alk eventual

eqv lipillentr already (lv(lol ( I oll(,'wr'i 1I - uo- , plIo(hI ,ti(cio decision, will not lie established until a

It(istic or foreign; tIilitil.ly -ol ,er 'Sr4,'V . or thlio('igh+ adl ni'a('el development p)rograml has

iihie.s-,), evohluticoriary d(,vc'I(4lof~t ,,f c,,'ie ,ell- vIL, ,.,iduieted to include testing of Components

*This regulation supersethi Alt 10010 1, :3,) Jil, 1172.
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and/or prototy! ,s, It, , l, •,en n),,ratra mN: hatt hfo,'i,,n nece"sary fortheArmy
both the tec +:!i,, I. m 1 ,4.'*.i :l'* . " . ' (1(1t de term iie the best ,wi rs f, of ation' is developed
(Ievelop illenlf. ,, , . , [ei', ;r " it of :1!a' 1 reviewed. In thes,, l bas(.s, em phasis will be
materiel sy.t !, a , st resuli from 3(3l I1,-3 IV(, o) deve~olhing ari' testing "brass board" or ex-
diilogue beth\ ,e.i " oraluat (!(, vilop(.r •t1•d( he perimet.al configurations, advanced cornponen,.4,

,riel developer. :re, a rc(lil-re!lfent ca:(ot. advanced development models, prototypes, com-
I_ satisfied lbv existinig eqjli!p)efnt, the illateriel mercial items, foreign or other service items in
and combat (Ievelopers: ,liaU jointly deterniine if response to anticipated needs, well in advance of
an inproved of-r new system could be smatisfactory. the establishment of firm operational requirements.
The objective of this di:th1 o>gie is tig-reenent(i on the c. The steps involved in the conceptual de-
means to satisfy the reqliirem(,nt. Aggressive Vi-•e '('lopmnent and validation of the system are vs
will be made of 1',,rvVe Devetorlment Test and follows:
Experimentation (1ID'lTE) t(o develop the coifCe)pt (1) The materiel developer and the combat
of eml)loyflient, to (let((.3'1i3( the operational (leveloper may agree that a materiel concept has
feasibility, wid to estiwfate tIe o)otential opera- sufficient interest, importance, operational and
tionnl advanltage of a l)roIposed systelll. ,ec'lnical potential to warrant the commitment

a. Materi(l systems origimute from ()lie or )i" resources to obtain more information. The
more of the followig-- I further investigations needed to develop and

(1) Proposals from the materiel devwloper. validate the system concept and to define the
arising from knowledge of technological a operational, technical and logistical concepts
bilities an(l advanvemenits. Operational C:ipability will be described in a jointly authenticated

,ctives (OCO), l)asd (on deicieinci(s idlentified Lotutr of Agreement (LOA). The LOA is a
* .1 the Army Stud\yV Plrogramn, field tests and (document of record supl)orting the system ad-
evaluations, a:ld ex)eriellWe, provide the gmiitlhe vaiiced development program. It may be prepared
for priority judgments in the materiel d('velopr-l' .lso to support non-system advanced development
research, explohratory develoiPnemtand non-syste(f if the conceptual application to improved or
advanced developmei:t efforts. new systems can be adequately defined. The

(2) Operational initiatiVe, f"'011fi t01e ('clidbat lengthI of the LOA should be kept to a minimum
developers to attain ont e or4 more capab)ility goals tand need be no more detailed than is warranted
establishe(I at IIQDA, to comuter a validated by the degree of knowledge available then to
threat, to orr,,ect :I1l opleni tioitl inadequacy in the developing concept. The LOA should consider

fing materiel, t,) reds,.( the consiml1ption of Separately the following subjects.
,ort resources, or to expiouit a technological (a) Need for the system.

breakthrough. (b) System concept.(3) System brleposats ond operational con- (c) Prospective relative effectiveness.
cepts subllitt~ed to a co,!'iia, developer as sug- (d) Prospective upper limit on unit cost,
gestions in any foriui, fll.,-m pav sourcep, for if available.
incorporation into the wnttriel .1.qu iisition pro6cess, (e) Investigations needed to develop:
as appropriate. 1. Operational employment concepts.

b. 'The syste(1I con'iel)t will be (levetloped arnd 2. Technical concepts.
vahdated jointly I'y the iateriel developer and 3. Integrated Logistic Support (ILS)

combat developer prior to formal commnitinent by concepts.
the Army lo the need for the system. The Re- (J) Ucknowns to be resolved.
quired Operational Capability (ROC) document (g) Technical risks.
is the vehi.le for seemring the Armny's coimmitmenlt (h) Schedules and milestones.
to pursuoe rill-scale development and/or procure- (i) Critical issues for test.
men(I of a .,ystem. The objective of tile Conceptual (j) Advan(,d development funds needed
,- Validation ihases is to provide a basis for and, if practicable, a [,,ord estimate of anticipated

ly low-risk full-seale development of new sys- engineering development funds needed in the
tems or improvement of existing systems and to event the advanced development efforts are
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successful alil, resulL in a deciqion io conitintue iPpact is sitnilit-Ant, a STF under 1IQDA (DCSthe program. 01'S) direction, or a SSG chaired by TRADOC,

(2) LOA in whiich )l'ojec.(l advanced(l DL:, be conwvned to conduct, analyses, insure
development, costs exceed $10 million will be inclusion of all alternatives, monitor experi-
forwarded by the conimbat developer to I1QI)A rnentation, or undertake such other tasks as may
(DAMO) for decision; tall other ]LOA will be be directed. A Steering Group or SAG, convened
forwarded to IIQDA (DAMO) for information, tinder the General Staff responsibility of the
LOA for systems whose advanced develoI):lient DCSOPS may be used in conjunction with the
cost projections are liter revised to exceed the SSG. The STF or SSG may include representatives
$10 million tlre.iold will be inirucdiately updated of HQDA, combat developer, operational tester,
and forwarded by the combat developer to materiel developer, logistician, and the project
HQDA (DAMO) for decision. In unusual .it- manager designee. STF/SSG charters will be
cumstances, nit LOA involving systems below individually tailored to the missions assigned and
the threshold may be specifically selected for the time phasing of the STF/SSG in the materiel
decision ati HIQDA. lHQDA approval will include- acquisition cycle. Examples of tasks which may

(a) Determination of program potential be required are-
as a candidate for review by the Army Systems (a) Prepare the Concept Formulation
Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) (described Package.
latter) or for other IIQDA management procedures. (b) Prepare the draft Decision Coordi-

(b) Funding guidance by the Chief of nating Paper (DCP).
Research, Development, and Acquisition (CRDA) (c) Conduct alternative system design
for the conceptual development and wali(lation investigations.
effort. (d) Prepare portions of the Development(c) Initial (determination of needl for a Plan.

Special Task Force (STF), Special Study Group (5) An outline development plan will be
(SSG), Steering Group or Study Advisory Group prepared by the materiel developer in coordination

(d) Determination of need to appoint with the combat developer, as a document of
(a Doeetersinationg ofnee appo record to support entry into the Validation Phase.

a Project Manager dvesignee.
(3) Based upon agreements specified in the Since projection of $25 million for advanced devel-oopment costs will usually sig-aal that an ASARCLOA, and after advanced development haspar 3) is require, the

progres~sed to the point where operational find Idcso dsrbdi aa:)i eurd hgre outline development plan should be forwarded to
technical feasibility have been demonstrated, and IQDA (DAMA) for information. However, other
in some areas possibly even confirmed by per- considerations such as total resource impact, con-
formance test data, the combat developer and the conatinst, tolal breaktroun-
materiel developer will prepare a Concept Formu- gressional interest, technological breakthrough,
lation Package (CFP). The CFP will consist of the high risk, or critical threat, may warrnt excTrad-Off Deteminaion TED) : :Trade-Off decisions on programs which have not exceeded
Trade-Off Determination (TOD), e c l rach the $25 million threshold. In cases where anAnalysis (TOA O Best Technical Appioach (BTA) ASARC I review is not required, but program
and Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis considerations make appropriate ýan explicit
(COEA). Concurrent with the development of the cosderat ion to enteran explicit
CFP, IIQDA (CRDA) will examine the proposed tIQDA management (decision to enter the Valida-
system for affordability within priorities estab- tion Phase, the CRDA has General Staff responsi-li~hd b DCOPSin iewof te rsouces bility to coordinate the necessary managementlished by DCSOPS, in view of the resources reiwadprolofntynovldto.

available or projected to be available to tih review and approval of entry into validation.
Department of the Army. (6) Throughout the validation process, the

(4) When there is need for an unusual combat developer will serve as the user representa-
breadth of expertise for a short duration, tech- tive and articulate the user's viewpoint. The vali-

nical risk is high, analytic techniques are evolving dation process must include logistic-reliability,
rapidly, alternatives involve other Services, high atuilability, and maintainability (RAM)--and
level of interest is anticipated, or where resource training assessment, of the equipment and a pro-
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APPf-NDIX J NUMBER .

Department of Defense Directive

fSUBJECT Def n A.-r, ttnNIana1: er -.t--t C r,.r

"eference: (a) DoD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Major
Defense Systems,': July 13, 1971

(b) DoD Instruction 1430.1C, "DoD-Wide Civilian

Career Programs," June 2, 1966
(c) DoD-Wide Trainino Agreement for Rotational

Assignments for Development of Key
Personnel of the Department of D)efense,

October 19, 1973
(d) DoD Instruction 1430.5, "Civilian Emoloyce

Training Policies and Standards,"
September 28, 1971

(e) [joD Directive 5160.55, "Defense Systems '-1anaae-
ment School," July 19, 1973

I. PURPOSE

This Directive establishes policy for the selection,
training and career developrne.t of DoD personnel who
are required for the management of major defense systems1' acquisition. It is intended that this directive be
sub~ordinate to and supportive of the nolicies defined
in reference (a).

II, APPLICABILITY

Y The provisions of this Directive aonly to the Military
Departments and the Defense Anencies (hereinafter
referred to collectively as "DoD Comoonents") involved
in the acquisition management of major defense systems
as defined in reference (a).

IIII. POLICY

A. As outlined in reference 'a), successful manane-
ment of major defense svste;ý.s durino the develon-
ment, production, and deployyment nhases is
primarily dependent upon extierience and competent

d.e
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II

indi,' iduals who have authority ce.mensurate mite their
resornsisility and accountability for a !iven orocrarn.

a. Each m, aor prouram is to be manacmd ainnUe rhividual

Procram r;,anaqe.r c; -1 s-'oc ortec v a s ersonS
huclified in systcL5 s &cQUisti c n " §' C.. 'IQ 1e have
ready access to senor manaoemenrT and Neet infort-:ed about.
decisions relatino to his pronram.

. 'n order t' ch- ' _ end, carr-dr - - -r cvelr'ed
anr. maintainel t - -e lm .- Uf c.-, erý yitr , ,
tf' ld of -vster a&,::iJ l ti '. ,1 e t . ' a-ýre'r oflfor-tunir ..C

'-'] b"e -'s.:' e CuLoct, dv 1 3,t r rev.are

jtttL ndin rnll"m a- officers en" c'v' i n a.nnp', reo..ure
as Prorm anm rh, or as th rir 'rirc-a'e& xt /
as- is aart•. - vi"ian C ,re orograms w. ' de,,e r, *.nd,

qu.. de,' cr-ntained i' reference (L.

N ... 1 r.. . e , , r!tF "•

11" ac - s n c, e c 41an tar . s. .P ... , 3 r,,•, l~n h'e:• Ci';ifln/i nl 'tarv c"r':r, fPi'c '4s1 i-p .

... lunrts n'u s dtr;tify. as a iminimum, tnr fnil:.irc .tpa rd-.

ad criteria

. -ef ;e nual ificat ior_ for s ;- I ct or to : u. d r - r2r-fa r
""'cr' ence l.ve' mralrinm ! and Frr rl ducatinn

, on to: a arc: :ei•. Uoat iviu r,
!lot havinq nrover; L -Wr : fi i eil i • ticn i'afla 7-:;.- '

Should ý. .a4ed cc'nv it-or , - : c' r .-. rce _'• ,• s
a ..otter of record.

B. 'eterr Ime n he t -n ona t n numr!r 0, nei-cnF t a "t ,ra

araje reuuirec I,) -an the car"eor fie s c.ns.r tl'..t ra
l[,•e!s 5r, CO, c:, r,,:- ' ,1,ith th' cos':.nnsl 1: pi -':. ='t r.

r : 1.a our.-, -.. arc brad .jr.r ' '• .
'. "' 1.. anJ r 'ct .*.t.' v i .v

• .:r ,•, • }-:j••.l f - {,1 -,ti:ra(' -ff ses sl u ,: re-co,.rn o.• + rn-,
,read 'r ' '. .,.car ,f ficS Illr.Lei t

Kr-a' rt a ;' t e'r-'tO a LJu sltirro

�* - I '.v ' a -oarr crorCssirm clan lnr, dir' I ra • ri-

1! C, 2 S 'i -Inn ed j -A. rr re : t'....... ...S-,t ,:-.,'pe i~n..:e cr:•<.]der(',l b neficial- .-r-t 'a- - .:.r "e

• - tI ' -r i ir, , , i 'I s

a n



E. Establish maximum assignmeent flexibility fmr civil s 2rvants
within existinq Civil Servi:e ?eoulations, including mo-til4t,

agreementc-, Intercomronent t tional as qnretts shol
considered for developmentaI train I rA , rr:r..r
(c ) P. Pe-anent cival ejr Omlayees •a-. ,plae, inr r.

manao,-er;t PositQn5 ons a per arent t'vr.e oa reass r -7 r
promotion, L',t w-, the understandir at t ey --a, ]a-
ciac�d ii a jositiflqn .. f ecuive lent orate anr Dm f 3
Vional organization of the Col mponert.

.Provide for release frca the career fieIds s r t_
vro uretary Las is and on the bas ýs of :•anaEent tat
the .esu'ts of neriJic reviews of eerforina-ce •,Ji-,t ;
sut action Os aroprirale.

V. TRAINI-,

Lalh - t i s rE! 5 1 r z rto

esta is , a --a ri arv .- r, ,iE D' - .. Ie.a.. at -

to &et ' : *r d- " ,
nian n ea e- t.

2. 0 rofessional education and traý,inin prcrams Kflfid fMi.
for nrooressiveý -rowtr ar _ne entry, inte:Io-e and

Inior lees t, meet standards determines xnodm st -j CS.-

Com-orpnt rr clpuctec+rely. l'-r or! re ''" - 4.
at the Defese Syster ans, ement c',l ''r' na,
Sco, r s , s oe 1d folIo',,, . (:" p r,s e-j 'S t . fa! ¼ t
intermedia:',c: v tilr~ar C l' •. v 'I e0 -. ,
wi , be t,-a , e ir, accordance wv!tr 4 -

r structi: n t i re er. (i)) " ', .
roor-am man a -r cardi dat t s Lc u r. a I

at the Syste:s Kr ....--
Course I";C or E. ecuti Rerestr ,
before o r shorI. fol 1-r
office.

•.T
•-; '[~V "; OSV;NNEL 2';'• . . r

Perfo-•mance "nasurents so re cv.' m :j ,
i"n • rde r to i r,ure that .anly t. •-fo -

iare retaired a, d rr,.arded n j .
.,ianaq:ec- t c a g--s-r f i e l.

TtE. Progran' '.lnaco-r will he n1aje for perfort. -
ar,,me witrin his assiQned responsiblI i t an that perform-
ance vi11 eval uaLe! takino into o sideration oroorar
peculiar cond itions.

Te.Ture, ,f ass icnments must .'o sufftiric ren er, ; re not Ot v
effective ,'an3eenent ana a -,luation, iut ýlsc contirnuitv of

3



management. Changes of Program .'.anagers, if necessary, shcui
nornall_ occur near major orooram milestones, and only ,'Vith
the approval of the Charterine Authority to whom the Procrar
.-lanager is responsible as specified in the Prooram .ha-te-.
There should be a period of overlap betwcen the outoc.Iq-I
Program M'anager and his replacemnrit. Similarly, -he rotation

or reassignment of key assistants should be controlled b, the
needs of the Program ;1,anager to insure a proper balance
between effectiveness and continuity of mandpement.

. Cpporturities for advancement should be ecuivaient with tiose

of contemporaries in opo'ational , lire and comand oosi,,ions.
'.,.'here boards are established for the ourpose of selectino
individuals for advancement, they should include exnerienrced
system acQuisition manaqement representation to insure that
oniy the best oualified, -ased on demonstrated nerformance,
are selected for oro,.otion.

E. A performance monitorinrc system for all oersons who are
involved or aspire to be involved in the i:vanaae~ent of na.'or
defense systems %.,ill be maintained by eacn PoD Comnonent.
Selection of personnel for 'key positions in Pmanaqement of
imajor defense systems will norilallv be made only fron amor.c
those so tracked, and heavy reliance will be olacd on -)er-
formance records for determination of those best oualificd.

F. General or flag rank ofticerc or civilian eauivaients (r:S-1&
to 18, PL-313) normally should be considered for assiornm'ent
as Progra.: M:anagers only if thev have had substantial rrior
experience in Program management or systeni acquisition, to
include ,.i.rrnstrated performance as a military C-, ,U-,or
equivale.it civilian Droaram mananement experience.

G. Colonels/Captains or civiliar equivalents should not N. cor-
sidered for assiqnment ds Proqrar. "anaqers unless they have
mad oronram ,maragement or system acquisition exreri ence, tn
include one or more assiQnments to a proaram office.

H. Personnel should 1e selected on the basis of skills and
experience needed to orosecute successfully a nroorarl or
program phase reg.qrdless of military or civilian status.

V!I. I.MPI F'ME!:T.ATIONi ýDE-CCTIVE DATE

f. Trne mebers of Defense Systems I'anaQement Schcol Policv
Guidance Council (reference (e)) will m-nitor roD Comporent
imnierenta~iun of this directive and will raze recornen-
J ti.,ns f, chOPn-S in LO r Com, en t iranl ',eation,



B. This Directive is effective irmediately. T vu copies of
imple•enting Cocuments shtli be for;ard& to vYe Director of
Defense Research and Enqineering within 90 day<.

S... ./ ... .... .. .. .. .t -.
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APPIxDIX E NUMBER 5160.55

DDR&E

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Deefense Systems \Manacement Sc iool

R eFs: (a) DoD Directive 5010. 16, "Defense Mlanagement
Educatioii and Traininj Program", July 28, 1972

(b) DoDDirective 160.55, Defense Systems Manage-
ment School , June 20, 1974 (hereby cancelled)

(c) Fublic Law 92-463
(d) Executive Order 11686

1. REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE

This Directive (a) reissues the charters for the Defense
Svstems Management School (DSMS) Policy Guidance
Council and the DSMS Board of Visitors; (b) establishes
and authorizes the operation of a DSMS, with a DSMS
Policy Guidance Council and a DSMS Board of l'isitors;
and (c) provides *auidance and criteria for DSMS
mission, supervision, and administration. R- ence (b)

& is hereby superseded and cancelco.

II. A PPLICABIITY AND SCOPE

The provisions of this Directive apply to the Military
Departments; the Director, Defense Research and Engi-
neering; the Assistant Secretaries of Defense (Comptroller/
Installations and Logistics/Program Analysis and Evalua-
tioniManpower and Reserve Affairs); and those Defense
"\�encies concerned with defense system acquisiti)n
(hcreinafter referred to collectively as "DoD Components").

*II. ROLE AND MISSION

A. The I)SMS is a joint Military Service/Office of the
Secretary of Defense professional military institution
operating under the direction of a Policy Guidance
Council chaired by the Director, Defense Research
and Engineering. Tt serves as the capstone for the
professional education of DoD Component personnel



Continuati :" ITM.

in pr,,urac-aproicelt manap, ement and defense system acquisition

nmaragement.

.P. 1- s :0 i.sion of the DSMS is to'

1. Conduct advanced courses of study that will prepare selected
nmilitary officers and civilian personnel for (a) assignments

in program -pro ie't management career fields, and (b) coping
with various ficets of defense system acouisition manage-
ment. 'IlLs is !he prnr'.ary miss ion of the school.

2. Conduct research or special studies in defense program/
proe,'ct mana gement and defense system acquisition manage-
ment concepts and methods.

3. Assemble and disseminate information concerning new
policies, methods, and practices in program/project man-
azement and de'ense system acquisition management.

IV. R•tSPONSII3ILII'S

A. Thie mission, composition, and operation of the DSMS Policy
Guidance Council are described in its charter (enclosure 1).

3. The mission, composition, and operation of the IDSMS Board of

VisiT'ors are described in its charter (enclosure 2).

C'. T- Co ommanda:-t of the DSMS ,ill:

1. Operate thie DSAIS as a centralized activity for the profes-
sional education of selected military officers and civilian
personnel in all facets of program/project management with
-en-phasis on managing the acquisition of defense systems.

* ': '2. Implement the policy Quidance provided by the DSMS Policy
Guidance Council.

3. Provide the courstes identified in enclosure 3 and, as
resources permit, extension courses, on-site courses,
seminars, andsy:nposia in response to specific needs of the
•,Te )oDl Components or in response to specific, directi.an
from the OSMS Policy Guidance Council.

4. Allocate student cuotas for each course, based upon needs

of each Dol) Component, and re :eive nominatio'xs for each
class.
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5. Dox-elon admissions policy, educational practices and stand-
a:s, curricula, and other functional material necessary for

".fficient funcutioning of the I)SM.S, with coordination as
zinpropriate with 1)oD C omponents, the Defense Management
Education and Trainine Board (reference (a), Do!) Directive
5010.16), civilian academic institutions, and defense industry
and aeneral business organizations.

- 6. Conduct research or special studies directed toward improving
the curricula and increasing the body of knowledge in program"
pro'ect mana ,r.ment and defense system acquisition manage-
mInet.

7. Disseminate current management information assembled or
developed at )SMS to the Government and the defense industry
cor mo,",1un it ';

8. Have aprovalautho rity for and obtain the equipment and items
recuired by, and in accordance with, the mission of the DSMS.
Equipmentand items requiring special authorization by Public
l.aw, F:xecutive Order, or Doi) Directive/Instruction will be
obtained in accordance with the pertinent directions.

9. Submit his nomination for the Deputy Commandant to the DSMS
Po(licv Guidance Council, through the Executive Secretary, for
a pprova 1.

10. Noiminate and, upon receipt of necessary approval by the DSI1S
Policy Guidance Council (see Charter of the DSMS Board of
Visitors, enclosure 2), appoint new members to the nine-
member Board of Visitors; appoint a Secretary to the Board
of Visitors from the DSMS staff; schedule all meetings of the
Hoard of Visitors; report recommendations of the Board of
Visitors to the DSMS Policy Guidance Council and obtain DSMS
Policy Guidance Council concurrence on the actions planned
to be Laken on the recommendations.

D. The Secretaries of the Military Departments and Directors of the
concerned Defense Agencies (or their designees) will provide the
Commandant, 1)SMS, with the Ifollowing:

C1. urrent policies and procedures, which relate to all phases of
a defense system's life cycle, or a continuing basis.

2. Annual requirements and five-year projections for the educa-
tion to be provided by the DSMS in accordance with DoD
IDirective 5010. 16 (reference (a)).

3
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St " t. •klel~nt Ii: 0l t~l'"e ; :5 WV \ irtue 0 " ,0utsta ding perVrn-
a s,, of duty and ( cI' nostrated acad-m a-iality, have

.u potential to ho(ld, orhavo been selectc,, to hold, senior
a,,sitions in procran; i'pro ,"c-t ma nagemn -,t.

4. Inforn.ation rt.. rrding utilization oF form_. I)Mc-SMS students

fr-, five rears subsequent to thoir graduation.

VE. The Sec'retarv of the Army, or, his ciesignee, will:

1 . Pr; 'vide a.n- n maintai, facilities essential to the operation
of the 1)S2NIS in a maLnner. commr'iursote with the impor-
tan c cI its r.ission to all Dofi) o n-nponents.

2. Assure that administrative and resource support is timely
and 'ulv adecuate for the accornmplishment of the mission
assigned to the D)SNS,

:3. Eletv•ew the D)5)4 annual budget and ticlude it in the

n -Ih.jartn nt , �to�e A 'rm- o-,v-rall buduet and financial nlan.

CV. A DM !N>.PI'lATION

A. Th,- position ow C )mmandait, DS)M24, w till tritate among the
Army, Navy, and A-ir',orce. The nrmal tour of Juty v ill be
to'.e \-ears. ThoCommandant will report to the 1)S2)4 Policy
(1 w. v ( oune il chaired- b' the Directcr of 1)f .ense Research
an rmniecrinu. Militar- I)euartmi-nt nomin-ees will 6e

: . i b the 1)SMIS Paolicy Clu(o anc. C oun0 4.

I 1 . i• ( .:nmaiidant assigned xvill hold the rank of General
o.r tlha Officer.

"2. txperieeo,•ce in the management of a ma or defense system
acquisition progrum is essential.

Rl. To urovide continuity and assure that all three Military
.) t-.)m arto ints are ri;-res(nted at the mana-ement level of the
IS.MS, each Departient will nominate a ('olonel,'(Iaptain to
assist the C'omnmandant in the operation ;f the school. The
tour of dutyv will be three years. .Military Department nomi-
nees xv ill be approved by the C'ommandant.

Ci. tommissioned offetftrs an.d en1stcd . : ers-.. nnel fro m all DoD
C('omponents, augmented by qualified civilian personnel will
he assigneýd to the faculty and staff of the DSMS on a prorated
basis. "he faculty assignees should have had experience

4
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.. -ns s s,.ns acquis, ,,n Vnana e ..... . -he tour of duty
.'.r it 11ta r", Va tilt % w ll . • " .. vena s. Als -acultv and staff

:omlmcl3-s will be approve': nv I > ( ,nn'. aI -.

VI. tF:\m;IbIN ;, BU!)GETIN(;, AND) V-INANN( M;

T 1 Won partment of the Arrny will be responsible for pro2ramming,
budgeting and financing all expenses incidc.nt t," the operation of
t-.he l,)MS,. except as indicated below, and , 'll separately identify
all such expenses it, is o D-ration and Mam'enance budget and
financial plan subm iss ion t, theO)fice cf the Secretary of 1)efense.

A. The pay allowances (inctuin subsistence), Permanent
Change of Station travel exo~enses of military personnel

nermanently ortemporarily assigned to assist in the manage-
ment or operation of the DSMS, including instructors, willno borne by the Military Servic~e to which such personnel
-. long. The salaries and expenses, including travel of civil-
::.n personnel temporarily assigned, will be borne by the 1)oI)
( omponent by w.hich personnel are employ-ed.

S. �I';,v, allowances, and travel costs (not intearal to courses
otf instruction) of military and civilian personnel assigned asstudents at the I)SMS wiil be borne by the sponsoring DoD

( um-npor, utt

C. Other Federal agencies and ýndustrial concerns acceptinn
invitational coi.tas will he cecuired to nay all direct costs

such as travel, per die.m, and subsistence. Appropriate
tuition ees roar be assessed non-I)ol) activities at the dis-~c retion of the Sec 'cetarcv of the A rnv.\

II, F-.'1I-'TI\-K I)..ATF AND) IMPLEMENTATION
"This Directive is e:fective immediately. Two copies of the

•! instructions issued to implement this Directive will be forwarded

to the Director of Defense Research and Engineering within 60
da vs.

4Duty Secretary of Def

Enclosures - 3
1. Charter of the DSMS Policy Guidance Council
2. Charter of the DSMS Board of Visitors
3. Courses Provided by the DSMS

•,-
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ClT'AiiT:<R (3-"-t!: tiL)f}il";NSL SYS';T [[xS .MA.N.(;I-KMLNT S(.'tIWKI.

1jL)1':( Y (;UIl)fA !L.' (CO)NCil.

T!'hs c•-arzer orescribes the mission, composition, and operation
.'l" "I••),,fense Systems Manapcemen: S`chool (L)SMS) Policy Guidance

('.,until Oi(h reina:'ter referred to as the Couuncil).

TI. "xll.<[SNT

i hr -,ission of the, Council is to: (a) establish policy, provide
C'aLI e, and act as prime .urisdiictional agent for the operation
Sand administration o)f t•ie-DS.MS; (Hb approve the admissions policy
an(d the curriculum for each new I)SMS course; (c) approve the
normination of the DSMS Commandant and the Deputy Commandant;
Sand (-, approve the nomination of each new member of the DSMS

o o•(rI of Visitors.

III. (( M I) ITITIN

%Th(n nemi.,uers of the (ouncil will be the Director of Defense Re.-

search and Fnsineer-ing, who will serve as Chairman; Assistant
Secretaries of Defense (I&L), (PA&E), (CI, and (M&HA), a repre-
sentative of the Secretary of each Military Department; the
Cumrnmanders of Army, Materiel, Naval Material, Air Force Svs-
tems and Logistics Commands; andl the Assistant Director of
Defense Research and Engineerinc (Fnaineerine Policy), xkho will
serve as its Executive Secretary. Tb', Chairman will anpoint a
Pecording Secretarv.

-I. OPERATION

All rneetinaos will be held at the call of the Chairman, normally on
a nuarterlv basis. No less than one meeting of the Council will
b., held each Government fiscal %car w:,!h the DSMS Commandant
to review ooerating plans.

The Executive Secretarv w,,ll meet as necessary with points of
cnntact appointed by oach of the Council members, to formulate
recommendations and perform other duties as may be directed
by the C(hairman.

The Recording Secretary will receive items for discussion fruoi
C(ouncil members; prepare the agenda and minutes of each meeting;
and obtain theChairman's approval of the agenda prior to issuanc,.

---------------------------------------
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Continuation

V. DURATI(ON

The C(ouv-il will automatically v -rminate unfn completion of its
mission or not later than twn years fr,,m the date of its reaffirma-
tion. whicever occurs earher, unless approval is obtained in ad-
vance to continue the Council for another two-year period in accord-
ance ý ith requirements of the DoD ('omliiittee Management Pro-
gram. The activities of the Council will be evaluated annually
by the Chairman to determine whether the Council should be con-
tinued and, if so, whether its role should be changed.

VI. DATE O1 PLrAF.IPtMATION

January 9, 1975

2
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C ARL 0"' O111 ,' .- 'ENSF SYST,- MS MUNANV;E\T-ENT SHO(X)L
1BOARD OF \IVlýlO!,S

1. PURP(0;V

in accordance with Public Law.% '2-4 6 3 (reerence (c)) and Execu-
tive Order 11686 (reference .t .', and imploenting OMB and
Dot) r-.uilations for I- Peral A: ý.'orv Comrmittees, this charter
-'es -... '.g the' rnlss~cn, comps v-., and r)perat ion of the Defense
Systes Mamnn-orent School (D)S7lS) V,,-rd of Visitors (herein-

:.{:r ret-red -o -is the Board).

II. ),IISSI()N

'hI c mission cf the I'oard :s

.•,[ ,-- ex'rine the- ,r'n×ation, manavennent, curricula,

• . instr• ci , "acti'ini- and other aspects of the

I p r, v-•,r• v a re,,r t m ,,n( i- each "-far, to the DSM_%lS
.;v(knce ( oun.:! a-...t I_ onmandanT, DSMSJ settinu

"-rt-. "I, rr-suWs " . x,,'" na- tion uficnd recommendations
brC r no or "he a cc. on-poishrn-:. ot the [).SM)S mission.

"Ill.. COl. 1>.YSIIIO)N

A. !-o e 1-oard will h, compnosed o- thr-e rnebers from. the
a carl er_:iŽ cc- i manlu~ii*v, thrree men; )ers from the defenrise
in.dustrv, aind 'or members cnrn,:, th,. Laý.:eral business
comm unit V.

P. Tho Commandant, DSMS, will nuominate to the DSMS Policy
(;uidance, Council ne%ý members of the Board based not only
unon his own (considf7rations, but urno r-c ommendations re-
ceive, - roem members of the Counc-'. and the Board itself.
-Uoon c-onCIurr'n,'C(- of the Council on the n imlinmees, final ap-
proval ,ril be obtained by the Council's Executive Secretary
lrouch. the I)eputv- Assistant Secv -torv (_Adninistration) in
the Office o)f the Assistant Secretar-. ow Defense (Comptrol-
Cler).

C' The tern-i of a Board member will be two ,ears; however, a
one-rear extension will be vranted upon submittal of the
C(ha irman's recommendatio:)ns to the C omrniandant for his con-
"c-urrence prior to submittal to the DSMS PolicY Guidance

.ouncil -:.r fina, a ppr "al.
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1), TV< (, -i-I-n.n ,!' 'he Board w.•l] 1,i elected from its member-
ý su, f-(' c a oýrnmntent b j (a mnl nt*. DS IS.

-- . 1h, I`f( rt-tarv to "he fa-r cc . li f, aanninted from the D[SMS
s bya: !the (fommandan' , U1S.•iS.

V 7}hr, Ruenrding Sec -'etarv o' the 1).NIS Policy Guidance Council

w 11 attend all mee'ings of the 1Board as an observer, and \vlii

nstv, authority a ad ourn any meting of the }2 oard which is not

c.insi Pered to bD irn the public' interest.

IV. OPERATION

A . I he Board v.ill meet a! least once each fiscal year, but not
more than tw.ice, to perform its examination and draft a report
cOntaining the results of its examination and recommendations
to facilitate accomplishment of the l)S-\1S mission. The report
of the Itard will be submitted to the Executive Secretary of
I"tue -)57 Palicy C uidance iounci1 through the Commandant,
1)SWlS, not more than one m ,nth after each of its meetings.

F . Each meeting of" the Foard v.-ill be limited to three days in
Length.

C. No less than 30 days prior to each meeting of the 'oard, the

Commandant, DSMS, will provide a packet of information to
the Board. This packet will contain, as a minimurm, the date
and tenrative agenda for the next meeting, and a report of the
actions taken bv the Commandant, I)SDS, since the most re-
cent meeting of the Board.

D. TheSecretarvtothe Board will provide the necessary adminis-
trative support to the Board, duplicate the reports of the

Board, and provide copies of the reports to the DSMS Policy
Guidance Council; the Commandant, DSD4S; the Board; and
others as appropriate.

E. Expenses of Board members, including consulting fees, travel
and subsistence, will be borne by the DSMS,

F}. Thc' estimated annual cost of operation of the Board is
.3, 500 and less than one-quarter man-year of full-time staff

support.
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V. I)lifAT ION

"Tl. •-nard will terminate upon the completion of ijt mission, or
no later than two years follov.-:na the filing of the charter, unless
nri,-r to that time it is renewed by appropriate action.

VI. DATE CtHAR'FER FILED

Januarv 9, 1975

3
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Wt ( IS.ISK PROVII)EI) TT 1111 I)BYTS

""K--(I B '. ( i `. ( V ?1IAN -A 1;M\IVN"! cdi 0 13 K:

I' 'r:nose.. "e k- wirse is ,os 10058 to educ-ate selected.! military
,r..i 1'i-.-iliain oers:-,nnel in e'.'c-c T ' roorar.n projec.t nanage-
ý--ient in 'he Deyir eri:nt o;' I)efe-nse systems acquisition man-

m::ent r.nvir ,nme.nt. The :.'es.)tutiuin of or()l' am:.,pro.!ect

.. 5•.-alEn.t isslCS to X.ve1.cl,- 'hrough a locng-term manage-
,': i. Si mula'Bi,,, 0 "xerc:s e, \.Licl emphasizes the dvnamnics

, ,v t , 1is, i* r' t-2,N' 1 .-t erso nal relat, onships.

--. -s'rio•:,. ITbhs ourse f-" no*: more than 138 daxs will be
pr,'-RT% nirepa r-e selected intermnediiate level militar%
0 -1-; I n --' civilian Ds p s,)i (i- .r assianments in c)rogri 'a-

',", 'a -' ::t ni. I he stuldients will 'e eiucated in _broad
sue ''--m ': 'a ra n~ d' yro i-c' n8ana' eaO enf activities throuqh

" 1 i . \xp e.riet( i- te actons ineceSaX 1
•'cv, " )r!)-ct an?-E-iln.-. ric(. e t ssues, {2) rl.on e-

• ir->; l'1 ( \ •:e Cl'- eS, 6I-6 (j3) c'asS studies. A close

,.i:i v. i (.e naintained b. IX(e"n)he oroblems encoun-
S€'f , u- _ rren' 'i....... r a , r aris pr.jt-ets and those pro-

'.he ,las-.on" TBE course mav be substituted for
whe atni s 'he Arme.rd Forcu- Staff College in tie case of

av r.n: --- ilian personnc aspirinz to careers it, pro-
"ul- 111 t -anagem c'"'-''wever, tnis d,-es not preclude

- I aMi~arv ' r,-iwes i' se ncti•n and sen4ing graduates
S r-•i-', 'B inte':Y:CC:it- cf r')r,.-o ess 100am militarv edu-

Si' i-Or rail rr -

n T-r. )l' -~ e .n ie cT ourse XX, ,P 1e oD.- r-r.i

. -i or-, s 'ro)n- he 1l) U,)mponents ,,who are pron.i-
.s - "' -and._: )s to h-•4 S r. ,-nor pos tions in -rooraPrn

a -:"' -• 'a I l.ac men'. later ' .eir careers an'd who --,
.I , are. selected o ho, nfrmedxate nman-ae r' t

S- L. n( 'ioal .,"".~ic C5s s:upoortina procramn'proect w'-

c. .i cghnr "c-Iheon offices supervs inn program-pro tect
n-anacenent.

"2 h-c's' 0-i's rs Tt so i le-1.¢-nt oositions from ler
?I e e a] I agenci.-s a : : a -: : os' is'rv' or a 5 sn:,iit-

--viale basis.
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[I. -Ip ( '. 'I P }- (() Pc} IN I' Pr 0' PRl()'1tO.1, ( T

-, u -- na a r is\( .. .

,I! I .t , - i• rS .. - ' n .ii eI -s, a cC policv

. .0 ,:S e)- t,.e r I,. .S atccuisitior
.nen and '_ z;SSr.- ifa""' rev rnan aHijele cpproacnes

KSac -In or il '~u'n eImn

Snsa,: or r n;&hIos pre-i( . r.an-

aLA(i•Ter . nr moe nr;V - n,'-.f lt( n's th& t ve d r-in or -
. r.: , 7r, 7jr .t001%lrA ;r -' ':_ araaers

('. Kno(,I. -r. he -The c csc' <ie Wal ( 1/"ered to:

"".hs,- ,' rs' ,r. * 1m te ... ) ,f) Co nents whr, nold, or

sel(- .( .

a. A p.ision , pracran n-romeet manaaer: or

;., A d'-:utv ,.: e.ouivalent subordinate position to a pro-

gram ni- relecrt n.anagZer; or

The roan gracre Li ( e -3 nilitarv) or (GS-15 (civilian)
or highc•; and

(1' princ ipal suoervisorv level position in a pro-
granm nri-et at:icre or in a functional office
sunportinoi a program prolec-t office; or

(2) A key staff position in a high echelon office
resoonsible for the acqoisition of defense systems.

2. S4-le(e-,i: pe..rsons in ecuivalent positions from other
I -ederal agenc ies and the defense industry- on a space-

k .va ila hle basis.

Ill. OH IVN A\F'ON rN SYSTEMS ACOIISITION FOR GENERAL F LAG

. u! [uSe. 1}lt, (ý) Ur.Setý -- ;. selecited Generals of the .Armnv

ard.Alr i.-rc.e, F lag Officers of the Navy, and senior civilians
in each w the Militarv Services -- is designed to familiarize
attendees . it ,,defense svstemns acquis:ton mana'_ement and

a rquant !n'hm v. :0h the impact and Ic,)ortant mpnlications
r' h nC a' ,.-o t h, a •..-inS o: l;ter:ac.nc coga a,} rnands staffs of

Sa , Ni:- iMitarv Fervzces and the Department f Defense.

2
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.. ( -t -u " of I

S. es 'r ipti . -;S se' ira" will 'he nrovided for senior
7,rsono_1 V h" - nw haorior &\pf<roree with the svs-
t ns a! uis w''n pr--r,,,ss t , q I)eart -. n; of Defense hut
--,i*..,Sae , 't, s x"a•- t! i- r im- a(t upon the acquisition
nronrams of th- A\rmv. _atvv, .;r Air i orce. The offering
not to eXf-o( one x;,"ok) Js desicn -I. r acquaint key indi,.id-

uc-Is %k t>th h U0, unctionf, resoonsib" f ,1 and orobilems of
Dot) pro'gram roro :tl managers and to pi ovic'e an orientation
on cifensf 5v5,'i.s a('qutstion mananaement.

S. I-nrol m.e nt. IT n c-ourse %vi Il he offered to.

1. Those. nersons from the 1)0o) Components wh- hold, or
anre selected to ho)Id:

a. The rank of C;enefral or Flag Officer; or

.- s~ nior ,ivilY•an grade• (CS.-iS, 2,5-17, (95-18 and

),elj tea ow-sons in equivalent positions from other l-ed-
oal• agenc-rs un a space-avaiiabie basis.

SV. SPEIA L SHO-R " ( OC)iRSFS

Special short ,ourses will be tcrot ded, whei: the need is estab-
she-iprd and approved, ½, disseminate new conconts and ni-thods in

pro-ram pro ect managlement and respond to the needs of ta'e DoD)
Components. These courses will include thoso atmed at develop-
.n.7 Loeneralized sk:tls as wyell as individual professional skills
us-d in •rouran; poro)ect management.

3
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DDR&FE

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Design to Cost

Refs.: (a) DcD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Major Defense
"Systems, " JUly, 13, 1971

(b) DeTruty Secretary of Defense ,emo:andum for Secretaries
the Milit~ary Departments and DSARC Principals,

"Design to Cost Objective- on DSARC Programs, '
June 18, 1973 (hereby cancelled)

(c) Deputy Secretary of Defense Memorandum for Secretaries
-mf the Military Departments, "Application of Design
-o Cost Management Principles to Subsystems and

Other Than Major Weapon ,Systems, " May 24, 1974
(hereby cancelled)

(d) Dc, 70-11--M, "Department of Defense Budget Guidunce':anual, " June 15, 1973

() D)D Instruction 5000.2, "'Decision Coordinating Paper
(DCP) and the Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Council (DSARC)," January 25, 1975

(f) DoD Directive 5000.26, "Defense Systems Acquisition
?evtew Couicil (DSARC)," January 21, 1975

(g) Joint Design to Cost Guide (AŽ4C 700-6, NAVMAT P5242,
WFLCP/AFSCP 80C-19) "A Conceptual Approach for

M.:ajor Weapon System Acqui6ition, " October 3, 1973

I. PURPOSE

This Directive establishes policy and gu4idance on the applica-
tion of Design to Cost principles to the acquisition of defense
systems, subsystems and components.

S7. CA,11CFJ•TIONS

Referencos (b) and (c) are nereby superseded and cancelled.

III. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

The provisions of the Directive apply to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Organizatior of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Militaray Departments, and the Defense Agencies
(hereinafter referred to collectively as "DoD ComponEnts").



Design to Cost �Ls4t . rsnd -Lnn-._wment prhniLýp~b contained herein

ensompas2 toe r-cuirements ,)f DD Directiv- 5000.1 (reference (a))

f'.r major defcLnu sy2Tema ,C 'hE a :0,1,:all bu applied in the acquisition
of defenise systems, oubsyr'st. ms, and components.

IV. D2-INITIONS

A. D,- sgn to Cast. A managemicnt concept wherein rigorous cost
goals are established dur'ir. development and the control of

systems c.ots (acouisition, operating and support) to these

goals is achieved by practical tradeoffs betveen operacional
capability, perfcrmance, cost, and schedule. Coos, as a key

o- esgn parameter, is udressed on a continuing basis and as
an Laulerunt pext of tnt t_:v2lopment and production process.

B. Design to Cost Gocal. A zuo-chfic cost number, in coratant
dollars, based ui-z a specified production quantity and rate,

established early during system development as a management

objective and design parameter for subsequent phases of the

acquisition cycle.

C. Average Unit Flyaway Cost. The average unit flyaway cost

7(equates to Follaway and Sailaway) related to the production

o f a useable end-.tem of' military hardware. F.Lyaway cost is

defined in DoD Manual 7110.l-M (reference (d)) and includes
the cost of procuring the basic unit (airframe, hull, chassis,

etc.), a percentas,-_, of basic unit for changes allowancc, pro-
pulsion equipcc-nt, electronics, armament, other installed

Goverr,.ent-fuý:t.shed equipment, and nonrecurring production
costs.

D. Life Cycle Cost (iCC). The LCC of a system is the total cost

to the Goverurnent of acqui sition and ownership of that system

over its full life. It includes the cost of development,

acquisition, operation, support, and w-here applicable, disposal.

V. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Design to Cost is twofold:

A. To establish cost as a parameter equal in i-mpcrtance with

technical requirements and :schedules throughout the design,

development, production, and operation of weapon systems, sub-

systems and cnmpo'h-nts.

B, To establish cost elements as management goals for acquisition

managers and contractors to achieve the best balance between

life c; she cost, acceptable performance and schedule.

VI. POLICY

A. Design to Cost Concept-

1. The Design to Cost ccncept establishes cost as a design

2
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parc4:et-r uurio.z a systmls d- igin find ,viox.tent phase and
.provi,-s 'o" d." ciplino to be uc:. tnroulgi.lt oe. acquisition
"and operation of a system.

2. Life cycle cost objectives shall le r,-stubli.;hed for .ach acquisi-
tion and separated into cost 1l(ement; within the broa-, categories

of dev.ýlopment, proauctinn, operation, 'ind support. As system

definition cont.inues, thu cost ed-:ameii.s ace firte.i into cost goals
to which the system will be desiged ard its cost controlled.-1 -:r --n.c -qd it. nost condtrohedahive

3. During design and development, cucs 'cquirerenrs and the achieve-

mcit oi' coot go:als will be ev--luated with th, ,coe rigor as
technical requirements and th,- ac0' .'sent o!' p',rformance goals.

Practical tradeoff-. betweer syý,tem c-, abiilty, cost and schedules
must be continually examined re insure ohat the systim developed
will have the lowest life cycle cost co ntistent with schedule and
pert ormance requirements.

2. The cost goals established1 and "designed to" in the development

pha!se will be extended into subsequet phases of the system's
life cycle. Productiou cost will be rigorously controlled to
the production goals.

5. As the system is introduced, operation and support cost goals will
be utilized to control initial outfiLting c.st, personnel, spares,
rework, etc. in the operational feedback process, change requests
generated by operational usage and fed back to design engineering
will reflect t:ic use of Design to Cost rninciples and tradeoffs
necessary it" insure the lowest cost is obtained to achieve accept-
able performance.

B. Desi to Cost Goals

1. Because of the ability to more accurately estimate production
casts and the supportive production cost data base available,

initial goals for Design to Cost shall be established in the form
of Average Unio Flyaway (Rollaway, Sailaway) c-st. Programs to
strengthen the data base of weapon system operation and support
( -cS) cost mhall. continue. As the ability to tr'anslate O&S cost
•elements into 'desi to" requirements imprcves, Design to Cost

goals may be w.otended into this area.

2. Although this initiai goal uses a production cost element, the
management objective during design and development sbhas continue
to include the control cf future operating and support cost. The
major operating and support cost factors shall have goals estab-
lished in the form of measurable numbers (e.g., numbers of O&S
personnel, reliability and maintainability factors, etc.) which
can be monito,'dI during test aid evaluation as well as in opera-
tion. These fa.ctors shaU bavn: emphasis equal to other cQst

l factors in acqoisition cost management.

3



3. Life cycle cort estimates will be used as a basis for cost
-rade-off analyses when ccisidering acauisition versus G&S
:sts, eompar-'.rig competing 1rctotypec or comparing current

versus new systems. They will also be used to focus management
attention on the O&S cost impact of bringing the new system
into the operating inventory.

4. There will be a few exceptions when it may be appropriate to
propose goals based on other than flyaway cost, for example,
in programs '. re development cost is a predominant fraction
of the acquisitio'a cost and production volume is extremely low.
In such cases, weapon system cost, procurement cost, program
acquisition cost or other cost categories defined in DoD Manual
7ll0.l-M (reference (d)) shall be use-d.

C. Goal Establishment

1. An initiai estimate of the resources available for allocation

to the program shall be made and cost objectives established
during concept formulation. Likewise, the minimum essential
performance characteristics shall be quantified to avoid trade-
affs below that necessary to satisfy the required operational
capability. Each technically feasible alternative will be

analyzed and cost/performance tradeoffs mWe to ensure selection
of the lowest life cycle cost solution. As soon as the system
is definitized to the extent that cost associated with minimum
performance needed can be estimated with confidence, a firm
Design to Cost goal shall be recommended for the program.

2. The recommended Design to Cost goal should be a difficult but
achievable objective which should challenge designers, exjineers,
and program managers to their best efforts. Care must be exer-
cised to ensure the goal is properly selected; a goal which is
too high in relation to the required performance wastes money
and an excessively low goal sets the stage for cos, growth, buy-
ins, or unacceptable systems.

3. The recommended goal shall be included in the DCP in accordance
with DoD Instruction 5000.2 (reference (e)) and submitted as
part of the normal DSARC Review as specified by DoD Directive

5000.26 (reference (f)). Applicable rationale to support the
goal (e.g., quantities, production rate, cost quantity relation-
ship (learning curve), the applicable escalation Iudices used,

"and the O&S cost related factors, etc.) shall be included. The
recommended goal will be reviewed by the OSD Cost Analysis
Improvement Group (CAIG) and the DSARC advised on its achievabil-
ity. Reccmmendations shall be made to the Secretary of Defense
who will establish the official Design to Cost goal for the
program.

4. The Design to Cost goal 6hall be established before program

initiation (DSARC Milestone I) or at the earliest practical

date thereafter, but in no case later than entry into full-scale

4
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vXAikC Milestone II). Once e tabJished, the goal

become: L hig..y visibit. cost goal against which, in large
m. f er th. crees, of the >rogram and the cost performance
o- the DoP oonerr and program manager are measured.

D. Changes to tlh GC 1!

1. If at apri ;ý. daring the conduct of a program, subsequent to the
I '�n :, zf a Design to Cost goal, t.-e progran manager

.d.- ,s .t the goal cannot be met, tae hý3d of the Cogniaant
DcD C sm;p n.=nt c ,snll notify the TPSARC Chair-man explaining the

tr__r - ncrease acd recommended --. ternnivt courses of

2. Any c-•aage to an established Design to Cost goal must be approved
by thL Secret""_y of Defense, normally after review and recommenda-
tio)n by the )AIRC. However, they will generally be approved only
for maior changes in progr'am structure or mission requirements,
fr chaiges w:nre a significant demonstraole rcduction in life
ev>cl• cost s 5ca be achieved, or for other program changes beyond
Stec omr.•ei the program manager or DoD Component.

E. xempt ions

ZxempficnftI could )ccur for those very few programs which, for reasons
Sof national securi-ty, have performance or schedule goals that take
priority over cos:- goals. The DSARC will review DoD Component pro-
posals and recommend the extent to which exemption from Design to
Coot should be aporoved for any major program where the usually
:4pplioable unit cest goals are inappropriate. Exemptions shall only
be authorized by the Secretary of Defense.

F. Life Cycle Cost

1. A life cycle c ost estimate shall be made at the initiation of the
validation pha-se or at the earliest practical date thereafter by
using, for exiw-.le, cost model e~uations. Example calculations
are given in tie 03D Cost Analysis Improvement Group O&S Costing
Guides. These estimates will be updated prior to the initiation
of the full-sc'ale enginmering development phase and the production
phase: ot the -rogram.

2. Programs beirng conducted in accordance with Design to Cost Con-
cepts shall be reviewed periodically (at least each DSAC mile-
stone or equivalent program phase) on a life cycle cost basis.
The review, conducted by the DSIARC for programs so designated
or held at a level above the program manager, should include the
effect of specific elements in the life cycle cost management
approach such ris source selection factors, contract incentives,
and usc: of cost models aind warranties. Special emphasis will be
placed on their effects in achieving better than the minimum
specified reli-ability, maintainability and operational aVailability

S ..... . • 5
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rc - r t± ± c--'.

, . .rc .r. 'a n raj l - yce co-ts San be
Sncrea- iLn tn flyaway too goal (or otner

tr~i/ ',i r je g ), r fr review an.d aVH pprc;Iriate

3. Prbir- ry rndcizrat or

. .ra- . .Zl.enu -tF_ nrng it . Co -. Loals
be rýeviewed at euoS maucr proýram milestone and -OP review

rczwired by DoD Instr/cticn 500C.2 (reference ("I and DoD

L-rectiv-e 5000.26 (reference (f),.

Wmhin toe limits of an individual -rogram:

a. The application of Design to Cost shall be tailored tor pa-tic-
oler program reqicrements and charaoterictlcs in a manner

mcos adv~trtagcouJF trte -irsgram.

b. Dei 1,D to Cost shall be ial,!rmented into all phases of the
acoquitoon. ThE Join esgn to Cost Guide (reference (g))
"snail b, us½ as guie for suh imolementation.

c. Changes to subsystem and com-onent goals may be made s-ubject
t o , cth onstrajio:. cf the over%!l Design tc Cost goal. All
subordinate gosac hall be recorcilable to the overall program,
goal.

a. Provisions for Design to Cost principles and goals including

measurable goals c'er O&S cost related factors shall be included
in requests for croposals and contracts in terms which are
auditable, contractually enforceable and meaningful to both
the contractor ant the Government.

H. Systems Below DSARC Thnr-:snoLds

The Design to Cost princinies herein have been illustrated in their
application to ma.3or system acauisitions, however, the anagement
and procurement principle7 are equally valuable and shall be applied
to the acquisition of sysw.-mE below the DSARC threshold, subsystems,
and components. Design tc Cost goals shall be established and con-
trolled within DoD Componcnts for these systems in a similar manner
as described herein. Approval authority for cost goals and changes
to the goals will be maintained at a management level above the pro-
gram or subsystem manager.
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. :- : -V -.-uttOr ty arnd respenszib- i ty for the
i f weapn ays.dms, suisytm., mn comionents

A. E.:%:•iI-!. •l~ i s 1and 1procedures "-f rr.v , .g cquistion
S;'.{rl ARC L-ŽVci and 1,.eriov 'e'. y -toses.s t.

pr 3. .i to Cost goals n cqsitcionr ::!K<ric .-. : . Iffee: ~venesm. (S e__ct- *ion N i.r .,

7. -. 'u, .. o -c esiýgn 7o Co,+- Gui',Y (r':f,-r nc- (g)) is kept
--.rvisions .:'C-flec +h- current -prPi -cation of

a.._.5to, 2s well as te revisions c' t Directive.
.. Cost im-cenmenr at!n Cxoriez . colected, tne

-ns L•,rned shall b sumr ze in futue revisions of
Sg '�, D- Th OQ3D staff wiil @ont>P.UC to support this effort.

VIII. tT fl' •' T AT=- h'C IThDENTATION

A. T-his Di iv i5 effective immediately. LOD Components shall
Directive to all crganizations and activities

- .ense development and acquisition; no further
mri ... ." < ocumntss other toian those re.quired in subsetion

.C -t,. necessary.

B. l.lembnt revisions to the Joint Design to Cost Guide
\(rX f Lrcnce IF,)) snall incorporate the- provisions of this

Dir etive W_'nin 90 days and shall be updated on a periodic
ba.,-is to reflect Design to Cost managemen, experience.

C. Nw; c the documents implementing subsection VII.A
.>f-.qu: ;sition programs below DSARC levels) shall be

r wh±; the Directn dfense Rrco Engineering

r~ Dieput y ert of Defense

w h -1'
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE JP THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF MANAGCAE•NT AND BUDGET

-< . .WASHINGTO'N. DC. 20503

April 5, 1976 CIRCULAR NO. A-109

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS

SUBJECT: Major System Acquisitions

1. Purpose. This Circular establishes policies, to be
followedTy executive branch agencies in the acquisition of
major systems.

2. Background. The acquisition of major systems by the
Federal Government constitutes one of the most crucial and
expensive activities performed to meet national needs. Its
impact is critical on technology, on the Nation's economic
and fiscal policies, and on the accomplishment of Government
agency missions in such fields as defense, space, energy and
transportation. For a nurber of years, there has been deep
concern over the effectiveness of the management of major
system acquisitions. The report of the Commission on
Government Procurement recommended basic changes to improve
the process of acquiring major systems. This Circular is
based on executive branch consideration of the Commission's
recommendations.

i. Responsibility. Each agency head has the responsibility
to ensure that the provisions of this Circular are followed.
This Circular provides administr:L`ive direction to heads of
agencies and does not establish and shall not be construed
to create any substantive or procedural basis for any person
to challenge any agency action or inaction on the basis that
such action was not in accordance with this circular.

4. Coverage. This Circular covers and applies to:

a. 1:anagement of the acquisition of major systems,
including: 0 Analysis of agency missions ' Determination of
mission needs 0 Setting of program objectives 0

Determination of system requirements C System program
planning * Budgeting 0 Funding * Research 0 Engineering *
Development C Testing and evaluation C Contracting o
Production Progratm and management control 0 Introduction

(No. A-109) N ,
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of tn s-ster into use or otherwise successful achievement
of orora. o' -ctives•

b. p.. urograms for the acquisition of major systems

even thouch:

(1) The system is one-of-a-kind.

(2) The agency's involvement in the system is
limited to the development of demonstration hardware for
onticnal use by the private sector rather than for the
-awency's own use.

5. Definitions. As used in this Circular:

a. Executive agenc (hereinafter referred to as agency)
means an executive department, and an independent
establishment within the meaning of sections 101 and 104(1),
respectively, of Title 5, United States Code.

h. Acencv component means a major organizational
subdivision of an agency. For example: The Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Defense Supply Agency are agency components of
the Department of Defense. The Federal Aviation
AdOministration, Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
and the Federal highway Administration are agency components
of the Depert-ment of Transportation.

c. Agency M4ssions means those responsibilities for
meeting national needs assigned to a specific agency.

d. Mission need means a required capability within an
agency's overall purpose, including cost and schedule
considerations.

e. Program objectives means the capability, cost and
schedule goals being sought by the system acquisition
program in response to a mission need.

if. Program meang an organized set of activities
directed toward a common purpose, objective, or aoal
undertaken or proposed by an agency in order to carry out
responsibilities assigned to it.

g. System design concept means an idea expressed in
terms of general performance, capabilities, and
characteristics of hardware and software oriented either to

(No. A-109)
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operate or to be operated as an integrated whole in meeting
a mission need.

h. Major system means that combination of elements that
will function together to produce the capabilities required
to fulfill a mission need. The elements may include, for
example, hardware, equiDment, software, construction, or
other imorovenents or real property. Major system
acquisition programs are those programs that (1) are
Sdirected at and critical to Iulfillina an agency mission,
(2) entail the allocation of relatively large resources, and
( , warrant snecial manacerent attention. Additional

criteria and relative dollar thresholds for the
determination of agency pr:c'arls to be considered major
systems under the purview of this Circular, may be
established at the discretion of the agency head.

i.St acauisiticro. means the sequence of
accu-sitTion activite sta-•lng from the agency's
reconciliation of its mission needs, with its capabilities,
o riorities and resou;rces, and extending through the
introduction of a system into operational use or the
otherwise successful achievement of program objectives.

j. Life cycle cost means the sun total of the direct,
indirect, recurring, nonrecurrina, and other related costs
incurred, or estimated to be incurred, in the design,
development, production, operation, maintenance and support
of a major system over its anticz.pated useful life span.

6. General policy. The policies of this Circular are
designed to assure the effectiveness and efficiency of the
process of acquiring major systems. They are based on the
general rolicy that Federal agencies, when acquiring major
systems, t.will:

a. Express needs and program objectives in mission
terms and not equipment terms to encourage innovation and
competition in creating, exploring, and developing
alternative system design concepts.

b. Place emphasis on the initial activities of the
system acquisition process to allow competitive exploration
of alternative system design conce-3ts in response to mission
needs.

(No. A-109)
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c. Ccemunicate with Concress early in the system
acquisi'tion process by relat.in.. major system acquisition
progra.- to acency mission neods. This cont<unicatien should
IoC I ov th- requirerents cf Office of Management and Budget
(0MB) Circular No. A-1i concerning information related to
budget estimates and related materials.

d. Establish clear lines of authority, responsibility,
and accountability for manacement of major system
acquisition programs. Utilize appropriate managerial levels
in decisionmakina, and obtain agency head approval at key
decision points in the evolution of each acquisition
program.

e. Designate a focal point responsible for integrating
andu Un ify.ing the system acquisition management process and
monitorinq policy implementation.

f. Rely on private industry ir accordance with the
policy established by 0M.B Circular No. A-76.

7. Major system acuisition management objectives. Each
agency acquiring major systems should:

a. Ensure that each major system: Fulfills a mission
need. Operates effectively in its intended environment.
Demonstrates a level of performance and reliability that
justifies the allocation of the Nation's limited resources
for its acquisition and ownership.

b. Depend on, whenever economically beneficial,
competition between similar or differing system design
concepts throughout the entire acquisition process.

c. Ensure appropriate trade-off among investment costs,
Sownership costs, schedules, and performance characteristics.

d. Provide strong checks and balances by ensuring
adequate system test and evaluation. Conduct such tests and
evaluation indepei~dent, where practicable, of developer and
user.

e. Accomplish system acquisition planning, built on
znalysis of agency missions, which implies appropriate
resource allocation resulting from clear articulation of
agency mission needs.

(No. A-109)
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-. Tailor an acquisition strategy for each prcgram, as
soon as the agenc-y decides to solicit alternative system
desicin ccncept', that could lead to the acquisition of a new
major system and refine the strategy as the program proceeds
through the acquisition process. Encompass test and
evaluation criteria and business management considerations
in the stratecy. The strategy could typically include: 0
Use of the contracting process as an important tool in theaccuisition procram Schedulino of essential elements of
the acquisition process C Demonstration, test, and
evaluation criteria 0 Content of solicitations for proposals
0 Decisionn on whom to solicit 0 Methods for obtaining and
sustaininu, competition C Guidelines for the evaluation and
acceptance or rejection of proposals 0 Goals for design-to-
cost ' Methods for projectinc life cycle costs 0 Use of data
richts Use of warranties o Methods for analyzing and
evaluating contractor and Government risks 0 Need for
developing contractor incentives * Selection of the type of
contract best suited for each stace in the acquisition
process C Administration of contracts.

g. Maintain a capability to: ' Predict, review, assess,
necotiate and monitor costs for system development,
encineerinc, design, demonstration, test, production,
operation and support (i.e., life cycle costs) 0 Assess
acquisition cost, schedule and performance experience
against predictions, and provide such assessments for
consideration by the agency head at key decision points
Make new assessments where significant costs, schedule or
performance variances occur Estimate life cycle costs
during system design concept evaluation and selection, full-
scale development, facility conversion, and production, to
ensure appropriate trade-offs among investment costs,
ownership costs, schedules, and performance Use
independent cost estimates, where feasible, for comparison
purposes.

8. Management structure.

a. The head of each agency that acquires major systems
--ill Ai .on cx-cutivc to integrate and

unify the management process for the agency's major system
acquisitions and to monitor implementation of the policies
and practices set forth in this Circular.

b. Each agency that acquires--or is responsible for

activities leading to the acquisition of--major systems will

(No. A-109)
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establfsh clear lines of authority, responsibility, and
accountability for management of its major system
acquisi:ion programs.

c. Each agency should preclude management layering and
placing reporting proceduves and paper4ork requirements on
program managers a: d contractors.

d. A program manager will be designated for each of the
agency's major system acquisition programs. This
idesignation should be made when a decision is made to
fulfill a mission need by pursuing alternative system design
concepts. It is essential that the program manager have an
understanding of user needs and constraints, familiarity
with development princýi1es, and requisite management skills
and experience. Iceally, management skills and experience
would include: Q Research and development 0 Operations
Encineerina C Construction oTesting 0 Contracting
Prototypinq and fabrication of complex systems ' Production
C Business 0 Budgeting ' Finance. With satisfactory
performance, the tenure of the program manager should be
long enouch to provide continuity and personal
accountability.

e. Upon designation, the program manager should be
civen budget guidance and a written charter of his
authority, responsibility, and accountability for
accomplishing, approved program objectives.

f. Agency technical management and Government
laboratories should be considered for participation in
agency mission analysis, evaluation of alternative system
design concepts, and support of all development, test, and
evaluation efforts.

g. Agencies are encouraged to work with each other to
foster technology transfer, prevent unwarranted duplication
of technological efforts, reduce system costs, promote
standardization, and help create and maintain a competitive
environment For an naqcisitinn.

9. Ke, decisions. Technical and program decisions normally
will be made at the level of the agency component or
operating activity. However, the following four key
decision points should be retained and made by the agency
head:

(No. A-109)
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a. identification and definition ot a specific mission.
need th he fulfilled, the relative priority assigned within
the agency, and the general magnitude of resources that may
be invested.

b. Selection of competitive system design concepts to
be advanced to a test/demonstration phase or authorization
to proceed with the development of a noncompetitive (single
concept) system.

c. Com-itment of a system to full-scale development and
limited production.

d. Commitment of a system to full production.

10. Determination of mission needs.

a. Determination of mission need should be based on an
analysis of an agency's mission reconciled with overall
capabilities, priorities and zesources. When analysis of an
agency's mission shows that a need for a new major system
exists, such a need should not be defined in equipment
terms, but should be defined in terms of the mission,
purpose, capability, agency components involved, schedule
and cost objectives, and operating constraints. A mission
need may result from a deficiency in existing agency
capabilities or the decision to establish new capabilities
in response to a technologically feasible opportunity.
Mission needs are independent of any particular system or
technoloaical solution.

b. Where an agency has more than one component
involved, the agency will assign the roles and
responsibilities of each component at the time of the first
key d1ecision. The agency may permit two or more agency
components to sponsor competitive system design concepts in
order to foster innovation and competition.

c. Agencies should, as required to satisfy mission
responsibilities, contribute to the technology base,
effectively utilizing both the private sector and Government
laboratories and in-house technical centers, by conducting,
supporting, or sponsoring: C Research C System design
concept studies 0 Proof of concept work 0 Exploratory
subsystem development C Tests and evaluations. Applied
technology efforts oriented to system developments should be
performed in response to approved mission needs.

(No. A-109)



11.~~ ~~ s~entv stems.

a. Alternative system design ccnceuts will be explored
within h-a context of the aaency's mission need and program
ob 4 ectives--with emphasis on cenerating innovation and
conceutual competition from industry. Benefits to be
derived should be optimized by competitive exploration of
alternative system design concepts, and trade-offs of
capabi _lt -chedule, and cost. Care should be exercised
curino the initial steps of the accaisition process not to
confo r TtiSs..cn needs or program objectives to any known
sstems or products that might foreclose consideration cf
alternatives.

b. Alternative system design concepts will be solicited
from a broad base of qualified firms. in order to achieve
the most prefeired system solution, emphasis will be placed
on inno v.ation and competition. To this end, participation
of smaller and newer businesses should be encouraged.
Concepts will be primarily solicited from private industry;
and w-hen beneficial to the Government, foreign technology,
and equipment may be considered.

c. Federul laboratories, federally funded research and
development centers, educational institutions, and other
not-for-rorfit organizations may also be considered as
sources for competitive system design concepts. Ideas,
concepts, or technology, developed by Government
laboratories or at Government expense, may be rade available
to private industry through the procurement process or
throuchý otherestab-ished procedures. Industry proposals
•may be mdde on the basis of these ideas, concepts, and
technology or on the basis of feasible alternatives which
the proposer considers superior.

cd. Research and development efforts should emphasize
early competitive exploration of alternatives, as relatively
inexoensive insurance against premature or preordained
choice of a system that may prove to be either more costly
or less effective.

Ce. Requests for alternative system design concept
proonsals will -xplain the mission need, schedule, cost,
capability objectives, and operating constraints. Each
offeror will be free to propose his own technical approach,
main design features, subsystems, and alternatives toschedule, cost, and capability goals. In the conceptual and
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eess t:ta. Cull-scale development stages, contractors should
not ho -;rrricted by detailed Government specifications and
standcir .

f. Felections from competing system design concept
p:t 2Osa' 2 wi11 be based on a review by a team of experts,
prefera.bly from inside and outside the responsible component
development organization. Such a review will consider: (1)
Proposed system functional and performance capabilities to
"me eet- mission needs and prcgram objectives, including
rn'ources required and benefits to be derived by trade-offs,
where feasible, among technical performance, acquisition
costs, cwnersh3- costs, time to develop and procure; and (2)
"Thie relevant accomplishment record of competitors.

g. Durina the uncertain pericd of identifying and
oxpolrinc: alternative system design concepts, ccntracts
covering relatiwvily short time periods at planned d-llar
le,,els ý' i II be used. Timely technical reviews of
alternative system design concepts will be made to effect
the orderly elimination of those least attractive.

h. Contractors should be provided with operational test
conditions, mission performance criteria, and life cycle
cost' factors that will be used by the agency in the
eval.uatior. and selection of the system(s) for full-scale
development and production.

i. The rar'tnicipating contractors should be provided
Swith r-elevant qperational and support experience through the
program manager, as necessary, in developing performance and
other requirements for each al-ternative system design
concept as tests and trade-offs are made.

j. Development of subsystems that are intended to be
included in a major system aiguisition program will be
res'rI_'ted to less than fully designed hardware (full-scale
develcpment) unti; the subsystem is identified as a part of1a S'ster ca1di date fCor full-scale development. Exceptions
,ay be ýirauthor:zed by the acency head if the subsystems are

2'" loneg e-d ti;?e items that fulfill a recognized generic need
Sor i~ thry have a high potential f~or common use among
s-everal existing or future systems.

'No. A-109)



SrQ-o :. S ' F hea altertive

.:•yterna '.'.l.£: s: y c.5nor- d s .rn seo ecte -L : a a e h e s l c el
-ograd,,-,o n se T en• he nd ealu alternative

• -elternativ,., yseor- d sign ceonce'.t that have been selected.
"':,cn ~inns b-.e. . ....... t hor iroP .x',' the agency heed if

q not reascse.

c a"v:,!n'ent of a single ,ystem design concept that
a s no . coTr'etitivc'ly sr.-cter1 should be considered

only if -lustifid by factors such as urgency of need, or by•c mn'hvsi--! and finanm-.a' irnracti cality of demonstrating
1.-te~rnativ<'s. Proceeding with the development of a

-" ron c:.T_,tti'•- (sinal.? conctinpt) system may he authorized by
.the .=-qe' "'. heau. St rong acenc p., r p--oram manacement and
"technical aireclti.on ,.3ould he used for systems that have
bee:n neithier competitively selected nor demonstrated.

13, aal-scale d evelopment and production.

-Ia Full-s- e develenjen-, •nc ule i n ] limited
-pIoductIon, may be approved when thTe agency ' n is:icn need

.nd Dro cr.- m ck T ectivos are rea-i ffire and "om.pe titi-ve
demonstat-on rts-I!at1 verify th thth, chosen S scem d desiyn
concept(s) is .sounc.

b. Fu]. production may 1o anproved whei tc,- agency' s
mission need and prc.vrIMm objectives -ire r-a-fitnd and when
system per forr-mr c has been satc rsfactor-ily tested,
ind nependent of t.he agency T.'eolp,. t and user

S-"rgani rations, ) n .,i ,ti le,aL in an ennv roi.r•:et h t assures
demonstration p2 e.poc ted opera tiered conditions.

--.eetiens to indepen,;'ent testing: nay be authorized by the
20:1 e-:, head under saich cir-cum's tanr.cs c's p.,vs ic-cn or
tinartci '• ii p 1 a-'i '-ol±L{}v or evto;-Kr:• *u 7,"c'lc

C. . t-'r<,no a system>) nn 1 c<nt.ractor s) E>-.. Cull-
jr-1 11Ce 6 Clz

o f (n) sysem pe r0 1 g rnc r, - '(L:Xfst cr-•t M-.3ss] n
nerd coo rrrorm ob rctc,,es (2) nn (<'uItioes cf ,'.

:;{9• at:-ni';" ion~ anO o',,n a,-han -cost, ':2? (3) such . ...or a-. r ... O s as
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contra..--or(s) demonstrated nanacement, financial, and
technical capabilities to meet program objectives.

The program manager will monitor system tests and
contrator progress in fulfilling system performance, cost,
and sch, ule conmitments. Sianificant actual or forecast
variances will be brought to the attention of the
appropriate management authority for corrective action.

14. Budoeting and financing. Beginning with FY 1979 all
acencies will, as part of the budget process, present
hýadats in terr.s of agency missions in consonance with
Section 201(i) of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, as

-added by Section 601 of the Congressional Budget Act of
1974, and in accoidance with OMB Circular A-li. In so
doing, the agencies are desired to separately identify
research and development funding for: (1) The general
technology base in support of the agency's overall missions,
(2) The specific development efforts in support of

O alternative system design concepts to accomplish each
mission need, and (3) Full-scale developments. Each agency
Thould ensure that research and development is not
undesirably duplicated across its missions.

15. Information to Congress.

a. Procedures for this purpose will be developed in
conjunction with the Office of Management and Budget and the
various co~mmittees of Congress having oversight
responsibility for acency activities. Beginning with FY
1979 budget each agency will inform Congress in the normal
budget process about agency missions, capabilities;
deficiencies, and needs and objectives related to
acquisition programs, in consonance with Section 601(i) of
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

b. Disclosure of the basis for an agency decision to
proceed with a single system design concept without
competitive selection and demonstration will be made to the
congressional authorization and appropriation committees.

16. Smplemcntation. All agencies will work closely with the
office Of VU anagement and Budget _n resolving all
implementation problems.

17. Submissions to Office of Management and Budget.
Agencies-will subm-t t-Ffoll-wing to 0o:
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a. Policy c1rct:,.s, roguzations, and guidelines as
th.e" are issued.

b. '-athin six months after the date of this Circular, a
time-phased action plan for meeting the requirements of this
Circular.

c. Periodically, the agency approved exceptions
permitted under the provisions of this Circular.

This information will be used by the OMB, in identifying
major system acquisition trends and in monitoring
implementations of this policy.

18. Inquiries. All questions or inquiries should be
submrtced to the OMB, Administrator for Federal Procurement
Policy. Telephone number, area code, 202-395-4677.

HUGH E. WITT
ADMINISTRATOR FOR

FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY

"pproved :

JAMES T. LYNN
(. -DIRECTOR

(N..-1 9



Draft dated 27 July 1976

APPENDIX N NUMBER 5000.30

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE

SUBJECT Defense Acquisition Executive

Refs.: (a) Office of Management and Budget Circular A-109,
"Major System Acquisition " April 5, 1976

(b) DoD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Major Defense
Systems."

I. GENERAL

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of
Defense and as directed by the provisions of Paragraph
8A of reference (a), the Defense Acquisition Executive
shall have the responsibilities, functions and authorities
as orescribed herein.

II. RESPOHSIBILITIES

A. The Defense Acquisition Executive is the principal
advisor and staff assistant to the Secretary of
Defense for the acquisition of defense _ystems and
equipment.

B. The individual who will serve as the Defense Acquisi-
tion Executive during any given time period will be
so designated by the Secretary of Defense.

III. FUNCTIONS

Under the direction, authority and control of the Secretary
of Defense, and in coordination with the functional
Assist3nt Secretaries of Defense, the Defense Acquisition
Executive shall perform the following functions:

A. Integrate and unify the management process, policies
and procedures for major defense system acquisition.

B, Mon;tor the implementation of the policies and practices
in the Circular A-109, reference (a), and in the system
acquisition policies of the Secretary of Defense.



C. Coordinate the development of integrated investment
olanrino for the DoD to assure the continuity of decisions
between the conceptual, development, production and
operational phases of the acquisition of defense systems.

D. Coordinate acquisition investment planning with the
Defense Planning and Programming Guidance (DPPG), the
Planning and Programming Guidance Memorandum (PPGM),
and the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System (PPBS).

E. Serve as the permanent Chairman of the Defense Systems
Acquisition Review Council, (DSARC), reference (b).

F, Strengthen the basis for the Secretary of Defnse's
decisions at the four key acquisition milestones by
assuring that the requirements and viewpoints of all
functional areas involved in system acquisition are
full consideration. during DSARC deliberations, and are
properly integrated in the DSARC recommendations sent
to the Secretary.

G. Approve after consultation with the other DSARC members,
exceptions to the policy of completing the Decision
Coordinating Paper (DCP) processinq, DoD Instruction
5000.2, prior to DSARC/(s) SARC review.

H. Assure that program managers are assigned when acquisition
programs are initiated.

I. Assure that key acquisition personnel have long-term
experience in a variety of Government/Industry system
acquisition activities and that career orograms have
been instituted which enlarue nn that experience.

J. Perform such other duties as the Secretary of Defense
may assign.

IV. RELATIONSHIPS

A. In the performance of his functions, the Defense
Acquisition Executive shall:

1. Coordinate the actions of the various OSD offices
as they carry out their assigned responsibilities
in major Weapon System Acquisition.

2. Coordinate actions, as appropriate, with the military
departments and other Department of Defense agencies
having collateral or related functions in the field

2



" assiqned responsibility.

'. Meai itain active liaison for the exchange of information
and advice with the military departments and other
Department of Defense agencies.

4. Cnnsult with the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the inter-
action of system acquisition with operational strategy.

5. Maintain active liaison with the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy in natters concerning system
acquisition policy,

6. Encourage the rFeintenance of active liaison with
appropriate research and development, system design,
orocujrement, logistic and environmental services
agencies outside the Department of Defense, including
orivate business entities, educational or research
institutions or other agencies of government.

7, Make full use of available resources in the office of the
Secretary of Defense, military departments and other
Department of Defense agencies rather than un'iecessarily
duplicating such capabilities.

B. The Secretaries of the military departments, their
civilian dssistants, and the military personnel in
such departments shall fully cocperate with tee Defense
Acquisition Executive and the OSD staff in a continuovs
effort to achieve efficient administration of system
acquisition P:tivities in the Department of Defense.

V. AUTHORITTES

The Defense Acquisition Executive, in the course of exercising
the staff functions in his assigned field, including those
enumerated in Secticn III above, is hereby specifically
delegated authority to:

A. Issue instructions and one-time directive-type memoranda,
in writing, appropriate to carrying out policies approved
by the Secretary of Defense for his ascigned fields of
responsibilities in acccrdance with DoD Directive 5025.1,
subject: DoD Directives Systems, March 7, 1961. Such
instructions and neemoranda tc the military departments
will be issued through the Secretaries of those departments
or their designees.

3



B. Obtain such reports and information and assistance from
the military departments and other Department of Defense
agencies as may be necess;iry to the performance of his
assigned functions.

VI. EFFECTIVE DATE

This Directive is effective inmmediately.
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